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A OTE ABOUT U ITS OF MEASURE
This report was originally prepared using English units of measure-feet,

acres, gallons, and so on. The rapid adoption of metric units in this country
posed a dilemma. To most people the English system was still more familiar and
easily grasped, but there was broad agreement that the Metric System is ulti
mately preferable. To accommodate both the old and new systems, an effort
was made to present each measurement in the text in both English and metric
units. The result was a scarcely-readable mass of figures. It was decided finally
to use the Metric System entirely, with appropriate conversions for the conven
ience of readers unfamiliar with it. Except in a few places where it was not
practicable to alter original data, measurements in this report are therefore
expressed in metric units.

Appendix A. prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey, was reproduced as
submitted. with English units. A list of converll;on factors is included with that
report.
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FOREWORD
To a readily accessible depth of 60 metres, the immense ground water reservoir of the

Sacramento Valley holds as much water as all the surface reservoirs in the State combined. In
the period of study reported in this bulletin, 1961 to 1970, average annual recharge of the
ground water basin exceeded the amount used, and the total quantity of water in storage
increased. Surface runoff which could not be accommodated in the basin flowed Lo Lhe sea. With
the exception of isolated areas in the southern end of the valley, this basin is an underutilized
resource.

This report presents reconnaissance~levelinformation on the geologic and hydrologic condi
tions that influence occurrence, movemenl, slorage, and utilizalion of Sacramento Valley
ground waler. Prepared in cooperation with the U. S. Geological Survey, it includes a hydrolog
ic inventory ror the ten-year sludy period.

It is anticipated that this information will prove useful in planning and managing the State's
ovcrall watcr resources and will provide a roundation for detailed studies of local water supply
in cooperation with local watcr agencies.

Honalel R. Robie, Director
Departmenl of Water Resources
The HesollTces Agency
State of California
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Beneath the Sacramento Valley lies a vast ground
water basin, second in California only to the San Joa
quin Basin. Large quantities of waler are stored in
thick sedimentary deposits extending from the Sac
ramento-San Joaquin Delta to north of the city of
Red Bluff. Ground water is used intensively in some
areas and only slightly in others, where surface water
supplies are abundant. However, overall consump
tion has been increasing steadily since the early
19005. In 1970 ground water accounted for almost 30
percent of all agricultural waler in the valley. The
total amount of Sacramento Valley ground water
pumped represents about 12 percent of the 18 500
cubic hcctometrcs pumped annually from all basins
in the State.

Dewription of Area
Located in north central California, the Sacra

mento Valley is bounded on the east by the Sierra
Nevada and Cascade Ranges and on the west by the
North Coast Range. The ground water basin extends
from about 8 kilometres north of Red Bluff south
ward 240 kilometres to the Sacramento-San Joaquin
Delta. With a surface area of about 15 500 square
kilometres, the basin includes all of Sutter County
and portions of Yuba, Tehama, Glenn, Butte, Colusa,
Yolo, Solano, Placer, and Sacramento Counties (Fig
ure I).

The valley is relatively flat except at its margins;
about half of the basin is at an elevation of 30 metres
or less. Sutler Buttes, an isolated body of volcanic
roch, rise to 650 metres, the highest elevation in the
basin, and the valley floor reaches :approximately 240
metres in the northwest. Peripheral areas arc dissect
ed by tributary streams, draining to the Sacramento
River.

Beneath the valley floor is a thick sequence of .sedi
mentary materials deposited in both marine and
nonmarine environments. The upper, nonmarine
portion attains a maximwn thickness of about 1 000
metres. Its materials consist of volcanics transported
to the valley as mudflows and fragmental rock erod
ed from the surrounding mountains and transported
by stream action. As these were deposited in the
structural trough, it gradually downwarped or sub
sided. As a result, a large volume of material ac
cumulated without significant changes in surface
elevation. Fresh ground water occurs in the void
spaces between these granular materials to a max
imum depth of about 900 metres in the south valley.

EngIM~~ts.: I kilometre (km) .. 0.62 mile (rW);I!IIqUaTe~
(bn') _ O.386sq,\.We mile (rJ); I melre (m) _ 3.28 feel (A): I cubie
heclomet.e (bm") _ 810.7 acre-feet (ae-n).

Throughout the basin, saline water underlies the
fresh water.

I'hy,;og",phk I'rov;ncft.

As shown in Figure 2, there are 11 physiographic
provinces, or units, within the basin. Features as
sociated with the valley floor unit are the stream
channels and flood plains of the Sacramento River, its
main tributaries, the Feather and American Rivers,
and their smaller tributaries. The youngest alluvial
materials occur here.

Adjacent to the stream channels and flood plains
are five flood basins where overflow water:; have de
posited generally fine-grained materials. Alluvial
plains border the river channel and flood basins and
extend almost to the basin boundaries. The basin is
largely surrounded by low hills and terraces dissect
ed by numerous stream channels. Some of the hills,
such as the Dunnigan, Rumsey, English, and Mon
tezuma Hills, attain elevations of 20 to 500 metres
above the valley floor.

Two prominent features of volcanic origin pro
trude through the alluvial materials of the valley.
Sutler Buttes arc remnants of an old volcano. Orland
Buttes, also called Black Buttes, are a ridge capped
by volcanic rock rising about lBO metres above the
surrounding area and forming the eastern margin of
Black Butte Reservoir. Some of these physiographic
features are shown in Figure 2 and are visible in
photos 1--3.

VaJJey Floor Fe,1tures. The principal physiograph
ic features are the river channels, fiood basins, al1u
.vial plains and fans, and river flood plains. The
Sacramento River flood plain extends from Red Bluff
to the Delta, dividing the valley longitudinally. Just
north of Colu.sa, the plain attains its greatest width
about 13 kilometres. In the Red Bluff-t~lusa

reach, a distance of 120 kilometres, the average flood
plain width is about 6 kilometres and its gradient is
about 0.3 metres per kilometre. Also in this reach,
much of the river's bedload of gravel and sand is
deposited, and the suspended silt load is deposited on
the broad flood plain. The river course is sinuous
here, with many bends and meanders. Old mean
ders, now cut off and abandoned, form oxbow lakes.

Below Colusa, the river takes a more southeasterly
course, and the flood plain narrows except where it
is joined by the Feather and American Rivers.

1
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Photo 1. sacramento Valley looking oortb _ Mount Shasta In tbe dJstaoce.
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P'hoto 2. Sacramento Valley looking south rrom Sutter Buttes area - Sacramento-San Joaquin
Delta in the distance.
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Photo 3. NorUaem Sacra.ea&o Valley lookiaC towanl tile SOIll),eUl - SJena Nev. 1. tIlell1aluce.
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The Feather River, one of the Sacramento's princi
pal tributaries, originates in the Sierra Nevada and
enters the basin at Oroville. It follows a southwester
ly course for 10 kilometres and then turns south,
flowing east of Sutter Buttes to join the Sacramento
River. At Marysville, it is joined by its main tributary,
the Yuba Hivcr, and farther south by the Bear River.
These tributaries have carried considerable hydrau
lic mining debris to the channel of the Feather and
changed its original character. Where it once flowed
in a narrow channel, it now has a wide sand-choked
channel which is raised above the adjoining alluvial
plains in its lower reach.

Five distinct flood basins, identified in Figure 2,
occupy lands adjacent to the Sacramento and
Feather River Hood plains. They are the Colusa,
Butte, Sutter, American, and Yolo ba.~ins-broad,

shallow troughs lying between the natural levees and
the low alluvial plains and fans on both sides of the
valley. They are flat, poorly drained lands which
have received flood waters as the natural levees were
overtopped. Sediment~deposited in these basins are
the fine-grained portion of the suspended load; the
soils are heavy-textured clay and adobe types. Shal
low water tables arc common to all of these basins,
but because of the availability of diverted surface
water, very little ground water is used. Waler and soil
conditions are excellent for growing rice.

On the sides of the vallcy, situated between the
flood basins and the hills and dissected uplands, arc
alluvial plains and alluvial fans. Underlying sedi
ments and soils in these areas are generally older
than those of the flood basins.

The eastside alluvial plain extends from Butte Ba
sin south through Sacramento County. It is often
called the "Victor Plain" because of the Victor For
mation which underlies it. Nearly nat, it is dissected
by many westward-flowing streams draining the Si
erra. No deposition of sediment occurs on the plain
now. Instead, the area exists ill equilibrium without
deposition or substantial erosion. This plain has
reached a state or maturity, as li'viclenced by exten
sive hardpan in the subsoil horizon.

The westside alluvial plain differs from its eastern
counterpart. It consists of a belt of coalescin~, low
sloping alluvial fans reaching south 160 kilometres
from Stony Creek near Orland in the northern por
tion of the study area to the Montezuma Hills at the
southwestern extremity of the area. Two predomi
nant agricultural areas are the Stony Creek alluvial
fan and the Putah Plain. The Stony Creek f(lll is the
largest single fan in the valley. PUlah Plain is actually
two coalesced fans of Pulah and Cache Creeks.
Between Stony Creek and Putah Plain the alluvial
plain narrows to an average width of about 8 kil-

ElIll:lilh equivalent.: I metre (m) = 3.28 feet (ftl; I kilollletr<J (kill) = 0.62
mile (mi): melre per kilomdre (mlkm) = ~,28 feet per mile (ftlmi).

ometres and is as narrow as 3 kilometres near Dunni
gan. Unlike the eastside plain, the alluvial fans in this
area are under active formation by numerous inter
mittent streams draining from the Coast Ranges.
Materials deposited in the Putah Plain are mostly
fine-grained, while those of the Stony Creek fan are
coarse.

Features of Volcanic Origin. Sutter Buttes and Or
land Buttes are the two most prominenl features in
the valley, although they are not water-bearing. Sut
ter Dulles are the remains of a plug-type volcano of
Late Pliocene age which pushed through the previ
ously deposited Tertiary and Cretaceous sediments.
These sediments are now upturned around the erod
ed core of the volcano. Surrounding them are vol
canic mudflows which are in turn surrounded by an
alluvial apron.

Less prominent are the Orland Buttes, formed by
a tilted fault block which is capped by a resistant
Tertiary age lava flow.

Low Hills, Dissected Uplands, and Terraces. These
areas He along the east and west margins of the basin.
Hocks exposed at the surface are the same types
which extend toward the cenler of the valley
beneath the more recent alluvial deposits. Six gen
eral areas are identified in Figure 2. On the extreme
east side of the valley, numerous low hills extend
south from Oroville to the end of the study area
(Area 9, Figure 2). In Yuba, Placer, and Sacramento
Counties, the hills represent outcrop areas of rocks
which extend westward beneath alluvial fill. The
roch are mostly volcanic types which originated in
the Sierra Nevada. Near Oroville, the hills are
capped by gravelly deposits of more limited distribu
tion.

North of Chico is a dissected terrace underlain by
sediments which are geologically related to volcanic
rock of the Cascade Bange. The are(l is somewhat
barren, with limited agricultural development. The
terrace is crossed by a number of streams flowing in
shallow gorges.

On the west side or the valley, dissected upland.~

can be divided into four areas-unnamed hills west
of Red Bluff and Corning (Area 6, Figure 2), the
Dunnigan-Humsey I·Hlls (Area 8), the Montezuma
Hills (Area 10), and the English Hills (Area 11). All
or these are underlain by .~emi-consolidated rocks of
Pliocene to Pleislocene age. From the outcrop area
in the hills, these sediments extend eastward beneath
the surface toward the center of the valley, where
they merge with sediments extending in like manner
from the eastern side of the valley. Since agriculture
is limited in these upland areas, few wells have been
drilled and relatively little is known of their water
bearing character.
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Oblective. and Scope
The objective of this study is to provide reliable

data on the geology and hydrology of the Sacramento
Valley and their effect on the ground water resource.
The study presents a broad description of the valley
wide ground water resource rather than extensive
details on any single area or problem. Occurrence
and quantity of water are emphasized more than is
quality. Also, considerable emphasis is placed on the
basin's hydrologic operation under natural condi
tions and its operation under present-day use.

Gross hydrologic properties of water-bearing
materials were determined, including storage
capacity, specific yields, and transmissivity. Other
hydrologic conditions in the basin, such as specific
capacities and yields of existing wells, ground water
movement, long-term changes in water levels,
sources and amounts of recharge and discharge,
were also evaluated. Quantities of applied irrigation
water from both ground and surface sources were
determined from land use surveys for the 100year
period 1961-1970. These sums were calculated with
changes in storage values to develop an inventory of
ground water supply and disposal.

Detailed information on aquifer location, depth,
thickness, and continuity from area to area are
beyond the scope of this study. No new efforts were
made to develop information on surface geology, as
the subject has been thoroughly covered in previous
publications.

Methods of Study
Seven thousand well logs, prepared by well drillers

while drilling irrigation, domestic, and industrial
wells, were studied for information on materials en
countered at various recorded depths. This provided
a broad data-base for determining the gross charac
ter of aquifer systems. A computer program was de
signed to convert these log descriptions to numerical
designations. In conjunction with other information,
this produced data on extent and depth of water
bearing materials in terms of specific yield. The
depth for which information is available is therefore
limited to the depths of drillings as recorded in well
logs. Since wells do not exist or are very scarce in
some areas, knowledge of aquifers in those areas is
partial or non-existent.

Methods of study also included use of available
basic data on ground water levels, water quality,
precipitation, and land u:>€. Available information on
surface geology was adequate for reconnaissance
level resource evaluation.

Water-level measurements obtained from the De
partment's basic data program were used extensively
to prepare depth-to-water and ground water eleva
tion contour maps. Changes in storage values for
each township were determined from annual spring
measurements. Mineral analyses, also from the basic

8

data program, were used to describe the general
chemical characteristics of ground water.

Pump efficiency tests made by Pacific Gas and
Electric Company and Sacramento Municipal Utility
District were collected and utilized to develop infor
mation on well yields and specific capacity by town
ship. This information was supplemenled by pump
tests reported by well drillers.

Development of a hydrologic inventory for the
period 1961-70 was an important part of the study.
Land use surveys made in all counties in 1961 and
again in the late 1960s and early 1970s provided the
basic knowledge needed to measure pumpage and
applied water. Most of the information on aquifers,
wells yields, specific capacity of wells, ground water
storage and pumpage has been developed and is pre
sented for single township and four-township areas.

Cooperative Studies by the U. S. Geological Survey
In July 1970, the Department entered into a coop-

erative agreement with the U. S. Geological Survey
(USGS) to make ground water studies in the Sacra
mento Valley. The work program as formulated in
1971-72 included preparation of a hydrologic simula
tion model and a series of data maps, some of which
were required as input data for the model. This mod
el provided a digital simulation of the hydrologic sys
tem's response to stress and yielded information on
transmissivity, recharge, and discharge. The USGS
report on these studies, with explanation of models
and how they work, is presented in this bulletin as
Appendix A.

Data maps, prepared as part of the cooperative
effort, were published separately as USGS Open File
Reports. They include the following:

1. "Base of Fresh Water in the Sacramento Valley
and Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, California"

2. "Base and Thickness of Post Eocene Continental
Deposits in the Sacramento Valley"

3. "Estimated Permeabilities for the Soils in the
Sacramento Valley".

Complete listings of these publications are found
in Appendix B, "Selected References".

Previous Investigations
The earliest comprehensive ground water investi

gation of the valley was made by Kirk Bryan of the
USGS from 1912 to 1914. The results were published
as USGS Water Supply Paper 495 in 1923. Field stud
ies included the measurement of 2,500 wells and the
sampling of 68 wells for water quality. Measurements
provided data for the first ground water contour map
ever prepared for the valley. Bryan's report remains
an important source of information on the geology



and hydrology of the basin.
The second basin-wide study was made in 1929

1931 by Hyde Forbes of the State Division of Water
Resources as part of a comprehensive Sacramento
River Basin study. In his 1931 report, Forbes de
scribed the surface geology of five physiographic
units and, to a limited extent, the types of water
bearing materials underlying the surface. Storage
capacity for three of the physiographic areas, totall
ing 371 500 hectares was determined for a shallow
zone where ground water levels fluctuated from 4 to
9 metres. The total capacity of these areas was re
ported to be 3 724 cubic hectometres, using a drain
age factor (specific yield) from 12.5 to 20 percent.
The report also records depths to water in 196 wells
in the fall seasons of 1929, 1930, and 1931. Many of
these wells are still being measured today as part of
the Department's basic data program.

A third basin-widc study was begun in 1948 by the
uses and reported in USGS Water Supply Paper
1497 in 1961. The paper documents the results of a
thorough geologic study of the valley and includes
the first modern geologic map. It remains the best
basic reference on geology in regards to ground wa
ter resources in the valley. The investigation did not
include evaluations of ground or surface water hy
drology, but ground water .~torage capacity determi
nations were an important component. Storage
capacity for a depth zone between 6 and 60 metres
was determined to be 41 000 cubic hectometres
beneath an aTea of approximately one million hec
tares.

Many other studies, published and unpublished,
have been made on local areas by public and private
agencies. The U. S. l3ureau of Heclamation has made
comprehensive studies of existing and proposed serv
ice areas for surface water development projects on
the west side of the Sacramento Valley in portions of
Tehama, Glenn, Colusa, Yolo, and Solano Counties
and on the east side in Butte County. These were
undertaken to determine potential ground water
supply for overlying lands and supplemental water
needs. The Tehama-Colusa Canal, to extend ulti
mately from Tehama County to northern Yolo
County, and the Putah-South Canal, extending .~outh

from Putah Creek through the western valley por
tion of Solano County resulted from stich studies.

Surface and ground water supplies of various coun
ties have been the subject of several investigations
made by the Department of Water Resources and its
predecessors since the early 1950's. Sutter-Yuba and
Placer County reports were issued by the State Wa
ter Resources Board in 1952 and 1955, respectively. A
report to the California State Legislature on Putah
Creek Cone, issued by the Division of Water Rc-

Engli.h e'luivalents: I hectare (ha) = 2.47 acres (~c); I cubic hectometre
(hma) - 1110.7 aere_fcet (ac_fl); I metre (m) - 3.28 reet (ft).

sources in 1955, covered portions of Yolo and Solano
Counties.

Data on ground water storage capacity al)d yield of
lower Cache Creek and Capay Valley in Yolo County
were included in the Clear Lake-Cache Creek Inves
tigation, published by the Department in 1961. In
1974 the Department published the results of a coop
erative study on the geology and ground water re
sources of Sacramento County. Yolo County was
again the subject of a ground water report published
in 1976 by a private engineering firm (Clendenen,
1976) .

During the period 1948-52, the USGS made studies
on geology, ground water resources, and storage
capacity for a portion of Solano County in coopera
tion with the U. S. Bureau of Hcclamation. This re
port was published in 1961 as USGS Water Supply
Paper 1464.

These and other reports describing geology, hy
drology, and water quality are listed in Appendix B,
"Selected References". Rcports by the U. S. Bureau
of Heclamation arc not available in most libraries and
therefore are not included.

History of Irrigation and
Ground Water Development

The first irrigation in California was practiced by
the Spanish Fathers as they established missions
throughout Southern California in the late 18lh cen
tury. Teaching the Indians to grow small gardens,
irrigaled by diverting water from nearby streams,
was an important part of their work. It was not until
the 1840s however, that any irrigation took place in
the Sacramento Valley. At this time, it was reported
that John Sutter was irrigating his large gardens with
water hand-earried by Indian workers.

James Moore, a planter in the valley, built a canal
near Woodland in 1856 to irrigate his wheat fields. It
was the first large irrigation effort. After the decline
of gold-rush activity, around 1860, fanning began in
earnest. Interest in irrigation grew slowly, as most
growers considered the costs prohibitive and p're
ferred dry farming and cattle ranching. l3ut by the
turn of the century some growers were raising two
or three crops a year on irrigated land. There was
little danger of crop failure, and high-value, water
intensive plantings were possible. Land value ap
preciated heavily where irrigation water was avail
able.

The Conservation Commission report of 1913 to
the State of California remarked that development
of irrigation in the Sacramento Valley was behind
that of other parts of the State; however, the advent
of the first world war brought a period of major
growth, with rice a leading wartime product of the
valley. By 1930, thirteen irrigation districts had been
formed.
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The use of ground water as a source for irrigation
has lagged behind that of surface water in the valley.
Early settlements used ground water for domestic
and stock supplies, but it was not until 1879 that the
first well for irrigation was constructed on the Blow
ers Ranch near Woodland. This 7-metre-deep well
was so successful that more drilling followed, but de
velopment continued to be slow. Costs for drilling
equipment were high, and in most cases surface wa
ter supplies were plentiful.

Eventually, however, twentieth century innova
tions and improvements, such as development of
tools capable of drilling deep, large-diameter wells,
use of electricity, and availability of more efficient
motors and pumps, promoted the use of ground wa
ter. Pumping costs decreased, and the division of
large farms into 4 to 8 hectare plots, unreachable by
existing surface canals, made the use ofground water
economically preferable.

The first reliable information on ground water de
velopment in the Sacramento Basin appeared in a
USGS report (Bryan, 1923), which showed that in
1913 nearly 16600 hectares were irrigated by water
from 1,664 wells. No figures were reported for sur
face water use that year, but by 1919, 191 400 hectllres
were being irrigated from all sources. In 1929, the
California Division of Wuter Resources reported that
over 2Q2 300 hectares were irrigated in the Sacra
mento Valley, including 82150 hectares from wells.

Little additional land was irrigated during the
Depression years, bUI World War II stimulated
renewed ground water development By 1950, al·
most 303 500 hectares were under irrigation, and of
this about 141 600 hectares were irrigated by ground
water.

Investigation for this report determined that 7 780
cubic hectometrc:> (hm3) of applied water were used
by farms and cities in the Sacramento Valley north of
the Rio Vista area during 1970. Of this, approximlltely
29 percent, or 2 242 hm3

• came from weUs. and the
remainder, 5 538 hm~, from surface sources. Crops
irrigated by ground water used an average of 0.01
cubic hectometres/hectare {by English measure, 3.2
acre-feet per acre}, as compared to 0.013 hm3/ha
(4.2 acre-feet per acre) for those using surface
sources. The lower use is aUributed to a tendency for
ground water irrigators to apply water more effi
ciently and to grow crops with a higher economic
return and smaller water requirement.

Figure 3 shows the increase in all irrigated land'i
and those dependent solely on ground water from
the early l000s to 1970. Irrigated areas. by water
source, are shown in Plate I (in pocket).

English "CJ"i~nts: 1 !lect:lre (hlo) = 2.47 acres (ac); 1 C'Ubic bectOll\ctrc
(hml ) _ 810.7 lKTe-fet."l. (ae-fI); 1cum., hedQllletrl! per hcclQrC (hml,
"") _ 328 mcr.,..fccl per acro (~c-f1/:JCI.
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Investigation R.sults
This section summarizes findings for the present

report by both the U. S. Geological Survey and the
Department of Water Resources. The information is
presented in greater detail in following chapters and
in Appendix A, Ground Water Conditions in theSae
nJmento VaJley. Cali[orni.'1, 1912. 1961, and 1971.

GtIOlogy

The Sacramento Valley is a large northwest-trend
ing structural trough extending about 240 kilometres
north from the Sacramento--San Joaquin Delta and
occupying an area of about 15500 square kilometres.
It is bounded on the east by the Sierra Nevada and
Cascade Ranges and by the Coast Range on the west.
R~k~ underlying the basin and the bordering moun
tams mclude Paleozoic and Mesozoic granitic, meta
morphic and marine sediments. They are found at
considerable depths at the center of the valley and
shallow depths ncar the margins. They are overlain
by Eocene marine and continental sedimentary
rocks which contain saline or brackish water. All of
these rocks are impermeable and form the bottom of
the basin. Fresh water is not present beneath them.

Overlying the older sequence of Eocene and pre
Eocene rocks is a series of continental deposits (non
marine origin) of post-Eocene age, which yield fresh
water except in the deeper portions of the valley.
These post-Eocene continental deposits were laid in
place by streams flowing from the surrounding
mountains into the subsiding trough. TIlls assem
blege of predominalely sedimentary rocks also in
cludes volcanic mudflows. lava flows, and volcanic
ash deposits, all associated with the volcanic action
which occurred in the middle to late Tertiary period.
Sutter Buttes are prominent volcanic features on the
valley floor which originated during the late Tertiary
period. For purposes of study, these rocks are idcnti·
Red and categorized by distinctively named geologic
formations (Plate 2 in pocket).

Several formations ofpost-Eocene age are present
in the valley and are important as sources of ground
water. They include the Tuscan, Mehrten, Tehama.
Laguna. and Victor Formations and several un
named alluvial units, principally alluvial fans and
flood plain deposits.

The Tuscan Formation in the northeastern portion
of the valley contains fresh water to depths of 460
metres in moderately permeable sand aquifers. Also
present are beds of volcanic tuff breccia of low
permeability which act as confining beds and restrict
the upward movement of water from the underlying
aquifers. Wells drilled through these beds may en
counter water under sufficient pressure to force it to
the surface.

&lglish f'«lIivalems: 1 kllollletre (kill) _ 0.62 miles (mi); 1 _1""rO! ki
IUllll!lrl! (Junl ) '"' 0.386 sc,... re mile (,nil).



South of Oroville, along the east side of the valley,
the Mehrten Formation is particularly important,
especially in Sacramento County. Permeability of
this formation is quite variable due to the presence
of permeable sediments and impermeable tuff brec
cia. The upper part of the formation may have a
higher percentage of clay and fine-grained sedi
ments than the middle or lower portions, tending to
confine ground water in the more permeable under
lying sand and creating the pressure conditions
found throughout much of the formation. The sand
and gravel strata are generally moderately to highly
permeable and yield large quantities of good-quality
water to irrigation and industrial wells.

The Tehama Formation is a source of ground wa
ter for irrigation in most areas along the west side of
the valley. Although this formation is mostly fine
grained, it contains sufficient sand and/or gravel
zones in many areas to provide large quantities of
ground water. In certain areas along the west side of
the valley it is predominantly clayey, parlicularly in
the area between Willows and Williams. Wells in
these areas generally will not yield large quantities of
water, and those which penetrate the entire thick
ness o[ the formation may yield water of poor quality

because some of the basal sands contain connate wa
ter derived from underlying marine sediments.

Along the east side of the valley, the Laguna For
malion is a wedge-shaped deposit that thins toward
the foothills and thickens to more than 300 metres
along the valley axis. Fine-grained materials seem to
predominate in the Laguna, with lenticular sands
and gravels occurring sporadically. Gravels arc more
common toward the east but they may be clayey or
cemented. This formation is tapped by domestic, irri
gation and industrial wells throughout much of the
east valley area. Most wells in this area do not draw
all their water from the Laguna Formation, but arc
perforated or gravel-packed so that they may also
receive parl of their yield from underlying and over
lying formations.

The Victor Formation is an assemblage of old allu
vial deposits which include lenticular bodies of silt,
sand, and gravel. The formation occupies the low
alluvial plain on the east side of the valley. Together
with the underlying Laguna Formation, the Victor
constitutes the most important source of ground wa
ter on the cast side of the valley south from the vicin
ity of Gridley.
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The fanglomerate unit (not given a formation
name), is an assemblage of partially cemented layers
of sand and gravel with thick layers of clay and silt.
The sediments were derived from large areas ofTus
can rock in the Cascades and now overlie the Tuscan
Formation in the northeast margin of the valley. It is
similar to the Tuscan Formation from which it was
derived except that it does not contain tufT breccia
(volcanic mudflows).1l supplies moderate quantities
of water to moderately deep wells on the east side of
the valley north of Chico.

Along the east margin, near Oroville and in small
isolated areas south to Sacramento County and west
of Red Bluff, Coming, and Orland, are gravelly
deposits belonging to the Red Bluff Formation. In
Sacramento County similar deposits are known as
the Arroyo Seco and South Fork gravels. These are all
surficial deposits that occur mostly above the zone of
saturation and have little importance as sources of
ground water. Collectively they are known as the
Pleistocene gravels.

Alluvial fans, stream channel deposits, flood plain
and flood basin deposits-these are the most recently
deposited materials and represent important water
sources. Alluvial fans occur mostly on the west side
adjacent to the Coast Range, around Sutter Buttes,
and at Chico. They are relatively thin, but most con
tain highly permeable materials. Stream channel and
flood plain deposits consist of well-sorted sand, grav
el, and silt adjacent to the major streams. The depos
its are up to 13 kilometres wide and 60 metres thick
in the north valley area. Flood basin deposits ure the
finest-grained materials, consisting mostly of clay
and silt. Five major flood basins occupy large areas
adjacent to the Sacramento River (Figure 2). Their
deposits are thin and poorly permeable and there
fore unimportant for ground water development,
but the older alluvium underlying the basin sedi
ments often contain highly productive aquifers, par
ticularly in the north valley.

Seven major structural features, shown in Plate 2,
influence the occurrence and movement of ground
water in the Sacramento Valley:

1. Chico monocline, extending from the vicinity of
Red Bluff southeast to Chico, tends to facilitate
ground water inflow to the valley from areas outside
the basin.

2. Red Bluffarch, forming the northern boundary
of the basin is a series of paralleling Faults and gentle
folds which tend to restrict movement of water
between the Redding ground water basin and the
Sacramento Valley ground water basin.

3. CorJling Ilnticline impedes the eastward move
ment of ground water between Red Bluff and Cor
ning.
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4. Sutter Buttes, northwest of Yuba City, are the
surface expression of coalescing domes that were
thrust from below, tilting, faulting, folding, and ex
posing at the surface the intruded Cretaceous-to
Pliocene sediments. The Buttes divert ground waler
around their flanks. Marine sediments surrounding
them have been flushed of their saline water by
meteroic water to great depths. This flushing action
may be related to the shallow connate water found
in the Sutter Basin to the south.

5. Dunnig.w anticline, which has folded the Te
hama and Red Bluff Formations, diverts ground wa
ter southeast into Hungry Hollow.

6. Plainfield Ridge, possibly a southern continua
tion of the Dunnigan anticline, impedes the flow of
ground water toward the east, causing it to flow
through notches in the anticline and southeast to
ward Putah Creek.

7. Willows Arch, located just west of Artois and
extending northward toward Orland, is probably the
northern extension of an anticlinal structure which
occurs in the Beehive Bend gas field to the southeast.
It appears to be a partial barrier to soulhwesterly
movement of ground water from Stony Creek.

Gtlohyd,o/ogy
Ground water is termed confined when it is sepa

rated from the surface by some impermeable barrier.
In this condition it is under greater than atmospheric
pressure. Unconfinedwater is found in materials suf
ficiently porous to permit contact with the atmos
phere and forms a water table. Ground water occurs
in both conditions through most of the Sacramento
Valley Basin. Generally unconfined in the relatively
shallow alluvial fan, flood plain and stream channel
deposits, it appears partially confined in and under
the flood b~\sin deposits. In the older Pleistocene and
Pliocene formations, especially at deeper levels, wa
ter is confined beneath impervious thick clay and
mudflow strata.

In the low-lying central portion of the basin, from
the Delta north to Glenn and Butte Counties, depth
to water in wells is 3 metres or less. Depth to water
increases to 25 to 30 metres and more toward the
basin margins.

Elevation contours of the upper surface of the
ground water body in the north valley indicate that
the general direction of movement is toward the Sac
ramento River. In the valley floor soulh of Sutter
Buttes the upper surface of the zone of saturation is
virtually flat, so there is no marked movement to
ward the river under present conditions. Under
natural conditions ground water moved from the
E,lglMh equivllenU: I metre (11'I) _ 3~ feet (Il); I kilometre (tim) _ 0.62

mile !oni).



margins of the valley to its floor with a nearly flat
gradient, sloping toward the lower Sacramento River
or the Delta, but intensive development of ground
water since 1914 has created three pumping depres
sions along the east side from Marysville to Sacra
mento County and one on the west side in Solano
County. By 1971. these depressions were modified in
size and depth, increasing or decreasing according to
changes in withdrawal rates. In 1971, they were locat
ed in Sacramento County south of the state capitol,
in southwestern Placer County. in Yuba County at
Marysville, and in Solano County south of Davis.
Ground water moves toward these areas of heavy
pumping rather than toward the central part of the
valley or the Delta as it did in 1912-13.

Ground watcr levels fluctuate according to supply
and demand on daily. seasonal, annual. and even
longer bases. Short-term and long-term water level
changes have been recorded for wells since the first
documented measurements in 1929. In the north val
ley, there have been no consistent downward trends,
but at the southern end, representative wells show
long-term declines in nearly all counties since early
measurements were made.

As mentioned in "Methods of Study" approximatc
I}' 7,000 drillers' weUlogs were tabulated in a com
putcr program designed to study subsurface geology.
Different underground materials encountered by
drillers were classified according to specific yield l

and assigned numerical values. Average specific
yield was calculated: by 100foot layers (converted to
3-metre layers for this report). Through the use of
such data, it was possible to delineate areas of
predominantly coo.rse-grained material, constituting
major aquifer systcms, and predominantly fine
graiJled materials, which may be minor aquifers or
contain no recoverable watcr. The relative amounts
of course und fine-gmined materials arc shown in
terms of specific yield in six 3--dirnensionul, sectional
views of the valley. (Plates 3 and 4 in pocket.)

Well yields and specific capacities of wells general
ly increase toward the center of the valley. Areas of
hi~h yield and capacity correspond to areas of coarse
-grained alluvial fans and floodplain dcposits. Along
the margins orthe valley where older, more compact
fonnlltions occur, yields and capacities arE! low. The
greatcst incidence of wells with high specific capaci
ty and potentially high yields occur in the north
central portion of the valley, where there is a concen
tration of coarse materials deposited by the Sacra
mento Hiver and its main tributarics.

Distribution of transmissivily:l :lnd storage cOt'f-

I. Sp..,dfir yidd i. lh., ratio or the "ololUe of wat~," I(lv,," noa", of rn.:k or
soil will yit'ld by Il..a,<ily to the \"olome of thaI ll'U~~. 11", ratin i$ 'tall'<!
11$ " Il<':rcc"tag...

2. Tran~rui"".ivity i' ncfilW'd a:l th.. rall.' of 11m<· 01 waler Ihrnnll.l, u ''Crli<.-~I

strip of the lI<{0if.". ul a unil widlh ....I..n<1inl( til<" fuU AtU.DI.o<1 !><-ij[bl
of the aquifer ono... D hytll"1lul>c grad,..nl of 100 prrf"'lli.

licicnts3 of water-bearing materials throughout the
entire depth of post-Eocene continental deposits
was determined by the U. S. Geological Survey
through model studies. Transmissivity values range
from 400 to 6,000 square mctres per day·. The area
ofhighest values extends north ofSutter Buttes along
the Sacramento River and west into the Stony Creek
alluvial fan area. They arc slightly lower toward the
east basin boundary. Except for small areas along the
Sacramento River, the lowest values arc found in the
south Sacramento Valley.

Storage coefficient was found to vary from 0.04 to
0.12, when averaged over specific areas. In an uncon
fined system, assumed to exist for the model study,
these values are related to specific yields of 4 to 12
percent. Areas of highest specific yield, 8 to 12 per
cent, occur where streams have deposited coarse al
luvial materials on flood plains and alluvial fans.
Examples are found along the Feather River near
Oroville, at Cache and Putah Creeks near the ed:ge
of the valley. the lower portion of the Stony Creek
alluvial fan, Yuba River, American River, and Sacra
mento River between Stony Creek and Sutter
Buttes. Gravels carried downstream along the Sacra
mento River from Stony and Chico Creeks have re
sulted in high specific yields in the flood plain north
of Sutter Buttes. Most other areas in the valley have
specific yields in the 4 to 8 percent range.

Replenishment of ground water occurs through
deep percolation of streamflow, precipitation, and
applied irrigation water. F.stimated values were de
termined in a ground water inventory which showed
Ihat stream percolation and decp percolation of rain
fall combine to provide a greater amount of recharge
than docs applied irrigation water. Recharge by sub
surface inflow is considercd negligible compared to
other sourccs.

The U. S. Geological Survey determined percent
age of total recharge under natural conditions for
various arellS in the valley. ApproXimately two-thirds
of the basin's total recharge undcr natural conditions
occurs north of thc Sutter Buttes, with the remainder
in the south valley.

Averagc annual ground water pumpage, the prin
cipal method of discharge, was cstimated to V:lry
from 2 228 hm3 to 2 242 hm3 for the years 1961 and
1970, respectively. (These estimates include town
ship 4 north, not included in invcntory fi~ures cited
in Chapter IV). Approximately two-thirds of this
pumpage is in the south valley; one-third is in the
north valley.

3. Slo....lI" L""trK'i..nl of ;ll\ aquifer i.. deflned \ti Ih" ""lume of waIN it
rc[clUC$ f.um f" l~k... inl" .I"'"g<' PC' unit $,;,f"cr. arc".,r II", \tqull;',
per \I"il ..hange in I(To"",1 WIlt.., 1<,....1. WhI'n Nllr..'UCfI 'IS" 11<"C\.'lIlal!.(!.
il i. usually ,efcrr..o<1 to ,,~ ··'p"""I"· y;.-Id,··

4 Sq",,,c melrel J)\'T ri~~ \1l cquivalc"l to .."Ilk ",..I'MIX" d.~y peT mel,e
"idth of aquifer (m /d/m). Likewise Ih., Us<:S fnrmulation of ""hie
f...-l I't'. <by p<" fOOl width of aquife, (fl:1/d"y/fl:) rt:<1"..... to SCI''''''' fOOl
prr day (ftll<!;IY).
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Storage of ground water has been determined for
the year 1965 for each of six depth zones--6 to 30
metres and each 30-metre increment to a depth of
approximately 180 metres. The total in storage for all
depth zones was determined to be 140 200 hm~.

Quality of ground water is generally excellent
throughout the valley and is suitable for most, uses.
Concentration of total dissolved solids is normally
less than 300 milligrams per litre (mgll) although
water in some areas may contain solids to 500 mg/l.
Ground water beneath the eastern basin is common
ly a magnesium-calcium or calcium-magnesium bi
carbonate water. In portions of the area, calcium,
magnesium, and sodium are present in equal
amounts as the dominant cations, while bicarbonate
is nearly always the dominant anion. High concentra
tions of sodium chloride waters are found at Robbins,
Clarksburg, and several areas near the edge of the
basin where Cretaceous-age rocks are nearby. There
are aL~o some areas where iron, manganese, and bo
ron are present in undesirable amounts, but the wa
ter remains suitable for most purposes.

In terms of mineral content, ground water in the
west halfof the valley is significantly poorer than that
in the east half. This is a reflection of the rock types
in the Coast Range, which contain more soluble min
erals and saline connate waters than do the igneous
and metamorphic rocks in the Cascade Range and
Sierra Nevada. Calcium-magnesium and magnesium
-calcium bicarbonate types are common here as
well, but there are areas near Maxwell, Williams, and
Arbuckle where high concentrations of sodium, chlo
ride, and sulfate waters occur with total dissolved
concentrations of 500 mgl1 or more. Some of these
waters are unsuitable for irrigCltion and drinking.

English equivalenls, 1 clIbie heetometTe (10m') = 810,7 nere-feet (nc-ft);
I m"tr" (m) ,., 3.28 feet (ft).
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At a considerable depth beneath the valley, nearly
all ground water contains sodium chloride. Depth to
base of fresh water is about 350 metres beneath most
of the north valley and commonly over 480 metres in
the south valley. Two exceptions are in the Robbins
area south of Sutter Buttes and the Colusa area,
where saline water occurs at shallow depths. Depth
of saline water may be similarly shallow at the valley
margins on both sides.

Hydrologic Inventory

A reconnaissance-level ground water inventory
(an accounting of inflow, outflow, and storage
change in the basin) was made on a township area
basis for the 100year period 1961 through 1970. Aver
age annual recharge from applied water and the
combination of stream percolation and precipitation
were calculated for each of 45 township areas. Aver
age annual recharge from deep percolation of ap
plied irrigation water was estimated at 726 hm~, and
from streams and precipitation at 1 436 hm~-a total
of 2 162 hm~ annually. During this lO-year period,
acctLmulated watcr in stora~e increased about 390
hrn·1, or an average of 39 hrn annually, indicating a
grealer amount of recharge than discharge. Most of
this increase occurred in the north valley.

On a township basis, discharge exceeded recharge
in three areas over the study period. These were
Sacramento County, a portion of Yolo County, and a
portion of Glenn County near the west basin bound
ary. In three areas recharge approximately equalled
discharge and in the remaining areas, recharge ex
ceeded discharge.



CHAPTER II. GEOLOGY OF THE BASIN
Rocks underlying the Sacramento Valley, and the

low bordering foothills and mountains, vary in type
and age from crystalline and metamorphic rocks of
Paleozoic and Mesozoic age to the very youngest
alluvial materials still being deposited. Plate 2 shows
the distribution of 14 geologic units divided into
three categories: igneous and metamorphic rocks,
nonfreshwater-bearing formations, and freshwater
bearing formations.

A common characteristic of rocks in the first two
categories is that they yield little or no water to wells,
although igneous and metamorphic types may yield
small quantities of potable water where the rock con
tains open fractures. Nonfrcshwater-bearing forma
tions may yield small quantities of water, which is
either brackish or saline. The surface exposures of all
these rocks, except the volcanic rocks at Sutter
Buttes, lie outside the valley in the Sierra Nevada and
Coast Ranges. From their areas of surface exposure,
these rocks extend beneath the valley to H considera
ble depth beneath younger sedimentary rocks.

Rocks of Lhe freshwater-bearing category include
all of the nonmarine sediments that have filled the
valley since the end of Eocene epoch approximately
38 million years ago. The category also includes a
middle-Eocene age formation which outcrops along
the eastern margin of the valley. Known as the lone
Formation, this unit contains both fresh and brackish
waler. Ten rock units, including the lone Formation,
are included in the third category. Each unit may
include one or more designated geologic formations.
The general character, location, thickness, and water
-bearing properties of each formation are presented
in Tables 1 and 2 for the northern and southern por
tions of the valley.

Igneous and Metamorphic Rocks

Surface exposures of these rocks are confined al·
most entirely to the eastern border of the valley in
lhe Sierra foothills. They extend westward beneath
the valley and may be encountered in deep wells
along the east side of the basin. They include such
types as granite, metamorphic rocks, shallow intru
sive rocks at Sutter Buttes, and an extensive basalt
lava !low known as the Lovejoy Formation (Van Den
Berge, 1968). At the surface, this basalt formation
appears within the study area at Table Mountain
near Oroville and at Orland Buttes. The subsurface
basalt in the northern part of the valley would yield
little or no water and is too deep to be feasible for
drilling. It is significant because in places it forms a

l':nglhh eqllivalcnts: I metre (m) _ 3,28 feet (ft).

barrier separating the saline water-bearing Eocene
and Cretaceous rocks from the fresh-water bearing
continental deposits.

Sutter Buttes aTe important because their intru
sion pushed up saline water-bearing marine sedi·
ments that now surround the igneous core (Williams,
1977). The complex is a hydrologic barrier and a
source of saline water.

South of Oroville, igneous and metamorphic rocks
of the Sierra Nevada form the eastern boundary of
the basin. Hunoff from these relatively impermeable
rocks contributes large quantities of water to the val
ley, but the rocks themselves yield little or no water
to wells. Being relatively insoluble, they contribute
only small quantities of dissolved minerals to the sur
face water, some of which enters the ground water
basin.

Nonfreshwater-6earing Formations

The sedimentary rocks which compose the forma
tions in this category were deposited under marine
conditions during the Cretaceolls and early Tertiary
periods (Eocene epoch). Geologic formations in
cluded are the Chico Formation of upper Cretaceous
age and several Eocene-age formations. All contain
remnants of the original sea water in which they
were deposited. Such indigenous waters are called
connate waters and are highly saline except where
diluted by fresh water.

The Chico Formation is exposed in the Coast
Ranges where it attains a thickness of about 4 500
metres (Kirby, 1943). These well-stratified layers of
sandstone and shale dip eastward beneath the SaCra
mento Valley and rise again on the east side where
they are exposed discontinuously from Red Bluff to
Folsom near the edge of the valley. Wells drilled for
gas throughout the valley indicate that they underlie
most of the valley, usually at considerable depths.
The gas well data also indicate an eastward thinning
of the formation to about a thousand metres. These
rocks surround the igneous core of the Sutter Buttes,
where they have been pushed upward by the intru
sion. The once-horizontal beds are now tilted to an
almost vertical position.

The Eocene series is composed of marine sedimen
tary rocks beneath the central and western parts of
the valley. On the east side of the valley, mostly in
Placer and Sacramento Counties, they were depos
ited in a swamp-like environment and contain large
ly fresh water with brackish water in places. These
middle-Eocene age sediments are included in the
lone Formation and are further discussed as part of
the freshwater-bearing category.
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TABLE 1

DESCRIPTION Of GEOLOGIC UNITS
NORTH SACRAMENTO VALLEY

Geologic Unit M"p General Character Water·Be.1rillg
Plflte 2 Symbol Location and Thickness Properties

Alluvium Q,l Unconsolidated sand, gravel, and silt with minor
amounts of clay deposited along the Sacramento Gravelly portions are highly permeable and yield
River, Feather River and their tributaries. In· large quantities of water to wells of shallow depth.
dudes natural levee 'nd floodplain deposits. Deposits along Stony, Chico, and Thomes Creeks
Deposits attain a maximum thickness of 40 metres are important recharge areas.
north of Colusa on the Sacramento River, about 30
metres at Gridley near the Feather River. Thick-
ness on lributaries generally less than 15 metres.

Flood Basin QIb Silt and clay deposited by flood flows in Colusa and Generally of low permeability and saturated to
Deposits Butte Basins. Deposits in Butte Basin are thin and Ilear the ground surface. Yields small quantities of

overlie coarser materials. Thickncss exceeds 15 water to domestic wells.
metres in Colusa Basin west of Princeton.

Alluvial Fan Qaf Includes a wide variety of materials ranging from Materials IIrc highly permeable in the Stony Creek
Deposits clay to coarse gravel. Stony Creek fan contains flln where 60 metre wells yield 7 500 to II 000

mostly coarse material in the upper 30 metres. AI- Htres/min. Alluvial fans on west side south of Stony
luvial fans along the west side are predominantly Creek arc poorly permeable and yield smaller
fine-grained. Chico fan contains about 15 metres of quantities to wells.
coarse-grained material.

Victor Formation Q" Occupies the east side valley floor area ~outh of Moderately permeable throup;boUI and highly per-
Oroville. Deposited br streams draining from the meablc where old stream channels arc tapped.
Sierra Nevada during the late Pleistocene. Consists Yield of wells generally low due to the limited satu-
of silt, sand, and buried channels of gravel. Soil nlted thickness.
development includes hardpan layers. Directly
overlies the Laguna Formation, Approximately 30
metres thick.

Pleistocene Gravels: Qg Includes only the Red Bluff Formation in north
R'd valley. Poorly sorted, gravelly deposits with a red Unimportant as a source of ground water. Poorly

Bluff Formation silty day matrix. Hests on the eroded surface of the permeable and generally above zone of saturation.
Tehama Formation but in places is gradational into May contain shallow, perched water.
the formation. Main deposits lie west of the Sacra-
mento River where they arc not over 15 metres
thick. Deposits near Oroville arc similar bot
overlie the Laguna Formation.

Fanglomerate Qfg Exposed only in northeast \'alley area. Composf!d Moderately permeable and provides a source of
of volcanic detritus eroded frOIll the Tuscan For- irrigation water to many wells on the cast side of
malion and laid down as alluvial fallS. COll,isls of the valley.
layers of sand, gravel, and silt, much of which is
cemented. Known to be 120 metrcs thick at Chico,
but may be thicker to the west. Dircctly overlies
the Tuscan f,'ormation.

Tertiary-Quaternary TQ, Underlies the Victor and Red Hluff Formations on
Continental the cast side, .~outh of Oroville. Limited exposures

Deposits: not shown on Plate 2. Consists of debris derived
Laguna Formation from the erosion of the Sierra Nevada and depos- Poorlr·to·moderately permeahle_ Deep wells ob-

ited as silt, dar and sand with minor amounts of tain modPTate yiplds from sandy layers_ I-Iif'(h yield-
gravel. Contemporaneous with the Tehama For- ing wells attainable if overlying Vit·tor Formation
mation and interfingers with it beneath the cellter is also tllpped.
of the valley. Thickness is about 1,")(J mel res 011 the
east side bul may be nltwh thicker beneath the
valley trough.

Eni/:lish equivalent" I metre (m) = 3.28 feet (ft)
I litre per minute (1/rnl _ 0.264 gallons per minute (gal/min)
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Table l-,Continued

DESCRIPTION OF GEOLOGIC UNITS
NORTH SACRAMENTO VALLEY

Geologic Unit MilP GCllcrnl ChI/meter Wnler-Hearing
Plate 2 Symbol Lo(wtio/J ilfld Thickness Properties

Tertiary-Quatflrnary TQ' Largest area of exposure west of Red Bluff but Sand and gravel deposits are locally absent or thin.
Continental formation underlies entire west sidfl of valley Because of thickness and widespre~\(1 distribution,

Deposits: beneath alluvial fans and flood basin deposits. Con- this is an important source of ground water on the
Tehama Formation sists of various mixtures of clay, silt, sand and gravel west side of the valley. Permeability ranges from

derived from the Coast Ranges. Sediments arc 10- low to moderate, but locally high. It is less pennea-
cally cemented and semi-consolidated throughout. ble than overlying alluvial fan deposits of Stony
Thickness is about 750 metres. Creek and Sacramento River 1l1l\1vi\1m. Deep wells

obtain moderate yields. Well yields west of Red
Bluff generally lower.

Pliocene Volcanic p" Mostly a consolidllted tuff breccia (mud flow) in
Rocks: the principal area of exposure cast of the valley

Tuscan Formation floor in the Cascade Range foothills. From there Volcanic sediments lire moderately to highly j>f!r-
tuff breccias grade westerly into volcanic sands, meable. Tuff breccias and clay ~Ire confining beds.
gravels, and clay. These volcanic sediments extend Deep wells in the Chico area obtain high yields
west of the Sacramento River where they interfin- from black sands. Formation is generally too deep
ger with the Tehama Formation. Total thickncss is west of Chico to be tapped except by deepest
about 450 metres east of the valley and about 300 welk
metres beneath the valley.

Tertiary Volcanic T" Unit includes andesite lind rhyolite volcanic rock Largely nonwater bearing.
Rocks forming high peaks at Sutter Buttes and bas'llt lava

now north of Oroville at Table Mountain and 'lt
Orland Duttes west of Orland.

CretllceouS Marine Km Sandstone and shale of marine origin. Forms basin Largely nonwater bearing or contains Sliline water.
Rocks boundary on the entire west side. Also exposed in

small isolated areas along the entire cast side.

Granitic and gm Fractured meta-sedimentary and metaigneous Contains fresh Kround water '0 fractures and
Metamorphic Rocks rocks and granitic rocks in the Sierra Nevada. joints.

Forms basin boundary along east side south of Oro-
ville.

English equivalents: 1 metre (m) '" 3.28 feet (ft).
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Central Sacramento Valley witb Coast Ran~es in the foreground and Sierra. Nevada i. the dlslaRce.
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TABLE 2

DESCRIPTION OF GEOLOGIC UNITS
SOUTH SACRAMENTO VALLEY

Geologic Unit A/lip Gcncl..11 Character Wlltel'-Hcaring
Pilitc 2 !J)cmbol Lociltion lind Thickne.fs Properties-

Alluvium Qal Consolidaled ~aIld and gravel with lesser amounts IHghly permeable depo~it~ 011 Yuba, Dear, Ameri-
of ~llt and clay. Large gravelly deposit~ OCCllr on call ,md I·'ealher Hiver. These areas provide re-
~trelLTns draining the Sierra Nevada. Thicknes~ up charge to their respective areas in the basin.
to 30 metres at Feather River near Marysville and
15 metres on tributaries to the Feather and Sacra-
mento Rivers.

Flood Hasin Qfb Unconsolidated beds of clay in Sutter, American, Poorly permeable depo~its ~aturated to near the
Dt'po~its Yolo lind lower Colusa Ha.~in~. Thickness IIp to 30 ground surface. Overlie~ more permeable materi-

metres. ~.-
Alluvial Fan Q,f Heterogenous assemblage of clay, sand and gravel. Moderately to highly permeable. Surface infiltra·

Deposits Sand and gravel occur in buried channels depos- tion rates generally1high in upper portion of fans.
iled by migrating Putah and Cache Creeks. Depos- Well yields arc high.
it~ overlie Tehama Formation in thickness of up to
45 metrcs.

Victor Formation Q' Occupies the cast sidl'! of the valley noor. Consist~ \1odemtely permeable throughout and highly per-
of sand, silt, and day with a hardpan layer in the meable where old stream channels are tapped,
surface soil. Sand and gravel occurs '0 buried Generally yiekb little water except where old
~trellin channel. Thickne~s approximately 30 stream channels are present.
metres.

PleistO<.'ene Gravels: Qg Occur only in Sacramento County. Consists of well Poorly permeable and yidd~ only a small quantity
Arroyo S"co rounded pebbles and cobbles in a matrix of iron ofwator to wells. Unimportant a~ a source of water.
C;r;lve!s. and cemented sand and clay. Hardpan in surface soils.

South l<'ork grflvel~

'\ 'ertiary-Quaternary TQc Principal area of surface exposure in Sacramonto
Continental Couoty and south Placer Counly, Laguna type

Deposits: sedimcnlS in north Sacramento County locally Sand layers yield moderate amounts of water to
L~lguTla amI known as Fair Oaks Formation. Consists of com- wells. Deep wells required for large yields. A local·
Fair Oaks (>acted layers of silt, sand and clay with IHlrdpall in ly importnnl source of water for southea.~t Sacra-

Formations surface ~oils. Overlain by Arroyo Seco gravels mento Valley.
south of the Amerit'an River. Thickness approxi-
llHltely 100 metres and possibly up to 30U metre~

along vlllley axis.

--
Tt"rtiary-Qllatprn<iry TQc Occupies west side of valley and extends eastward Principal water-bearing formation on the we~t ~ide

Contincntal beneath alluvial cover, Merges and internnger~ of the valley due to widespread distribution and
I)eposit~: with Laguna Formation. Sediments derived from thickness. Less permeable than overlying llllu-

Tehama Formation the Coast Range arc predominanlly fine-grained. vium. peep wells obwin moderate yields.

-- - Thickness may be greater than 750 metres.
Pliocene Volcanic p, Similar to Tu~can Formation. Includes beds of Volclll1ic sands yield large quantities of water to
Hocks: Mehrten black sand, brown clay and brown sand with layer~ wells. Drown ~ands yieltl lesser amounts while clays

Formalion of volcanic tuff breccia (mudnow deposits). Princi- and tuff breccias yield little waler. An important
pal arell of occurrence in eastern Sacramento and source of water in southeast valley it provides lar~e

Placer Counties. Formation is largely overlain by quantities of watcr to wells. Gt'l\(~rally too deep in
youngor sediments imd only ea~tern edge is ex· middle of valley to be tapped by most welb.
posed. Thickness varies from 50 to 360 metres.

MiocCIll' Volcanit' M, Occurs only in southeast valley. Consists of beds of Deposits ilre of low permeability and yield only
RO<.'ks: Valley volcanic sand lind ash with little gravel. Thickness small quantities of water to walls.

Spring~ Formation varies from 25 to 40 metres. Immediately underlies
the Mehrten Formution.
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TABLE 2-Continued

DESCRIPTION Of GEOLOGIC UNITS
SOUTH SACRAMENTO VALLEY

Gcologic {fllit M,p Generill Ch.~mcler WlItcr-fJeoring
Plate 2 Symbol Loc,~tioTl lind Thickness Properties

F.ocene Continent,,1 '" OCeun beneillh the east side of the v:llley south of DeJXlsilS nrc of low permeability :md yield only
Deposits: lone Morysvillc, generally at' considerable depth_ "". small quantities of water to domestic wells. May

Formation poS&<! ollly along east margin of thc basin;n Placer contain brackish water.
and Sacr:lJnento ('.uunties. Consi~ts of quartz sand-
stolle and day beds. Thickness v:lries from 30 to
120 metres.

Eocene Madnc Em Sandstouc and shale bc(h exposed nn west side Largely nonwalcr-bcar;ng.
Rocks near Vacaville and Capay Valley.

Crelace'Ous Km Sandstone and shale of marine origin. Forms basin L:uge1y oonwatcr bearing or conlains5.1line water.
Marine Hocks boundary on west ~ide. Extends to grelll depth

benellth valley.
Granitic and gm Fractured meta-sedimentary, meta·igneous rocks, Contoins fresh ground W:llcr in fractures and

Metamorphic T10ch and gr:lllitic rocks in Sicnu Nevoda. Forms basin joints.
bO\1ndury on ellst side.

freshwater-Bearing Formations
Formations comprising the freshwater-bearing se

quence range in composition from semiconsolidated
sands. gravels. and clay to completely unconsolidated
equivalents and mixtures of these detrital materials.
Materials of volcanic origin. such as mudflows and
volcanic ash deposits. arc present in the older forma
tions. Although all these formations contain fresh wa
ter in highly variable amounts. the lower portions
may contain brackish to saline water. The base of
fresh water generally lies above t'he base of the post
Eocene deposits except in places along the margins
of the valley where fresh water lies below the base of
these deposits. Saline water has apparently been
flushed from the marine sediments toward the valley
trough and into the continental deposits, which at
one time contained only fresh water.

Those water-hearing sediments that constitute the
principal ground water reservoir are included in the
post-Eocene age group. The thickness of this se
quence is shown in Figure 2A, Appendix A. The
greatest thickness of all the post-Eocene continental
deposits, about 975 metres, is in the southwestern
portion of the Sacramento Valley. There the se
quence thins rapidly to the west and gradually to the
east. At the north end of the valley its maximum
thickness is slightly over 600 metres (Page. 1914).

The freshwater-bearing formation in the valley
comprises a group of sedimentary and volcanic rocks
that have the ability to absorb, transmit. and yield
significant quantities of fresh water to wells. In its
publication on base of fresh water (Berkstresser.
1973), the uses defines fresh water as that which has
a specific conductance of less than 3 000 micromhos
per centimelre at 25"C. This is about 2 000 mg/! dis
solved solids.

English <'<lu;vutcnls: I rnClre (m) '" 3,28 rOO( (fI).
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A knowledge of the physical and water-bearing
properties of the principal geologic formations is
necessary to an understanding of how ground water
occurs and moves and to what extent it is available
in the basin. Brief descriptions of the formations are
presented in Tables 1 and 2. Plate 2 shows surface
distribution of these formations. In some cases, two
or more geologic formations are grouped together
because it is not possible on a small-scale map to
show each. Following are brief descriptions of the
principal freshwater-bearing formations found in
the Sacramento Valley.

Eocene Contlnt'1nfal Depo6ifs: lone Formation

The lone Formation, of middle Eocene age, is ex
posed in eastern Sacramento and Placer Counties
along the edge of the basin as shown in Plate 2. (In
frequent exposures. as far north as Oroville, are not
shown.) In this area the formation is present as low
rounded hills. presenting a subdued topography. It
overlies the older metamorphic nnd marine sedi
mentary rocks to the east. To the west it is overlain
by younger sediments.

In Sacramento and Placer Counties. the lone For
mntion is divisible into three distinct members, only
the upper two of which are exposed. The uppermost
member of the formation is composed principally of
a uniformly graded. medium-to-coarse-grained
quartz sandstone. The second member, below the
sandstone. is a thick bed of white clay of ceramic
quality. which in some areas has been stained red or
yellow. The lower member is a blue-to-gray clay
with occasional seams of brown coal and lignite. The
base of the formation is frequently a zone of gravel
composed of q~lartz and metamorphic fragments.

In outcrop, the lone Formation appears to have a
stratigraphic thickness of about 120 metres. As the



exposed surface is eroded, it can be assumed that the
original thickness of the formation was much greater.
The lone has a dip of about 5 degrees to the west. In
the subsurface it persists at least as far as the Sacra
mento River, where it apparently merges with con
temporaneous marine sediments.

In most area of the valley, the lone Formation is
considered to be nonwater-bearing because much of
the formation was deposited in a marine environ
ment. Deep wells entering the marine portions of
this formation yield water with high chloride con
centrations.

In the eastern part of the valley in Sacramento and
Placer Counties, where the lone was deposited un
der near-shore or on-shore conditions such as in a
delta environment, the formation yields fresh-t~

brackish water to wells. In these areas yields are low
because of the low permeability of the lone sedi
ments. In some areas north of Sacramento County,
wells drawing entirely from the lone yield only 180
litres per minute (11m) and have specific capacities
of less than 0.6 litre per minute per metre of draw
down (llmin/m).

MilK.". Vo/cllnlc Rodtl: VolI.y Sp,in,l. Fo,mll#on
This formation is exposed mainly along the eastern

side of Sacramento County from the southeastern
corner of the study area northward to the Cosumnes
River. It is generally exposed over an area 1.5 to 6
kilometres wide (Plate 2) and consists hlTgely of
white stream-laid rhyolite tuff, quartz sand, and
beds ~f ashy clay. The tuff was probably deposited as
volcanic ejecta in the Sierran foothills and carried to
its present location by streams choked with volcanic
debris.

The Valley Springs Formation lies unconformably
over the older lone Formation and metamorphic
rocks. It dips west at a generally uniform slope of 1.5
to 2 degrees. [n the area of outcrop it has a strati
graphic thickness of at least 20 metres and in other
areas it attains a thickness of about 40 metres.
However, some well data have indicated a tot....!
thickness ofabout 60 metres, largely ofgreenish gray,
sandy clay.

In and near its areas of outcrop, the Valley Springs
l"ormation is considered to be a producer of gooo
quality ground water. Yields are generally low due to
the presence of clay and volcanic ash which tend to
lower the overall permeability. Much of the forma
tion lies below the present depth of water wells and
little is known about its lower portion. The formation
is unimportant as a source of ground water except for
local domestic use.

F.nglDh equivrJent.t: I metre 1m) _ 3.28 feet (f'l): lilres per minule (11m)
_ o.2lS4 pl)ons per minute (pi/min); litrcs per minute per metre
(I/m/ml _ ll.Oll g.dlom per minute per root (pi/min/a).

I'lioc.n. Vo/conlc ~«h
This unit includes the Mehrten Formation in the

southeastern Sacramento Valley and the Tuscan For
mation in the northeastern Sacramento Valley, both
important ground water sources. Similar volcanic
deposits also surround Sutter Buttes and are locally
important sources of water in the areas from Pen
nington south to the town of Sutter. The water-bear
ing characteristics of these volcanic deposits are
similar to the Mehrten and Tuscan and are not dis
cussed further here.

Mehrten Formation. The Mehrten Formation is
exposed discontinuously along a broad belt from the
southeast portion of the study area, where it is over
6 kilometres wide, to the town of Lincoln in Placer
County (Plate 2). In the subsurface, the Mehrten
Formation extends westward from the urea of out
crop at least as far as the Sacramento River.

The Mehrten is divisible into two strikingly differ
ent units. One is sedimentary, composed of gray-to
black andesitic sands reported by well drillers as
"black sand", and interbedded blue to brown clay.
The other is a hard. gray tuff-breccia reported by
well drillers as "lava".

The black sands generally are fairly soft and well
sorted. They were formed as fluvial deposits, having
been derived from andestic ditritus washed down
the slopes of the Sierra Nevada. Beds of black sand
are commonly about 2 metres thick, although beds
up to 6 metres or more have been reported. Where
exposed in road cuts, these beds exhibit crossbed
ding, indicating a stream-laid mode of origin. As
sociated with the black sands are lenticular beds of
stream gravel containing andesitic cobbles and boul
ders up to a metre or more in diameter. Also associat
ed with the sands are beds of brown to blue clay and
silt.

The second major unit of the Mehrten Formation
is the tuff-breccia. This rock is very dense and hard.
It is composed of angular pieces and blocks of black
to gray andesite which range from less than 2 cen
timetres to nearly one metre in diameter. The frag
ments are contained in a highly cemented ground
mass of andesite lapilli and tan to gray ash. The tuIT
breccia was derived from andesitic eruptions to the
east in the Sierra Nevada.In the area of outcrop, the
Mehrten Fonnation is about 60 metres thick. It dips
westward on a slope of 1 to 2 degrees. It also thickens
to the west so that along the axis of the valley, where
it is essentially horizontal, it is from 120 to 150 metres
thick.

This formation provides copious quantities of
ground water to many wells in Sacramento County.
Water yielded is generally of good-to-excellent qual
ity. It has been found that many wells derive their
supply from the "black sands" as reported on the
drillers' logs. The underlying hlff-breccias yield little
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water, but wells that are drilled through them re
portedly have entered highly permeable volcanic
materials and some obtained large yields. Because of
the impermeable nature of the tuff-breccia, much of
the water in the underlying volcanic sands is in a
state of partial confinement.

Tuscan Formation. This formation is an important
water-bearing unit in the northeast portion of the
study area. Its major surface exposure lies outside the
basin boundary in the Cascade Range as shown on
Plate 2. From the northeast margin of the basin, it
extends westward beneath the valley floor into
Glenn County past the Sacramento River. In this
valley floor area it underlies approximately 2 300
square kilometres of land as shown on Figure 4.
Along the east margin of the valley north of Oroville,
it is the principal water-producing fonnation.

In the northern portion of the outcrop area (Fig
ure 4), the formation consists chiefly of layers of tuff
breccia, volcanic conglomerate, and lesser amounts
of sandstone and siltstone (Anderson, 1933). Toward
the south in the area east of Chico, the exposed Tus
can is predominantly volcanic sediment with few tuff

-breccia beds. Some of the tuff-breccia beds extend
from their outcrop areas westward for a distance of
8 to 16 kilometres as shown on Figure 4, but for the
most part the formation beneath the valley floor con
sists of black volcanic sands and tuffaceous clays.
These volcanic sediments represent a reworking of
the tuff-breccias by·.streams during periods of non
deposition. The sands and gravels were carried only
a short distance from their source, whereas the finer
grained materials, such as clay and silt, were depos
ited further west toward the valley trough.

The Tuscan Formation forms a wedge-shaped
mass with a southwesterly tilt. From a maximum
thickness of 500 metres in the Cascade Range (Lyn
don, 1969), it thins southwesterly to approximately 'a
hundred metres, where it interfingers with the Te
hama Formation beneath the valley. The largest
structural feature is the Chico monocline along the
edge of the valley as shown in Figure 4.

Fresh ground water can be found in the Tuscan
sands to depths of 450 metres along the east side of
the Sacramento Valley. The formation acts as a con
duit for ground water movement into the valley

Tuscan Formation sedimentary rocks in Butte Creek Canyon east of ChJco. Taese rocks e:r.tend
westward beneath ~e Sacramento Valley
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Figure 4. Surface and Subsurface Distribution of the Tuscan Formation
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East side of Sacramento Valley at Chico. Tuscan Fonnation sedimentary rocks visible in
foothllls and Lake Almanor in the distance.
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from the recharge areas in the Cascade Range footh
ills to the east.

Except for wells along the very edge of the valley
near the monocline, drilling must be deep to tap this
ground water source. At Chico, the depth to its up
per surface is about 140 metres, becoming shallower
to the east and deeper to the west. Southeast of Red
Bluff, near Los Molinos, depth to its upper surface is
slightly over 120 metres. Wells deep enough to tap
this formation obtain water from black sands in
amounts up to 11 500 t/min. Specific capacities for
wells that tap only the Tuscan Formation sands aver
age 600 litres per minute per metre of drawdown
(llmin/m). Most wells on the east side obtain water
from both the Tuscan sands and the old alluvium
overlying it; therefore, data specific to the water
bearing character of the Tuscan Formation are lim
ited. Most ground water in the formation is confined
under pressure by layers of impermeable clay and
tuff-breccia.

Tttrliol'y-Qutll.'''tlI'Y C4"linenlg/ D'P06U.
This unit includes a description of two contempo

raneous formations, the Tehama and the Laguna
Formations.

Tehama Formab·on. The Tehama Formation is
well exposed in a large area in the northwest portion
of the basin in Tehama and northern Glenn Counties
(Plate 2). Between the community of Willows and
Highway 20 it is discontinuously exposed in small
areas adjacent to the Coast Range. Most of the forma·
tion here is covered by gentle-sloping alluvial fans.
It is also extensively exposed in the Rumsey-Dunni
gan Hills between Highway 20 and Cache Creek.
South of Cache Creek to Vacaville, it is exposed in
the English Hills.

The Tehama extends easterly from the west mar
gin of the basin toward the trough of the valley,
where it interfingers with the Tuscan Formation in
the north valley and the Laguna Formation in the
south. Except in the areas of exposure, it is overlain
by the Red Bluff Formation, alluvial fans, and stream
and floodplain deposits. North to south it occupies
the entire west half of the basin either at or beneath
the surface. Its maximum thickness is 760 to 900
metres, but over most of the west side it averages
about 600 metres. Based on fossil evidence, it ranges
in age from upper Pliocene to middle Pleistocene. It
is, in part, equivalent in age to the Tuscan and La
guna Formations, which occur in the northeast and
southeast portions of the basin, respectively.

In areas where the formation is exposed, it consists
of poorly sorted sediments comprising thick-bedded,
sandy silt and clay. Gravel and sand deposits are usu
ally thin and discontinuous. Mineral composition of
the sediments indicates that they were derived by

English equi~-alents: I met,e (m) _ 3.m feet (h); I lim per minute (11m)
_ 0.264 plJons per minute (gal/min); I Utre per minute per metre _
01l!I piloN per minute per foot (plfmin/ft).

erosion of the Coast Ranges and Klamath Mountains
to the west and northwest. They were deposited UD

der floodplain conditions on the west side of a broad
valley of low relief (Russell, 1931).

Proportions of coarse material vary considerably.
In places on the west side, very little gravel is
present, resulting in low-yielding wells. In other
places, such as near El Camino in Tehama County,
there are highly productive gravel beds 15 metres
thick. Possibly these coarser layers were deposited by
the ancestral Sacramento River rather than by
streams draining from the west.

The Tehama is the principal water-bearing fonna
tion in the valley. Generally, wells drilled to a depth
of 45 to 60 metres through the overlying alluvial
material will penetrate it. On the extreme west side,
wells less than 15 metres deep may penetrate. Well
yields reflect the highly variable proportions of grav
el in the formation. There are few areas along the
west side of the basin where wells extract water sole
ly from the Tehama Formation. In the valley floor
along the west side they are drilled through the over
lying alluvium and Red Bluff Formation, and well
logs do not clearly distinguish the overlying materials
from those of the Tehama Formation.

The following are examples of the Tehama Forma
tion's water-bearing characteristics along the west
side:

In the western upland area, west of Red Bluff and
Corning, wells to depths of 150 metres yield 1 800 to
3600 I/min., while wells near the west basin bound
ary have maximum yields of 1800 IImin. Some specif
ic capacities of most wells are generally less than 420
IImin/m.

Davis and Olmsted (1961) report that 20 wells in
the El Camino Irrigation District in south Tehama
County, which range in depth from 80 to 300 metres,
discharge 2000 to 8 400 l/min. Specific capacities for
the same wells range from 420 to 2 000 l/min/m.

In the area west of Artois, numerous deep irriga
tion wells extract water solely from the Tehama For
mation. Wells in this area, to 180 metres in depth,
range in yield from 3 600 to 7 200 t/min.

Many irrigation wells near Arbuckle have been
drilled to depths greater than 300 metres and yield
7 200 to 15 000 l/min. These wells penetrate many
thick beds of yellow clay and thin gravel layers. Shal
lower materials are probably alluvial fan materials
rather than parts of the Tehama Formation. The
deeper materials are undoubtedly Tehama.

Dunnigan Hills represent an anticline in the Te
hama Formation, but the formation here appears to
lack coarse material. Kirk Byron (1923) reports that
a 22O-metre well drilled in 1912 failed to encounter
large amounts of gravel.

Laguna Formation. The Laguna Formation is well
exposed in the southeastern part or Sacramento
County, where it comprises much of the low, rolling
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foothills. Its outcrop area extends northward from
Dry Creek to its northernmost exposure near High
way 50 (Plate 2). The Laguna has not been identified
a.<; such north of the American River. but beds
equivalent to the upper portion of the Laguna ex
tend from the American River to south Placer
County. and other equivalent materials previously
mapped as "old alluvium" extend north along the
edge of the valley to Yuoo County. The Laguna or its
companion formations probably extend north as far
as Gridley. but are largely concealed by the Victor
I"ormation. It is similar in age, at least in part, to the
Tehama Formation on the west side of the valley.

The Laguna Formation (and its companions) was
deposited as a westward-thickening wedge by
streams draining Lhe Sierra Nevuda. It rests conform
ably ovp,r the older Mehrten Formation and underl·
ies the Victor Formation. In its area of outcrop, it is
estimated to be not more th~U160metres thick. Il dips
westwurd toward the valley trough at an average
gradient of about 17 metres per kilometre. a slope of
slightly less than l degree. In the subsurface, the
Laguna thickens to not more than 120 metres. It ap
parently interfingers with Ihe Tehama Formation
near the axis of the valley.

The Laguna is strikingly different from the under
lying Mehrten Formation. Where the Mehrten For
mation is andesitic in character and generally
dark-colorcd, the Laguna is nonvolcanic and gener
ally tan to brown. Mineralogy of its particles is decid
edly Rranitic. Hakes of mica are locally abundant and
serve 3S a distinguishing chllracteristic of much of the
forrnlltion. The gravels arc mostly from Kranitic and
metamorphic rocks; little or no volcanic material is
present.

The formation is composed of il. helerogeneous as·
semblage of beds of silt. clay, lind .'..uld with Icnt;clcs
of gravel deposited on westward-sloping floodplains
by meandering, sluggi.~h .~treams. Some of the sands
are clean and well sorted while some of the gravels
are extremely silty and poorly sorled. Sediments of
the Laguna arc variable; for example. in one area the
formation consists of compact silt, clay with lenses of
poorly sorted gravel, sand, and silt, und in others it
contains sand with only a few interbeds of clay and
!>;It.

Where fine-grained, the Laguna Formation will
yield only moderate quantities of water to wells. In
areas where soft, well-sortcd Kranitic sand predomi
nate, yields will be high. Olmsted and Davis (1961)
reported the yield of a well in south Sacramento
County, 140 metres deep, as 6 600 I/min with a draw4

down of 11 metres. The well produced almost entire
ly from the Laguna and had a specific capacity of 600
I/min/m.

El\$lli5h l'quivAlrnts: I m<'t,,· (m) _ 3Jlll rc<'!l (ft): tlilre per mitlule (110.)
_ 0.264 p\lon. per mio...lI. (Jl:allmin); I litre lie!" minute per melre =
0.08 !Callons JICI" minuLe pt.... root (j(allminlR).
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FtlnglomtUtlI.

An unnamed geologic formation underlies the
margin of the valley north from Chico to the
northeast corner (Plate 2). This unit is composed of
alluvial fans that have merged to form a continuOuS
plain of sands, gravels. l>ilts, and clays. Much of the
material has been cemented to form sandstone and
conglomerate and is thus called f-.mglomerate. The
ground surface is generally very gravelly and unsuit
able for agriculture and, except north of Chico and
east of Red Bluff, very few wells have been drilled for
irrigation.

The fanglomeratc dirl."Ctly overlies the Tuscan
i·'ormation, from which its sediments have becn
derived. It was deposited subsequent to or concur·
rently with uplift of the Tuscan Formation in the
Cascade Range foothills and formation of the Chico
Monocline. No fossils have been discovered, but it.~

relationship to adjacent geologic units of known age
suggests that it is of Pleistocene age.

These old alluvial fun deposits consist of firmly ce
mented sand and gravel with considerable amounts
of clay. Exposed sections stand in nearly vertical
banks, generally along stream courses. The exposures
are scarcely distinguishablc from the volcanic sedi
ments in the Tuscan eX("'ept that thcy arc more (..'e
mcnted. The fanglomerate unit underlies younger
alluvium in the Chico alluvial fan at a depth of about
15 metres and extends to a depth of nearly 140
metres, where it is in contact with the Tuscan Forma·
tion. A core hole drilled at Chico by the U. S. Bureau
of Reclamation showed that the formation is com
posed of 12 percent clay and clayey silt, 26 percent
ccmented silty sand, 31 perccnt sandy silt. 22 percent
cemented gravel and 9 percent uncemented sand,
gravel or gravelly sand.

Exposed stratified layers of the fanglomerate arc
nearly horizontal or h<lve low dips to the west. In
cross-section, the entire unil is wedge-shaped, thick
ening lo the west where it probably interfingers with
alluvial sediments deposited by the ancestral Sacra
mento River. Th~ underlying Tuscan Formation may
have been folded into a broad syncline with an axis
approximately parallel to Highway 99 and to the
Chico monocline. To what extent the fanglomerate
has been affcctet.! is unknown. but it appears that
most of the sediments have been deposited since the
major folding took place.

Most deep wells for which produclion data arc
available derive water from underlying Tuscan sedi
ments and permeable units in the fanglomerate.
Pump tests of large capacity well.. believed to obtain
all their water from the fanglomerate indicate low to
moderate yield.'>. Overall, the formation is not highly
permeable, and with poorly permeable surfdce soils
it is not readily recharged. It is possible that most of
the permeable material lies adjacent to the Chico
monocline along the edge of the valley and that re-



charge lakes placc there by subsurface inflow frolll
the cast.

Pleisf",sn" Grllv"ls
Gravel deposits tlrc scattered along the east and

west sides of the valley in the low hills and dis.'>eCted
uplands, They arc LL~~lly found capping the hills and
ridRcs ranging in thickness from a few metres to 15
metres. They are commonly cemented or contain
cemented layers und hardpan in their surface soils.
The gmvels are all of similar age, prohably middle to
late Pleistocene and related to glaciation in thc Si
erTa Ncvada and Coast Rnnges. At one time the
deposits were much more extensive, covering most
of the valley floor as it existed in Pleistocene time.
Included in this unit arc the Red Bluff Formation,
Arroyo Seeo Gravels, and Soulh Fork Gravels.

The Hed Bluff Formation occurs in the northern
portion of the valley, wh~re it overlies the Tehama
Formation. Its larKcst urea is in the vicinity of Red
Uluff, where it attains an exposed lhid.-ness of aboul
15 mel res. The formation also ()(."Curs w~t of the
Feather River lIear Orovillc. where it reportedly at
tains a thickness of 40 metres. It consists htrgely of
gravels with minor amounts of interbedded sands.
Gravels arc of small cobble and pebble size in a red
dish silty to sandy matrix, The upper surface usually
consists of a Il.'lrdpan soil. In the Red Bluff area, rock
fragments are metamorphic and igneous type."i. in
dicating that the sediments were transported from
the North Coast Ranges and Klamath Mountains. Ap
parently the formation WllS deposited during a peri,
od when glaciers were activtl in these mountain
areas. Streams draining glacial arcas were heavily
choked with coarse debris and suspended fine
grained material. The suspended particles. clay and
silt. filled the void"i after deposition of the gmvel, so
that most of the Red Bluff gravels arc not very per
meable.

The Arroyo Seeo gravels occur us a thin veneer,
capping hills in the east-centml part of S<lcramento
County and overlyinK sediments of the Laguna For
matiotl, At a few locations. sediments of the Mehrten,
Valley Springs. and Jane Formations can be seen to
underlie the Arroyo Seeo ~ravels. 'Ibese gravels arc
composed of discontinuous 11e<ls and lentils of stream
-laid detritus, deposited by rivers and streams of
great loncl--carrying competence thll.t drained the Si
crra Nevada. The Arroyo Scco is easily distinguished
from the underlying materials by bOlh the (.'oarsencs.<;
of the particles and the red color of the iron oxide
cement. It is characterized by well-rounded pebbles
and cobbles of dark-colored metamorphic rock... and
weathered Mehrten andesite.

A discontinuous belt of partially cemented channel
gravels extends southwesterly rrorn Mormon Island
Dam at Folsom Hcservoir to near Elk Grove ill Sacm-

F.nRlish <'quiY'.u<-'1'!.<l: I kilo",,"-", (km) ~ 0.62 mil,. (.ni).
I mooc (In) ... 3.211 rCCI (fl)_

menta County. Referred to here as the South Fork
Gravels. these occur as a sinuous deposit ahOlll 1.5
kilometres in width. They are composed of rounded
pehbles and cobbles in a medium-to-coarse-gmined
granitic sand matrix. Surface soils on Ihis unit arc
mostly in the Corning series, which is identified by
a dark rcddish--brown color and absence of a hard
pan layer. Some sandy micaeeous clays are presenl as
a binder to the L'lTger fragments.

Pleistocene Cravels generally rest in a horizontal
position on the erosion surface of the underlying for
mations, In most areas 'he deposits are not deformed
by folding and faulting. but Davis and Olmsted
(1961) report that the Red Bluff Formation is gently
folded in the Rumsey-Dunnigan lIills lind in the Cor
ning anticline in Tehama County,

These gravels ll.rc relatively unimportant as
sources of ground water. Since they usually O(~cupy

elevated ;UC(lS. such as ridges lind tenares. they arc
above zonc.<; of saturation. In ltrcas where they rire
within sHtllration zones, they arc expected to yield
Iitlle water to wells because of their low permeabili
ty, From Red Hluff to Orland. the Red Rluff Forma
tion may contain perched W1\ter tahles, which can
stlpply small quantitie~ of water to shallow wells. In
the Oroville area the formation is tapped by shallow
wells. but yields arc low and undependable. lla.rdpan
soils, which llre comlTlonly prE'~'rent in ~n the Pleisto
cene gravels. have low inHltration rates and there
fore restrict the recharge of ground water.

Vidor F"""ofi"n
The Victor Formatioll underlies a broad, slightly

dissecled alluvial plain in the east--ccntml portion of
the valley from Dry Creek in southern Sacramento
County north to Gridley in Uutte County. The tenn
"Victor plain", used for a similar part of the Mokel~

Umlle area (Piper, 1939), is also used h~re. 'l'he plain
i~ "bout 16 kilometres wide from west to cast and
aLtains a maximum width at Marysville. To the easl
the Victor Formation Ittps onto older materials com
posed of the I.:.tguna Formation and the Arroyo Seco
gravels. 'fo the west it is overlain by youn~er alluvial
material<> laid down by the Sacramento River.

The Victor was deposited on a plain of uAAr:lda
tion, now pltrtly dissected, Slreams nowing across
have cut deep trenches in which floodplains and
strellm channel sediments of Holocene age have
been deposited. Age of Ihe Viclor Formation rangt'_'i
from middle to late Pleistocene as detennined by
fossil evidence.

The formation is composed of a helerogeneous as
semhlage of nuvial dellosits laid down by constantly
shifting streams thai drained the Sierra Nevada in
Pleistocene time. These streams left sand and ~ravel

in channel-like structures that grade blerally and
vertically into silt and clay in a manner that provides
little correlalion of m:itcrials from well to well. This



Eastern Sacramento Valley south of Sutter Buttes. Feather River and Sutter Bypass in center,
Sacramento River in foreground.
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Southeastern Sacramento Valley and City of Sacramento. American and Feather Rivers are in
foreground.
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is characteristic of noodplain or low_sloping alluvial
fan deposits. Well log data indicate a decrease in
grain size toward the west, as would be expected
with an eastern source, although some gravel chan
nels apparently reach the ccnter oflhe valley. Olmst
ed and Davis (1961) report that to a depth of 15
metres, the proportion of sand and gravel decreases
markedly from 80 to 90 percent in the eastern por
tion of the formation to less than 10 in the western
portion near the valley's center. Also, the percentage
of blue clay increases to the west, suggesting a lacus
trine or flood-basin type of depositional environ
ment.

Soils developed on the surface of the Victor For
mation contain a hardpan layer, and some well logs
indicate buried hardpan in old soil horizons. Exten
sive hardpan development throughout the surface of
the Victor Formation indicates a degree of maturity
consistent with its Pleistocene age and an absence of
recent sedimentation. This is in contrast to the west
side of the valley, where alluvial fans have been
forming in recent times.

The Victor Formation has a gentle homoclinal dip
toward the west along its uppennost surface. This is
assumed to represent the top of the formation. In
Sacramenlo County the top of the formation slopes
about 1 metre per kilometre (m/km) and the base
dips westward at about 2 m/km, indicating a gradual
thickening to the west Throughout most of the east
side area. the Victor Fonnation is as much as 30
metres thick and to the west, where it dips beneath
a cover of younger materials, it probably attains a
thickness of about 45 metres.

The Victor Formation is the most important water
-bearing formation for domestic and shallow irriga
tion weDs on the southeast side of the basin. It has
moderate permeability throughout most of its area of
occurrence. It is considerably more permeable than
the underlying Laguna Formation, but because of its
limited saturated thickness, high-capacity irrigation
wells must be deep enough to tup aquifers in the
Laguna Formation also.

There are insufficient data on wetls drilled soleiy in
the Victor Formation to evaluate its water-produc
ing potential. Yields arc not generally expected to
exceed 3 600 lImin, but some w~l1s located in more
permeable portions where sand and gravel channels
are prescnt may have yields of up to 7 200 lIOlin.
Davi.. and Olmstead (1961) refer to a 31-metre well
ne'<lr Sacramento, completed only in a Victor aquifer,
as having a yield of6000 I/min and a specificcapacily
of 420 I/min/m,

Alluvio' Fan Depo.iI.
Alluvial fan deposits are distributed largely along

the west side of the valley from Stony Creek south to

1:;1ltl-lish !!quh'al"nlS: 1 rnClrl' (mi = 3.2.11 fret (ftl; I mclTC peT kil"mct'll
(IJIJ~m) - 5.2FI('('t pcr mile (ftlmi); i litre per minutc (lIm) '" 0.264
I{;lll"'lli prr mill,,11" (g;d/min); \]ilrc V" minute prr mnl,<- {llmillfm)
_ u.Il!I Rlllktm prr ml""11" l)('r foot (j(ltl/minlft).
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the Montezuma Hills. On the east side of the valley
alluvial fan deposits occur only in the Chico area
between Pine and Butte Creeks. Alluvial fans also
surround the Sutter Buttes. Age of all alluvial fan
deposits range from Late Pleistocene through Holo
cene to the present. Except where nood-flows are
controlled by dams, the alluvial fans on the west side
are continuing to build,

On the west side of the valley is a continuous apron
of coalesced fans from Putah Creek to Stony Creek.
The deposit's at Stony Creek form the most typical
alluvial fan. South of Stony Creek, deposits left by
streams draining the Coast Ranges have not formed
the characteristic fan shape nor do they contain the
characteristic coarse-grained material as along Stony
Creek. This apron becomes 32 kilometres wide along
Putah Creek and 24 kilometres wide at Stony Creek.
At its narrowest, west of the Colusa flood basin, it is
a few kilometres wide.

The Stony Creek fan is the most complex and con
tains more coarse-grained material than any other in
the basin. Distinct abandoned channels south of the
present channel are apparent at the surface, and sev·
eral other buried channels are probably present. Al
though isolated fine-grained materials occur at the
surface, some gravel deposits extend to depths of 60
metres in immediately adjacent areas. Wells in the
Stony Creek fan average 75 to 90 metres in depfh and
may yield 11 000 to 15000 IImin, although the aver
age of many wells is 7 500 IImin. $peciJic capacities
may exceed 1 250 IImin/m for wells drilled. on the
gravel channels, and the average for all wells is about
900 IIminfm. Olmsted and Davis (1961) report that
to a depth of 60 metres, half the material in the fan
is sand and gravel.

The deposits of Stony Creek fan directly overlie
the Tehama Formation, but the buried ~mrfaceof the
formalion is not easily distinguished in well logs. It
appears that il is not uniform but was deeply dissect
ed by erosion in Pleistocene time, and the channels
were back-filled with both coarse and fine-grained
alluvium. At the surface the fan merges southward
with fine-grained Colusa 11000 basin deposits. Some
coarse-grained channel gravels probably extend fur
ther south beneath the flood basin.

From Williams to Willows the fan deposits occupy
a narrow :lOne adjacent to the Coast Ranges. 0 large
streams occur in this reach. so fans are small and
made up of fine-grained deposits. For wells to obtain
significant yields, they must be drilled through the
alluvial fan and tap the underlying Tehama Forma
tion.

Fans in the Arbuckle area were constructed by
deposition from several small intermittent streams
draininR from the Rumsey Hills and carrying consid
erable amounls of highly pervious sands and some
sandy gravels. Overall composition appears to be
much more fine-grained than the Stony Creek fan.



Westeru Sacramento Valley between Ot'land and Williams. Wlllows Is in the center or the photo
with Coastal Ranges in the distance.
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In the Putah Plain area, materials deposited by
Cache and Putah Creeks have been divided into
younger and older alluvium. Younger alluvium cov
ers all of the Putah Plain except near the Coast
Ranges where older alluvium is exposed along with
the Tehama Formalion. (Plate 2 in this report does
not differentiate alluvial fan materials in Putah
Plain.) The younger alluvium, about 10 metres thick,
and the older alluvium, up to 45 metres thick, com·
prise the total thickness of 55 metTes. The younger
alluvium consists mostly of silt and fine sand, but
includes some coarse sand and gravel. The older allu·
vium is more heterogenous. More clay deposits are
present but so are more channelized deposits ofgrav·
el.

Fan deposits of the Putah Plain are moderately
permeable overall. Cache Creek has deposited large
amounts of gravel between Dunnigan Hills and
Woodland. Large gravel deposits also occur south of
Woodland near Putah Creek. Olmsted and Davis
(1961) report that 25 to 30 percent ofthe depth inter
val from 6 to 60 metres is sand and gravel for both the
Putah and Cache Creek areas. This depth interval
approximates the thickness of the fan materials.

In the Chico area, deposition from Pine, Big Chico,
Little Chico, and Butte Creeks have built up coalesc·
ing fans which attain a thickness of about 15 metres.
There, underlying cemented alluvial materials aTe
part of the fanglomerate unit.

Alluvial fans surrounding Sutter Buttes range up to
3 kilometres wide and up to 30 metres thick. In this
area they directly overlie the tuff-breccia rocks
which also surround the Buttes.

The most common characteristic ofall the deposits
is the great variability of materials. Alluvial fans are
constructed by deposition of sediments from con
stantly shifting and meandering streams. As new
channels form and old ones are abandoned, a com
plex system of buried channels is created. Common
to alluvial fan deposits are young surface soils where
deposition is continuing or mature soils with devel·
opment of clay in subsoil layers. None of the soils
contain hardpan.

FhHHJ 6f,';" 0.110.;'.
Along the Sacramento River there are five distinct

flood basins where fine-grained sediments have
been laid down by floodwaters. Prior to the construe-
tion of artificial levees, floodwaters frequently over
topped the natural levees and carried suspended silt
and clay into the low-lying land on either side of the
river. Ovcr periods of thousands of years this sedi·
ment slowly accumulated in the lowlands. Figure 2
shows the locations of these basins; which correspond
to the Holocene-age flood basin deposits shown on
Plate 2.

The flood basins arc broad, shallow troughs lying

Englim t-q\llvalcnts: , metre {mj "" 3.26 fOCi (ft); , kilometre (kml .. 0.62
mile (mil.
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between the natural levees of the river and the low
alluvial plains on both sides of the valley. They have
probably existed throughout Holocene time, approx
imately 10,000 years. With frequent flooding, their
fine-grained sediments have accumulated to thick·
nesses of over 30 metres. The valley's southern basins
were probably flooded more frequently and deposits
aTe thickest there. The greatest thickness known is in
the Yolo Basin, where 50 metres of fine-grained
material may be found. North of Sutter Buttes in
Butte and northern Colusa Basin, the deposits ap·
pear to be much thinner, probably less than 15
metres.

Silt and clay are predominant basin materials, but
it can be expected that fine sands occur near the
natural levees. Colusa and Yolo basin deposits grade
westerly and inteTfinger with coarse-grained, allu·
vial fan deposits. The Butte, Sutter, and American
basin deposits probably overlie the Victor Formation
in sharp contact without gradation. Along the east·
ern margin of these basins, the heavy-textured
·'adobe" type soils are underlain at shallow depths by
hardpan, which is the upper buried surface of the
Victor Formation. (n tile American Basin, soil types
identified with the Victor Formation occur on low
mounds, indicating that the basin deposits are thin.

Few water wells have been drilled in the flood
basin deposits and water-bearing character, as deter·
mined from yield rates and specific capacities, is un
known. It can be expected that well yields would be
low. High-yielding wells might be possible only if
drilled deeply enough to tap coarse-grained materi·
als beneath the flood basin deposits.

Alluvium
All alluvial deposits not classified as alluvial fan or

flood basin deposits are undifferentiated and includ
ed as alluvium on Plate 2. This map unit includes
stream channel, natural levee, and floodplain depos
its, all of Holocene age. As shown in Plate 2, major
areas of occurrence are along the Sacramento and
Feather rivers and a few of their tributaries, includ
ing Stony Creek, and the Yuba, Bear, American, and
Cosumnes rivers. The areal extent of these types of
materials is defined by soil types and topography.
Soils with little or no profile' development are young
soils correlated with floodplain and natural levee
deposits. The areal distribution of such types has
been used to delineate the boundaries of floodplain
deposits in areas where topographic evidence is lack·
ing.

Stream channel deposits occur along the active
channels several feet below the bordering floodplain
or natural levee. These materials are shown on soil
maps as '·river wash" but are not differentiated in
Plate 2. Relatively coarse-grained material is con·
tinually moving downstream as the stream's bedload.

1. ''Sol' Profile" is ~ v...t1cal section of.,n showing th.. n;atLlre.nd 5e<l.Ullnce
01 its v.ri~ :ztIfIes.



Except where human activity has altered the natural
conditions, sand and gravel are constantly replen
ished.

The floodplain is the area adjacent to the active
channel which is subject to flooding. Generally, finer
-grained materials-sand and silt-have been depos
ited in these areas. Whereas channel deposits may
range in width from a few metres to 30 metres, flood
plains may be several kilometres wide. Along the
west side of the Sacramento River, floodplain depos
its merge and grade into flood basin or alluvial fan
deposits. Only in two areas are they in direct contact
with alluvial fans; Stony Creek and Cache Creek
have both produced fans large enough to extend to
the river.

Floodplains of the east-side streams lie in trenches
and cut into the Victor Formation. The trenches
were cut into the Pleistocene age Victor Formation
during the last glacial stage and are now being back
filled with alluvium.

Natural levees occur mainly along the Sacramento
River, formed where floodwaters, overtopping
streambanks, decrease suddenly in velocity and
deposit sand and silt. Finer particles, held longer in
suspension, are carried out into the flood basins.

Thickness of these Holocene deposits is not well
defined because they are difficult to distinguish from
older underlying materials. It is possible that max
imum thickness of alluvium occurs along the Sacra-

Enllli!h cquivalcnls: I metre (m) _ 3.28 feet (fl).

mento River north of Colusa. Here, coarse sand and
gravel deposits extend to depths of 25 to 35 metres.
Along the Feather River and its tributaries, thickness
of alluvium is more clearly defined in well logs. At
Gridley, coarse-grained deposits beneath the
Feather River f-loodplain extend to depths of 30
metres and along the Yuba and Bear rivers to 20
metres. Thickness of gravels beneath the American
Hiver are probably about 15 metres.

Alluvial deposits along the major streams comprise
the most permeable materials in the basin. They are
unconsolidated and range in size from boulders to
sand and silt with minor amounts of clay. With little
or no soil profile development, thcy have moderate
to high infiltration rates.

Soli.
Ability of a soil to transmit surface water to the

ground water reservoirs is an important considera
tion in estimating relative amounts of recharge from
deep percolation of precipitation and applied irriga
tion water. Mature soils with well-developed profiles
containing hardpan and claypan in their substrata
will allow only small quantities of water to percolate.
In areas underlain by these types, water tends to run
off as surface f-low to other areas where it may infil
trate. Soils with weakly developed profiles or the
youngest soils with no profile development are much
less restrictive and allow more recharge from the
surface.

i:S -r .
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Sacramento River north of Colusa. Coast Range in distance.
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The USGS prepared a soil permeability map (Ber
toldi, 1974) using 15 soil reports prepared by the U.
S. Department of Agriculture and the University of
California. Estimates of permeability for each hori·
zan and entire profiles were made for each soil se·
ries. Differing types were then divided into four
permeability groups. Group 1 soils have the lowest
permeability, (O to 0.6 metres) per day. These have
quantitative rates described as "very slow; slow;
moderately slow"_ Soils of this group are the most
widespread and occupy about 50 percent of the val·
ley. They occur principally in areas underlain by
smaller alluvial fans--on the west side between the
Stony Creek Fan and Cache Creek, most of the
Putah Plain, nearly all of the east-side alluvial plain
(Victor Plain), the low dissected hills on the east and
west sides of the valley, and the area of fanglomerate
north of Chico. The remaining areas have soils in
permeability groups 2 to 4 and have a permeability
range of from (0.6 to 6 metres) per day. These are
found in areas occupied by floodplain and stream
channels of the main drainages and in the alluvial
fans of Stony. Cache, and Putah creeks.

Data obtained to prepare the permeability map
were also used by the USGS for a map which grouped
soils according to the type of substratum and its ef·
feet on vertical infiltration. Figure 5 is a generalized
reproduction of that information. "Soils containing
hardpan or other consolidated horizons that restrict
the vertical now of water including soils over bed
rock" (Figure 5) occupy about one-third of the ba·
sin. The largest hardpan-type area is in the low allu
vial plain on the east side and extends to the low
dissected hills at the east basin boundary. Other areas
are in the Rumsey-Dunnigan Hills. the Montezuma
Hills, and the area of fanglomerate north of Chico. In
most of the remaining area of the basin, soils contain
clay in sufficient quantities to impede vertical flow of
water. Those with few barriers to vertical water flow
occur only along the river floodplains and portions of
alluvial fans. These areas are located mostly along the
Sacramento River north of Colusa, Stony Creek, the
Chico alluvial fan, Feather River, American River,
and Putah and Cache creeks.

Geologic Structur.
The Sacramento Valley is an elongated, asymmet

ric structural basin or trough formed by the west
ward tilting of the Sierra Nevada block against the
eastern flank of the Coast Ranges. The basement
rock complex of the Sierra extends westward,
beneath the valley, on a gentle slope reaching near
the Coast Range. Cretaceous age marine sedimen·
tary rocks in the Coast Range plunge steeply east
ward in the west limb of the Sacramento Valley
syncline and then extend eastward, becoming thin
ner and overlapping the Sierran basement rocks. In
the deepest part of the valley trough, located near

F.ngfuh equlvalenl$: 1 metre (m) _ 3.28 feet (Elli 1 kl10mctre (km) _ 0.62
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the west basin boundary, the Cretaceous marine
sedimentary rocks may be 3 kilometres thick, but
they thin eastward 1'0 a thousand metres or less along
the east basin boundary.

Within an ancestral Sacramento Valley trough,
which was still partially under a marine environment
during the early Eocene, more sediments were de
posited. These Eocene marine deposits are thin and
do not extend northward much beyond Orland or
Chico. Their average thickness beneath the valley is
about 900 metres, and in the north valley less than
300 metres.

The synclinal trough formed by the Eocene and
Cretaceous marine formations has been filled in post
-Eocene time with nonmarine sedimentary and vol
canic rocks. However, most of these sediments are of
Pliocene. Pleistocene, and Holocene ages. Figure 6
shows a maximum of ahout 900 metres of post-Eo
cene continental deposits in the south valley and 600
metres in the north valley (Page, 1974). The geologic
formations include the Mehrten and pre-Mehrten
sediments, Laguna, and Victor Formations on the
east side of the southern portion of the valley. Most
of these interfinger with the Tehama Formation on
the west.

In the north valley the Tuscan Formation and fan·
glomerate unit are present on the east side, but only
the Tuscan interfingers with the Tehama Formation
beneath the valley floor. All of these formations have
been tilted so that they are now inclined at Iowan·
gles toward the centcr of the valley. Overlying them
are the more recent stream-laid deposits in the allu
vial fans, floodplains, and flood basins which have not
been structurally deformed.

Except for these more recent deposits, the post
Eocene continental deposits have been locally folded
and faulted, primarily along the west side of the val·
ley. These structures are important because they dis·
locatcd water-bearing strata and uplifted rocks of
older, more consolidated character to shallow zones,
thus affecting the occurrence and movement of
ground water. Some are apparent at the surface, but
often they are concealed by alluvial materials and
their presence can be inferred from ground water
level measurements or other subsurface data.

Between Corning and the Sacramento River is a
series of low hills which are surface expressions of thc
north-south trending Corning anticline (Plate 2).
Along the same structural trend to the north, near
Red Bluff, the Tuscan Formation appears to have
been uplifted along this same anticline, since Tuscan
rocks are known to occur at shallow depth beneath
the Red Bluff Diversion Dam. To the east, they arc
believed to be much deeper, possibly along a paral
leling syncline.

At Orland Buttes, Cretaceous rocks have been
uplifted along a fault nanking the west side of the
Buttes. This may be thc northwest extension of the
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Chico monocline. TuscaD Formation beds are bent downward alon& the edge or the valley and
extend west beneath youager sediments. View is to the north.

Sa.crameato River in Iron Caayoa IIOrth of Red Siurr.
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Willows fault, (Redwine, 1972) known to have dis
located the deeper strata in the Tehama Formation
south of Orland (Plate 2). The Willows fault is not
known to have affected the shallow water-bearing
strata.

Extending south-southeltSt from Orland is the Wil
lows arch, a probable anticlinal structure believed 10
be the norlhwest extension of an anticline in the
Willows-Beehive Bend Cas Ficld in eastern Glenn
County. Although thert' is no surfact' expression of
this structure, its presence can be inferred from
changes in ground water levels across the structure.

The Tehama Formation in the Dunnigan Hills of
Colusa and Yolo counties is folded into a broad anti
cline for a surface distance of 30 kilometres north
wesl from Cache Creck. It is possible that a fault
occurs along the cast limb of the anticline, as first
suggesled by Bryan (1923). Gus exploration well data
indicate the presence of a fault known as the Cook
fault beneath the Dunnigan Hills. Projection of this
reverse-type fault to ground surface eould place it
along the front of the Dunnigan Hills. If it is present
there, it is probably concealed by alluvium. Bolh the
fault and the anticline elClend northwest but are con
(.'ealed by alluvial fans. In this area, just west of Ar
buckle, one or bolh of these structures appt-.ar to be
barriers to the movement of ground water. The Dun
nigan lIilb anticline is probably accompanied by a
paralleling syncline on its west side. It is probable
that the axis of this structure wQuld extend northwest
through Hungry Hollow west of Dunnigan Hills.

Plainfield Ridge, a series of low hills west of Davis
lind north of Putah Creek, is the surface expreSSion
of an anticlinal structure, either paralleling the Dun
nigan Hills anticline or its southern extension. This

English tl<Julv~l ..nt., I mel .... 1m) .. 3.28 feet (0:); I kilom~rc (km) .. 0,62
mill! (mi).

structure is a barrier to the eastward movement of
ground water.

Between Chico and Red Bluff, along the east edge
of the basin, the Tuscan Formation displays an
abrupt downward fold along the Chico monocline.
This structure accounts for the nearly straight basin
boundary north from Pine Creek. Between Pine
Creek and Antelope Creek the monocline dips from
20 to 35 degrees, whereas farther south toward
Chico, the beds are inclined 2 to 3 degrees and evi
dence of the monocline almost disappears (Plate 2).

East of Red Bluff, in the northeast corner of the
valley, the f:hico monocline is terminated by the ned
Bluff arch. This compound structure is a series of
northp-ast-trending anticlines and synclines that
cross the Sacramento River between Iron Canyon
and Raltle Creek. The Tehama and Tuscan Forma
tions are both uplifted here, resulting in a structural
barrier to ground water movement between the
Hedding Basin and the Sacramento Ra~in.

Sutter Buttes, the most visually prominent geolog
ic structure, are the eroded remains of a Plio-Pleisto
cene age volcano. The Bulles are circular, with a
diameter at the valley noor of 16 kilometres, and rise
about 600 metres above the valley. They consist of a
central core of andesite and rhyolite surrounded by
a ring of volcanic tuff-brecci.a (mudflows). The igne·
ou... plug WItS pushed through the marine and conti
nental sediments so that these rocks now encircle the
igneous core and dip radially away from it. As noted
in the preceding chapter, the Buttes' impervious
rocks divert ground water around the cast and west
sides, and their upturned marine sedimentary rocks
furni..h saline connate water to the ground water
bltSin through flushing action, particularly on the
south side where shallow saline waters occur in Sut·
ter County.
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CHAPTER III. GEOHYDROLOGY

This chapter discusses in general terms occur
rence, movement, and fluctuations of ground water
levels, and the hydrologic and physical properties of
the aquifers throughout the Sacramento Basin. It de
scribes how ground water is replenished and dis
charged. how much is pumped, and the amount in
storage. Finally, it presents information concerning
chemical quality of ground water.

Occurrence of Ground Water

Ground water occurs in spaces between particles
of granular material within the zone of saturation,
the upper surface of which defines the water table.
In layers of predominantly coarse-grained matedal,
open spaces are larger than in those of clay or silt and
are in greater contact with each other, which facili
tates ground water movement. Conversely, move·
ment through layers having high percentages of clay
is impeded because pore spaces are smaller and poor
ly connected. Therefore, clay and silt deposits do not
readily yield water and retard its movement, while
sand and gravel or sand alone freely transmit and
yield ground water.

Fresh ground water occurs in a wide variety of
geologic materials in the post-Eocene continental
deposits beneath the Sacramento Valley. Most of the
readily available ground water is stored and moves
through sand or combinations of sand and gravel laid
down by streams which flowed into and through the
valley. Over millions of years, these streams have
transferred the fragmental products of weathering
and erosion from surrounding mountains to the val
ley. Materials carried by the streams include visible
rock particles and dissolved minerals.

Coarser materials, sand and gravel, are initially de
posited near the base of the foothills, where the
streams enter the valley and reduce their gradients.
Finer particles are carried in suspension farther into
the valley where they settle out as stream velocity
slackens more. Given sufficient time and periodic
flood-flows, coarser materials may travel by bedload
movement still farther, where they may be buried by
subsequent deposition of fine-grained material. A
complex system of alternating layers of sand and
gravel can evolve this way. The layers are not of
uniform thickness and usually not extensive. Typical
ly, sand and gravel layers occur in elongated chan
nels or tongue-like shapes having little lateral extent.
The relative amount of coarse-grained to fine
grained material varies enormously, both vertically
and horizontally, but clay and silt deposits far exceed
those of coarse-grained materials. Sand and gravel
beds may reach considerable depths in places where
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they are now being deposited. Some layers of
predominantly sand and gravel extend downward 30
metres or more, terminating as dictated by changes
in depositional environment.

Alluvial materials may undergo a cementation or
consolidation process after being laid down. This oc
curs when they have been deposited and buried at
considerable depth; thus while cemented sediments
are generally deeply-buried older materials, they
may occur at the surface after erosion of overlying
layers. With cementation and consolidation, pore
spaces are reduced, diminishing the capacity of
materials to hold and transmit water.

In addition to the predominant alluvial deposits,
post-Eocene continental deposits include small
amounts of volcanic material, such as mudflows (tuff
-breccias), in the Tuscan and Mehrten Formations
and around Sutter Buttes. Mudflows are of no impor
tance as sources of ground water as they are nearly
impe-rmeable. They act as confining layers to water
and may prevent downward percolation.

Where ground water is unconfined, the water ta
ble is the upper surface of the zone of saturation.
Where confined, it is overlain by sufficiently im
permeable material to preclude free hydraulic con
nection with the surface. Water may also occur in a
zone above the main body of ground water, being
separated from it by an unsaturated layer. This is
called "perched" ground water.

In the Sacramento Valley, ground water occurs in
all three conditions. Water in the Holocene age
deposits, including the floodplains and alluvial fans,
is generally unconfined, but it is confined when these
materials are overlain by flood basin deposits. In
Pleistocene age materials, it may be unconfined in
the shallow layers and completely confined in deep
er zones such as in the Victor Formation and the
fanglomerate unit. Ground water is mostly confined
in the Tuscan, Tehama, Laguna, Mehrten, and other
older formations. In a few areas, it is under sufficient
pressure in deep aqoifers to rise to the surface when
the confining layers are penetrated by drilling. In the
early 1900s, several wells drilled into the Tehama
Formation at Artois were reported by Bryan (1923)
as flowing. A few flowing wells are known in the
Tuscan Formation, but these often flow only in the
spring season, when water pressures are greatest.
Perched water bodies are most common in the Pleis
tocene gravels where impervious layers, present
within the formation, prevent downward movement
of water to the main aquifer. This is common in the
Red Bluff Formation.



Depth to water varies from a few metres in the
central portion of the valley to over 30 metres in
areas along the east and west margins. Water depths
are determined through measurement of some 1,600
wells in the valley by the Department of Water Re
sources, the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, and local
agencies. In an area comprising about 25 percent of
the valley lands, depth to water is 3 metres or less, as
shown by Figure 7. I This figure shows areas where
depth ranges from 10 to 40 feet (3 to 12 metres), 40
to 80 feet (12 to 24 metres), and areas of over 80 feet
(24 metres). These represent depths for 1965, a year
that approached the lowest levels for the 100year
study period 1961-70. Levels for those areas, which
had been steadily rising or declining, were about av
erage, The greatest depth to water in the vaDey floor
area is in the Yolo-Solano and Sacramento County
areas, where large extractions since World War 11
have lowered levels slightly more than 100 feet (30
metres) in Sacramento County and as much as 80
feet (24 metres) in Solano County,

Movement of Ground Water
Direction and relative rate of ground water move

ment muy be determined by measuring water levels
in wells and calculating variation in elevation from
point to point. Ground water elevation maps are pre
pared from such data. Since ground water move
ment is influenced by gravity, direction of
movement is at right angles to elevation contours,
from higher to lower elevation. Where contour lines
are closer together, the gradient is steeper and flow
is faster, although the total quantity of now for the
same cross-sectional area may not be greater.

The earliest known ground water elevation con·
tour map of the Sacramento Valley was prepared by
Dryan of the U. S. Geological Survey (1923). This
map is reproduced 35 Figure SA in Appendix A. Con
tours are based on water level measurements of 2,500
wells for the years 1912 and 1913, prior to the time of
intensive ground water pumpage. The contours
therefore represent nearly-natural conditions and
are used as base level conditions for the U. S. Geologi
cal Survey's hydrologic studies described in Appen
dix A. The generalized contours shown on the
1912-13 map indicate a movement from the sides of
the valley to the Sacramento River. Under this condi
tion, the Sacramento River was a gaining stream for
its entire length; that is. it received ground water
from adjacent areas.

Elevation contours depicted in Figure 8 are based
on levels measured throughout the valley in 1971.
(Figure 8 is in English units as originally prepared.)

t:nglWl cqulvuJentJ; I met.e (m) _ 3.28 reet (fI).
I. Figure 1 Ilpp""''' •• It wa. originally prep;orcd. with EngJUh unit. of

mea5U~. but with the additic>n of equivalent metric units. tOr C<IS)'

.ef".cnC"" to the figure, F'.n~i:Ih units p.CC«Ie mt:lr;c unit. in th" pIIIrl1'

Itl'llph.

The contours show that ground water flows from the
margins of the valley toward the river in the north
valley. (n the south valley, ground water is at a higher
elevation along the lower Sacramento River and low
er Feather River. Thus ground water flows from
these higher elevations toward the pumping depres
sions adjacent to the river. Steep gradients occur
when materials of low permeability present partial
barriers to ground water movement. As mentioned
earlier in this report, several major geological struc
tures that break the horizontal continuity of aquifers
by faulting or folding occur in the valley:

The Corning anticline at the north end of the val
ley causes ground water moving from the west to
flow with a steeper gradient in order to cross its
structure.

Willows Arch, the faulted anticline near Artois,
presents a barrier to the movement of the water to
the southwest. It appears that ground water moving
south to southwest from Stony Creek cannot move
west of the arch, where water levels are considerably
lower in the west half of Range 3W, Townships 21
and 22 north. Apparently there is insufficient reo
charge from the west to support the amount of
pumping in this area.

At Dunnigan Hills, an anticline in the Tehama For
mation is shown in Plate 2. Although no well or water
level data are available for this feature, it appears
that little or no ground water moves across it east·
ward into the valley. Plainfield Ridge, the surface
expression of the southern extension of the Dunni
gan anticline, is a barrier to eastward movement
from Cache Creek. The Dunnigan anticline, also ex
tending northward beneatb the alluvial fans west of
Arbuckle, appears to restrict deep movement of
ground water to the valley. In addition, the possible
fault along the front of the Dunnigan Hills is believed
to extend northward in conjunction with the anti
cline to restrict the movement of water eastward to
the Sacramento Valley noor.

Ground water depressions occur where pumpage
in excess or recharge has lowered levels so that closed
depressions occur. These are the conditions at Marys
ville in Yuba County, north of the city ofSacmmento
in Sacramento. Placer and Sutter Counties, a large
depression south of Sacramento in Sacramento
County, and at Dixon in Solano (',.ounty. These
depressions have developed since World War II, due
to intensified agriculture. Changes in their sizes in
later years will be discussed in the following section.

Fluduations of Ground Water levels
Chapter One noted that ground water levels fluc

tuate annually in reSp<lnse to pumpage and to re
charge from stream percolation, infiltration or
rainfall, and applied irrigation water. Levels arc usu
ally highest in spring and lowest in fall. Long-term
fluctuations occur when recharge either exceeds dis-
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charge or is less than discharge. This section de
scribes the long-term changes in water levels from
the earliest ground water level measurements in
1912-13 up to the spring of 1971.

The earliest water level measurements, by the U.
S. Geological Survey in 1912-13, (Bryan, 1923), pro
vided a ground water elevation contour map based
on measurements of 2,500 wells. This was used to
prepare Figure 5A in Appendix A. Again in 1929,
about 200 wells were measured in connection with
the Sacramento River Basin study by the California
Division of Water Resources (1931). Measurements
of many of these wells have continued to the present,
but there are time gaps in the records.

In 1956 ground water data for the entire basin
were collected on a systematic basis by the Depart
ment of Water Resources. By the early 1960s many
measurement data were available and more were to
follow. Figure 8A in Appendix A was prepared by the
U. S. Geological Survey using all then-available
measurements; modifications followed from new
data and use ofcomputed levels from a ground water
model. The 1961 map shows that the general pattern
of contours north of Sutter Buttes remained about
the same as compared to the "Natural Conditions"
map (Figure 5A, Appendix A). However in the south
Sacramento Valley, contours show the development
of several closed or nearly closed patterns indicating
ground water pumping depressions. Contour pat
terns were considerably changed on the east side of
Marysville to Sacramento County and south of Davis
in Solano County on the southwest side.

Change of water level elevations during the 1913
to 1961 period is shown in Figure 9A, Appendix A.
This map shows that in 1961, the north Sacramento
Valley had only a small area along Stony Creek near
Orland and two smaller areas in Butte County with
water levels 3 metres lower than under "natural con
ditions". Most of the declines in water levels since
1912-13 have occurred in the four areas previously
mentioned, all of them south of Sutter Buttes: (1) 16
kilometres southeast of Marysville, Yuba County,
lower by 12 metres; (2) south of the Bear River,
Placer and Sutter Counties, lower by 9 metres; (3)
two areas in Sacramento County, lower from 15 to 18
metres; and (4) south of Davis in Solano County,
water levels 15 metres lower in 1961 than in 1912-13.

Water level contours for 1971 are shown in Figure
lOA, Appendix A and Figure 8. Comparison of these
levels with water levels in 1961 is shown on Figure
llA, Appendix A. This map shows that water levels
continued to decline in two of the four significant
areas-southeast of Marysville and in south Sacra
mento County. In the first area, water levels had
declined an additional 5 metres, and in south Sacra-

English equivalent~: I metre (m) = 3.28 feet (ft).
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mento County they were lower by 1.5 to 3 metres.
Water levels have risen 10 metres in each of the other
two areas, south of the Bear River and south of Davis.

Hydrographs of fluctuation of water levels in wells
are shown in Figure 9. For each of the ten counties
in the Sacramento Valley one hydrograph was cho
sen, representing wells situated in areas of moderate
-to-intense ground water use and for which long
records were available. All records date back at least
to the immediate post-World War II period, when
use of ground water was accelerated, and some meas
urements date back to the 1920s.

In Figure 9, the record of water levels in well
T26N IR3W--34Pl, 13 kilometres south of Red Bluff in
Tehama County, 96 metres deep, dates back to 1921.
Although there was a long break in the record, from
1931 to 1948, spring water levels remained at an ele
vation of70 to 73 metres with a few exceptions. Near
Orland in Glenn County, well T22NIR3W-21Fl, has
been measured since 1929 with breaks in the record
between 1934 and 1947. Levels in this 24-metre well
have fluctuated between 73 and 76 metres elevation
with no persistent decline.

In Butte County, 13 kilometres northwest of Chico,
well T23N/RIW-14Rl, 48 metres deep, was first
measured in 1948. At sometime during the period of
no record from 1954 to 1957, the maximum spring
water levels declined from about 52 metres to about
50 metres elevation and remained constant to 1971.
Near Arbuckle, in Colusa County, water levels in
well T14N 1R2W-34Nl, 30 metres deep, declined
from 30 metres in 1950 to 18 metres elevation in the
mid-1960s due to intensive pumping and inadequate
recharge. This hydrograph represents the only area
where levels have declined in Colusa County. With
importation of a surface water supply from the Co
lusa drain, pumping was reduced and water levels
started rising in the late 19608.

Yolo County is represented by well TI0N/R2E
34Ml, 49 metres deep and located near Woodland.
When first measured in 1941, levels were at an eleva
tion of about 14 metres and declined to about 8
metres over the next 20 years, approximately 0.3
metre per year. From 1961 to 1971, spring water lev
els have remained virtually constant.

In Figure 9 (continuation), the hydrograph for
well TI4N/R5E--30Ql, 67 metres deep, located 19
kilometres southeast of Marysville in Yuba County,
shows a rapid decline between 1948 and 1962. From
1962 to 1971 spring levels remained at a near--con
stant elevation. Thirteen kilometres northwest of
Roseville in Placer County, well T12N 1R5E-35E2,
107-metres deep, showed a similar decline, about 12
metres from 1950 to the mid-I960s, but with a partial
recovery beginning in 1967. The rise in grolUld water
levels can be attributed to the greater use of surface
water, with a reduction of ground water pumping, in
the South Sutter Water District. In the mid-1960s, the



I. 1l>e computer prOJRM w:u d...igned 10 ""'" English units of measure.
~1etric equivslenls are provided, however. A closer rendering of 10 feel
is 3.048 metres. For the sUe of brevity, this is shorl~ 103 mcIU!S..

6. This procedure was followed for 57 nodes, imagi
nary points selected to present a given-in this case.
four-township--area. Location of the nodes is shown
in Figure 11.

4. Specific yield symbols were also printed by com
puter on a four-township map with a scale of 1: 96
000, or 1 centimetre = 0.96 kilometre (approximate
ly 0.6 inch = 1 mile). One map was printed for each
3-metre (lo-foot) layer from the ground surface to
a depth determined by the limits of the data. Two
examples appear in Figure 10.

5. Geologic interpretation could then be made by
comparing layers and tracing course-grained materi
al downward and laterally. Aquifers were represent
ed by the ,. +" symbol or an "0" symbol.

gravel has slightly less void space between particles.
All materials with specific yields above 13 percent

are composed of fine sand or larger in size of materi
als and may be classified as aquifers-in this study
specifically, materials with a specific yield of 13 to 25
percent. Materials with specific yields of less than 13
percent are classified as aquitards or aquicludes. This
classification, although somewhat arbitrary, is useful
because it relates to permeability of granular materi
als, identifies sand and gravel aquifers, and provides
assignable values for storage capacities.

Average specific yield values, as well as transmis
sivity and the amount of water in storage for various
layers, were determined by computer as follows:

L One well log for the deepest well per quarter
section, 64.75 hectares (160 acres), was selected from
the Department's well log me. A specific yield value
as selected and assigned to each type of material
reported by drillers for the 7,000 logs which repre
sented the valley.

2. A weighted average specific yield for each 3
metre (IO-foot) depth increment was determined
by computer.'

3. The averaged specific yield values were then
converted to symbols for each of these intervals for
the entire depth of the well. Four symbols appear on
the computer print-out of each well log to represent
four groupings of specific yield percentages as fol
lows:

Typical Materi"l
Rock
Clay and silt
CIa}' with fine sand
Fine sand
Coarse sand and gravel

Range of
Spccirlc Yield ($)

o
1 to 7

8 to 12
13 to 17
18 to 25

•

+
o

Symbol

Aquifer Delcriptions
Aquifers are geologic formations or parts of forma

tions containing sufficient saturated permeable
material that yield significant quantities of water to
wells. In the Sacramento Valley they are only parts
of formations because none are composed entirely of
water-bearing materials, such as sand and gravel.
Aquifers are necessary for significant well yield and
for transmission from recharge source to well loca
tions.

Finer material such as silt or sand with silt or clay,
may yield water, but only poorly. However, they can
transmit water from adjacent aquifers and constitute
important ground water storage units. Stratigraphic
units composed of these types of materials are called
"aquitards". Materials composed oflarge amounts of
clay are relatively impermeable and are called "aqui
eludes"; these neither yield water to wells nor trans
mit appreciably from recharge sources. They serve
as boundaries to aquifer systems and aquitards and
confine ground water beneath them.

Information for this study, on thickness, depth, ex
tent, and location of the principal zones of sand and
gravel, was provided by drillers' well logs and proc
essed in a computer program developed. by the De
partment of Water Resources, Central District.
Materials described by well drillers were assigned
numerical values of specific yield for computer proc
essing.

Specific yield is the ratio of the volume of water a
saturated material will yield by gravity to the volume
of that material, expressed as a percentage. In gen·
eral, it increases with increasing grain size of materi
al from clay to COurse sand; however, the specific
yield ofgravel is less than that ofcoarse sand, because

district imported water from its Camp Far West Res
ervoir on the Bear River.

Water levels in well T6N/R7E-28El, 22 kilometres
southeast of the State Capital in Sacramento County,
declined 0.75 metre per year from 1952 to 1971, drop
ping from nearly 12 metres above sea level to 3
metres below. In Solano County, near Dixon, water
levels declined to 6 metres below sea level as shown
by the hydrograph of well TIN IR1E-12N2 with a
depth of 30 metres. With the importation of water
from the Solano Project and the greater use of sur
face water, ground water levels rose rapidly to 12
metres above sea level. This is the highest level ever
recorded, since the "natural conditions" elevation of
1912-13_ The hydrograph of well T15N/RJE--34L1,
south of Yuba City in Sutter County, shows a decline
of 3 metres duri.ng the mid-l960s from its highest
level i.n 1957 and a return in 1971 to about 10 metres
above sea level.

English equivalents: I kilomelre (km) _ Q.62 mile (mi).
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Figure 10. Compater Printonts or SymboUc Speciflc Yield ror Node 13

7. Data were further processed to determine vol
ume of ground water in storage and transmissivity
for each 3-metre (IO-foot) layer in the node. An
established relationship between specific yield and
permeability was written into the program so that
transmissivity value could be determined for the
thickness of water-bearing material penetrated by
wells.' An cxample of the transmissivity print-out is
shown in Figure 12.

Computer data were too extensive for presenta
tion in entirety in this report, nor was it possible to
delineate all coarse-grained materials shown by
print-out data, However, this infonnation is on file
with the Department of Water Resources and avail·
able for inspection.

Areas in the valley for which well log data were
available for use in this computer program arc shown
in Figure 13. This map shows areas where data are
abundant and where sparse or no~xistent.

The computerized well log data were used in this
report to construct three dimensional cross-sections

I. Whe.e permeability me.;osuret: lbe nile III whieh W11ICJ wiD no... Ihrough
I 1",11er~ cl.n .quir..... "xpoessed in volume 01 _I.,.. peT day.
tnon5mm.lvity mO!tiUfes the OOW......t.. Imough the entire lhic:k..... of
the .quifer peT unit width. Tr..m:minhily _ peTml:abllity X thickness
ol-.quir......

of the valley at six locations. These sections, called
··Specific Yield Diagrams" on Plates 3 and 4. depict
three types of specific yield materials. These are: (1)
rock with a yield of zero, (2) predominantly Hne
grained materials (clay and silt and clay with fine
sand) with a yield range of 1 to 12 percent, and (3)
predominantly coarse-grained (Hne sand and coarse
sand and gravel) material having a specific yield
range of 13 to 25 percent. These sections are basically
intended to show relative amounts of coarse- and
fine-grained materials. They do not necessarily de
lineate the extent of aquifers, but they do help locate
aquifer-type bodies.

Specific-yield diagrams in Plate 3 illustrate the
relative amounts of aquifer material in north Sacra
mento Valley. Diagram A, representing the Red
Bluff arca, shows considerable amounts of fine
grained sediments with thin coarse layers west of
Red Bluff. These materials west of Red Bluff are part
of the Tehama Formation. Coarse-grained layers arc
more abundant along the river and east of Red Bluff.
These arc largely stream-channel and noodplain
deposits, but the deeper materials and rock shown at
the eXlreme east end of the section are part of the
Tuscan Formation.

English t!tjulva\<'cnls: 1 met ... (m) "" 3.28 feet (fi).
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Diagram B, Orland to Chico, shows moderate
amounts of fine-grained material west of Orland
with a thin coarse layer at the surface. From Orland
to the Sacramento River there are large amounts of
coarse-grained materials at the surface, extending to
depths of about 30 metres. These are part of the
Stony Creek alluvial fan; the deeper fine-grained
deposits are in the Tehama Formation. At the east
end of the diagram, near Chico, alternating coarse
and fine-grained materials are in the Tuscan Forma
tion. Zones of rock are Tuscan volcanic mudflows.

Diagram C, through Princeton and Biggs, shows
predominantly fine-grained materials. Coarse
grained layers occur largely along the Sacramento
River, Butte Creek, and the Feather River. These are
part of the stream channels and floodplain deposits.
The deeper fine-grained materials on the west are
part of the Tehama Formation; those on the east are
part of the Laguna FOrmation.

Plate 4 shows diagrams for the south portion of
Sacramento Valley. Diagram D, Willows to Marys
ville, shows large amounts of fine-grained materials
on the west side with increasing amounts of thin,
coarse-grained layers near the river. Compared with
the sections in the north valley, there does not ap
pear to be as much coarse material along the river.
From Meridian to Sutter, many well logs show thick
layers of rock near Sutter Buttes. East of Sutter, par
ticularly along the Feather and Yuba Rivers are thick
coarse-grained deposits near the surface which rep·
resent stream channel and floodplain deposits of
these rivers. The Yuba in particular has transported
and deposited large amounts of sand and gravel.

Diagram E crosses the valley from Capay Valley to
Roseville. All the material west of the Sacramento
River was deposited on the Cache Creek alluvial fan.
There are especially large amounts ofsand and grav
el along Cache Creek north of Esparto and numerous
thick layers at depths to 120 metres in the area east
to the SaCramento River. Many thick coarse-grained
deposits are evident along the Sacramento near the
confluence with the Feather. It is probable that these
were transported by the Feather rather than the Sac
ramento River or Cache Creek. East of the Sacra
mento River to Roseville, the few well logs that are
available indicate that predominant materials are
fine-grained with thin layers of coarse materials in
the Victor and Laguna Formations.

Diagram F shows reLative amounts of coarse- and
fine-grained materials along Putah Creek. Here, as
along Cache Creek, numerous coarse layers occur to
depths of 120 metres with no apparent change that
might indicate the thickness of the alluvial fan. Thick
layers of sand and gravel are evident at the east end
of the sections. These may have been transported
and deposited directly from the ancestral American
River prior to its establishment at its present loca
tion.

It should be emphasized that in all diagrams where
materials are shown to be predominantly fine
grained, thin zones of coarse materials that would
yield water to wells are present. However, the
amounts were not sufficient to cause the weighted
average specific yield for each 3--metre layer to ex
ceed 12 percent. Conversely, in the coarse materials
there are thin fine-grained layers present but not in
sufficient quantities to cause the average specific
yield to be less than 13 percent.

As shown in the diagrams, vertical changes in spe
cific yield are common throughout the valley.
Changes in four-township areas were analyzed by
computer in terms of transmissivity and permeabili
ty as explained in item 7 of •.Aquifer Descriptions".
An example of the computer print~ut for Node 13
appears in Figure 12. The vertical changes in perme
ability appear abrupt on the graph, because varia
tions are compiled and tabulated as if they all
occurred at the node, which is merely a point desig
nated to represent the entire four-township area.
Usually, the changes are more gradual than shown on
the graph.

Accumulated transmissivity values are shown in
this example for Node 13 (Figure 12), located in the
lower portion of the Stony Creek fan. Here, a change
of average specific yield (as well as permeability),
occurs at a depth of 43 metres (140 feet). This change
from coarse to more fine-grained material repre
sents the change from alluvial fan-type materials to
those characteristic of the Tehama Formation.

Specific-yield data for all other nodes were similar
ly processed. A summary of the information derived
from all well data is presented in Table 3. This table
shows changes in average specific yields, with
depths, in terms of permeability, and includes inter
pretive remarks concerning the geologic signifi
cance.

Hydrologic Propflrlifls 01 Aqllllflrs

Most important among the hydrologic properties
of aquifers and aquifer systems are (1) rate at which
water can be transmitted through their porous
media and (2) their ability to store water-transmis
sivity and storage coefficient. These properties, par
ticularly transmissivity, govern yield and drawdown
characteristiCS of a well. While yields are also related
to such factors as pump size and well construction,
transmissivity is most important. Specific capacity of
a well, or the yield rate per unit, metre or foot of
drawdown is directly related to transmissivity. These
are discussed in following sections.

Transmissivity Distribution. The ability of an area
to yield large, sustained amounts of ground water
from wells depends on a continuous flow of ground
water from a recharge source through materials with
sufficient transmissive properties to sustain the yield.
Low transmissivity of subsurface materials, com-
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Putah Plain area of southwestern Sacramento Valley. Cacbe Creek on right and Putah Creek on
Jen. Coastal Ranges in backgroUDd.
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Southwestern Sacramento Valley and Coast Ranges. Capay Valley in center.
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TABLE 3

PERMEABILITY CHANGES WITH DEPTH
FOR NODAL AREAS

Nod'" Depth Interval Approximate Average Permeability
Area Gcologic Units lind

Number Metres F~t Metres JIDlIy/Metre z Gal/Day/FtZ Materials Represented

1 0-104 0-.340 5 130 Tehama Formation
2 0-98 0-320 14 340 Tehama and Tuscan Formation; high permeability maten-

98-155 320-510 , 210 als at 155-186 m may represent Tuscan FOrmation.
155-186 51~10 23 570

3 Insufficient Data
4 Insufficient Data
5 0-125 0-410 12 300 Tehama Formation; high permeability materials at 125-158

125-158 410-520 41 1,000 TIl are gravelly deposits laid down by the ancestrial Sacra-
158-210 520-690 11 270 menlo River.

6 0-21 0-70 30 730 Materials to a depth of 33 TIl are Sacramento River flood-
21--'3 70-110 " 1,250 plain deposits. Underlying materials are fllllgiomcratc and
33-M 110-190 I. 460 Tuscan Formation.
58-137 190-450 13 320

7 0-73 0-240 5 130 Tehama Formation, 0-174 0-570 10 240 Tehama Formation• 0-40 0-130 30 740 High permeability material to 40 m represents Sacramento
40-125 130-410 6 160 River flood plain materials. Underlying materials are fan-

125-198 410-650 2 40 glomerate and Tuscan Formation.
10 0-160 1h590 6 140 Fanglomerate
11 Insufficient Data
12 0-40 0-130 22 530 Upper materials to 40 m arc Stony Creek alluvial fan depos-

40-183 130-500 7 170 its; underlying materials arc in the Tehama Formation.
13 0-43 0-140 34 840 Materials of high permeability to 43 m are Stony Creek

43-104 140-340 10 240 alluvial fan deposits. Underlying materiuls are pari of the
104-152 340-500 2 50 Tehama Formation including some ancestrial Sacramento

River alluvium.
14 0-J6 0-120 12 300 Materials to a depth of36 m represent in part Chico alluvial

36-168 120-550 4 100 fan materials. From 36-168 m materials are fanglomerate
168-216 550-710 17 420 and deep materials to 216 m aTC Tuscan Formation.

15 Out of basin
16 0-204 0-070 9 220 Materials are thin west-side alluvial fans and Tehama For-

mation.
17 0-15 0-50 16 400 The high permeability materials to 33 m are Sacramento

15-33 50-110 47 1,160 River flood plain deposits overlain by some flood basin
33-M 1l0-ISO 15 370 deposits. Underlying materials are part of the Tehama For-
55-100 180-330 4 110 mation.

l00-116 530-380 44 1,080
18 0-119 0-390 7 180 Materials throughout this depth zone are largely fine-

119-183 390-600 11 270 grained with many intervals composed of sand which may
be part of or derived from the Tuscan Formatioll.

I. 0-40 0-130 28 690 Upper materials are Feather River alluvium underlain by
4O-119 13lh'l90 6 140 old alluvium in the Victor and Laguna Formations.

20 0-104 0-.340 2 40 West-side alluvial fan deposits underlain by Tehama For-
104-222 340-730 8 210 mation.

21 0-9 0-30 5 120 Shallow materials represent flood-basin deposits and un-
9-149 30-490 20 500 derlying material is flood-plain deposits and Tehama For-

mation.
22 0-113 0-370 2 80 Materials throughout this depth zone are largely fine-

113-131 370-430 , 200 grained with many intervals composed of sand whieh may
131-158 431h520 1 30 be part of or derived from the Tuscan Formation.

23 0--'3 0-110 I' 450 Upper materials :Ire Feather River alluvium underlain by
33-148 110-480 5 130 old alluvium in the Victor and Laguna Formations.

24 0-21 0-70 9 220 Upper materials 10 21 10 represent thin alluvial fans; under--
21-180 71h590 2 60 lying material is Tehama Formation.

25 0-9 0-30 4 110 Upper material to 24 10 represents flood-plain deposits; un-
9-24 30-60 32 760 derlying materials are probably buried alluvial fans and

24-76 60-250 8 200 Tehama Formation.
7&-ff1 250-320 32 760
97_250 320-820 13 320

250-265 820-870 15 1,850
26 Sutter Buttes
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TABLE 3-Continued ,.
PERMEABILITY CHANGES WITH DEPTH

FOR NODAL AREAS

0-360511O-S4O
0-20

20-260
280-330
330-460

0-100
100-530

Nodal
Area

Number

27

28

"
30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

36

39
40
41

42

43

44

45

46

47

Depth Interval

Me/res Feet

0-12 0-40
12-33 40-110
33-116 110-380

116-134 380-440
134-146 440-480

Insufficient Data
0-82 0-270

82-198 270-650

0-110
110-177
177-256

IJ-<j

6-&5
85-100

100-140
0-30

30-161

0-24 0-<i0
24-46 80-150
46-168 150-550
0-49 O-H,O

49--67 160-220
67-107 220-350
Insufficicnt Data
Dunnigan Hills
0-30 0-1(10

30-43 100_140
43-146 140-480

146-174 480-570
174_189 ,'}70-620

0-9 {}...,']()
9-70 30-230

70-1,'}2 230-500
0-140 0-400

140-152 460-500
Insufficient Data
Insufficient Data
0-18 0-60

18-55 60_1HO
55-168 Hllh55U
0-119 0-390

119-143 390-470
143-19,'} 470--640

0-12 0-40
12-122 4U-400

122-164 400-500
0-79 0-260

79-140 260-460
0-70 U...230

0-152 0-<i00

O-llU (Wr;O
110-241 360--790
241-265 790--870
2(i5-~f9 In0-980

Approximate A verage Permeability

Metrcs'/Duy/Mctre' Cul/Day/Ft'

21 520
37 910
12 300
4 110

10 25()

16 380
8 200

10 260
13 330
5 130
4 100

20 500
53 1,300
11 280
20 500
6 1110

11 260
3 70
6 160

16 390
3 60

J() 2.';0

20 480
6 140

22 .530
36 890
7 160
3 60

16 360
Ii 210
6 140

21 510

11 280
20 500
8 210

15 360
36 880
13 310
r; 160

42 1,040
16 390
4 '00

16 380
Ii 200

13 320

13 310
5 130

18 440
7 170

Geologic UllI1s Iwd
Miltcrials Represented

Materials from 0-33 m represent stream channel and flood
plain deposits of the Feather and Yuba Rivers. Materials
below 33 m arc old alluvial deposits of the Victor and La
guna Formations.

Materials in upper depth interval represent, in part, allu
vial fans; underlying materials are in the Tehama Forma
tion.
Most materials to 256 m are in the Tehama Formation.
Alluvial fan ,md flood·basin deposits arc included in upper
interval.
Shallow deposits to 6 m are part of the Colusa and Sutter
flood-basins; underlying materials probably represent the
Tehama, LaKuna, lind Victur Formatium,

Materials to 30 m represent Feuther River stream channel
and nood-plain deposits. Underlying less permeable
materials are in the Laguna Formation.
Materials to 24 m represent, in part, Dear River Oood-plain
deposits and Victor Formation; underlying materials arfl in
the l.aguna Formation.
Materials in upper depth interval to 49 III are alluvial rlepos
it~ in Capay Valley. lnese materials oVl'rlil' the Tehama
Formation.

Materials of moderate permeability to 30 m arc mixed flood
plain and alluvial fan deposits. Materials of high permeabili.
ty from 43-174 III arc in the south portion of node and
appear to havC! been dejXJ~ited by Cache Creek.

Shallow mutf'rial~of low pt'rllleability rt'pre~el1t flood·basin
depo~its and Victor Furmatiun, underlying materials are in
Laguna Formation,
Mo~t of th"se makriab tu 152 III art" ill tht' Vidur ilnd
Laguna Formations.

Materials frum 0-55 m represent alluvial fan deposits; these
deposits are underlain by Tehama Formation.

Alluvial fan deposits arc included in the upper depth inler
val but ar.. imlisUngUi,habk frolll the underlying Tdtallla
Formution on the basi, of pertlwahility.
Matf'rials ill uppcr depth intl'rvul arC! alluvial fan deposits.
High perme"bility mat('rial from 12-122 m represents hllT
i('d 5acranwnlo Hiv('r ('hannds un tht' cast :;id(' uf 1I0l.1f'.

~e"rlr all matf'rials rf'pres("nl lht" Vidor anrll~'\gunaFor
miltion,
Most maleriuls in thi:; depth intervul are Pleistocene grav
els and Laguna Formation.
Mostlllaterial in lhis deplh inh'rl'al is in lhe Tehuma For
malioll.
Muteri;.l" in upper depth interval are allnvi,t1 f,m dL'po~it:;

laid down by Putah Crt~t.'k. This malerial is ill(listinguisha
bit' frOlll thC! undl'rlying Tel,ama 1'"rmnation on lh" hasis of
pflrrn.."hllity.
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ApproxiJJl:Jtc A l'Crowe PefmeNbil;ty

TABLE 3--Continued

PERMEABIUTY CHANGES WITH DEPTH
FOR NODAL AREAS

Nod:JI Depth /mCFlw
Arc:J Geologic Un;/.{ mJd

cAc"=U=U=/~o'+--"CI"=·'c,~=-_---,f="=,_+,'='=e="=.="cl=lJ='=.'=I,="=e=I~=-'+=C.=II=Do'O"=I=I·='_'+__. c,=,,=to<"''ii/b- 11<"'!.f('Y{·nto"""- _

~7 hl)"Ufficicnt Data

51,.

54

"

<>-"
12-40
40-lil
61-YI
91-107

UJ7_125
12!>-164.....

0-150
10<>-""

Insumcicnt Oata
0-104 0-340

104-168 34()...M()

16S-201 550-660
0-137 0--450

137-235 450-710
235-2U8 77ll-8RO

.... <>-20
fi-21 20--70

21-73 70-24(J
73-91 240-300
0-21 0-70

21-M 70-100
~161 190-330
0-16R (l...S5()

,
33

"38

"31
8
6

"I
10,
II
8
8

"6
48
21
7
I

"I,

220
810
380
!l40
300
770
190
.50

2IlO
20

""120

""2JJO
141)

1,0(i()

150
1.170
~10

100
20

200
20
41)

Shallow ZOILC of low permt.<abilit)' reprt__'SCnls alluvial fall
lIud noocl-hasill deposils. Zurlt!S uf higl1 permeability
ht.<l1cath pmlmbl)' rq-lrCSCl1t buried gravt>l d111111lt!ls of
PUlah Creek and Sat:ramcnto Riv"r.

~btcrial~ of low permeability arc pout of the Victor lind
l.aguna to'ormaliollS.
"bleri:lls of low pcnneabilily in upper depth inlerval arc
in the Las;ll.lll:i Form.,UiOll. Underlying matcrial of "cr)' low
penllea.bilily Illay be Mehrten TllfT-hr~:t."ia.

"1ost of the malcrial in all deplh inlf'rvals is in Ihe Tehama
"ormation.

f\'earl)' all malt-rial is in the T('ham:l "'orm"li"l1.

Upper ffillti"riul of low pcrmenbllity i~ noorl·b;l~in ;lnd lillc,
grained flood-plain deposits. :o.111terial of higher pNffiellbili
tr to 73 III is probabl)' buried slreull1 dlunncl dcpo.~itsof the
Sacramento River.
"1aterials to ~ III arc largel}' p,lrl of the Victor and Lal/:una
l'·oTmalions. Low avcras;le Il",rmtmhilil)' hom 58-161 III limy
Ix: due 10 lufT-brC('cta in Ihn Mehrl",ll Formation.
Low avcra~(' l'lenncability lIIay lx· du~' mOllII)' to prf'SCnce
of impt!rviotls luff-breeda in "t.,·hrt.." Fonnalioll.

bint><l with large amounts of ground water withdraw
als, can result in overdraft conditions. High
transmis...-ivity results in high yield rates over long
periods, but call still result in overdraft conditions if
the quantity pumped exceeds the supply.

As presented in the U. S. Geological Survey report
(Appendix A) for the Sacramento Vallcy, transmis·
sivity relates to the ontire saturated thickness of post
-Eocene deposits. Figure 3A of Appendix A shows
distribution of trunsmissivity values as determillt"<)
by ground water modeling by the USGS. Values
range from 4 300 to 65 000 W per day (32,000 to
485,000 gallons per day per foot).1 The area ofhighest
transmisl>;vity extends north from Sutter Buttes
along the Sacramento River and east to the basin
boundary. Except for the Stony Creek alluvial fan,
transmissivity values decrea.<;e to the west due to the
presence of the less permeable Tehama Fonnation
and fine-grained materials from the ('.cast Ranges.
Moderately high values along the northeast margin
arc a reOection of the Tuscan Formation, containing

Elll(li~h "'I\1(v"I('I\I" I rnt.<lrt1 (Ul) - 3.Zl'! r""1 (ftl.
I. The uses f<)1'0rU tr"llslI\i"ivily ill ft1lday. Tills uuit is ('(luiv:l]cnl III

n~/doylfl. I··or gullon.. pcr day per foOl. lUuhivlY by 7.48.o.3/duylft ...
O.~m·ldlm,
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much volcanic sand. Transmissivilies are lowest in
the south Sacramento Valley except for small areas
along the Sacramento River. I,ow values extend
north along the cast margin of lhe valley to Marys
ville and northwest along the west margin lO Wil
liams. However, transmissivity is high along the
Feather niver.

Low values of 4300 to 8700 rt2 per day (32,000 to
65,000 gal/dayfft) along the west and soulheast mar
gins are reflections of more consolidated and fine
grained materials in the Pliocene Formations. These
include the Mehrtcn and Laguna Formations on the
cast and the Tehama on the 'Ncst beneath the alluvial
fans of Putah Plain. High values in the center of the
valley arc due to the presence of coarse alluvial
deposits which occur along the Sacramento River in
decreasing amount's south to the American River.

Stonlge CoclTicient. As stated in Chapler One,
storage coefficient is the volume of water an aquifer
takes into storage or releases from storage per unit
surface area of the aquifer per unit change in head.
("Head", in this case, refers to elevation of water
table.) Distribution of storage coefficient, as deter
mined by the U. S. Geological Survey, is shown in



Figure 4A. Appendix A. For the purposes of the
uses study, the water body wa... assumed '0 be un
confined; therefore, values of storaJ?;e coefficient are
equal to specific yield.

The values on Figure 4A arc approximate and rep
resent an average for the area indicated. They range
from 0.04 to 0.12 (4 to 12 percent specific yield).
High-yield materials. those with specific yields up to
25 percent. undergo reduced specific yield when
mixed with finer-grained materials, causing them to
f<dll within the ranges shown in this illustration. Val
ues of 12 percent, therefore, can be understood to
represent areas eontnining substantial amounts of
coarse-grained materials.

As shown in Figure 4A, higher values of storage
coefficient. from 0.08 to 0.12, occur along stream
courses, while smaller values occur along valley mar·
gins in interstream areas. Also, the south valley con
tains materials having lower values than the north
valley. These correspond with the trends shown in
the transmissivity map.

Well Yields and Specific CUjJJlcity. Data concern
ing discharge of wells Hnd specific cap.."lcity of wells
were obtained from pump efficiency te."ts made by
the Pacific Cas and Electric Company and the Sa.cra
menta Municipal Utility District. These were supple
mented by information contained in drillers' reports
on wells for which pump tests were conducled.

The average discharge or yield of wells was deter
mined for each township where data were available
without regard to well depth. For many townships no
data were available; in such case... estimates were
made on the basis of geologic conditions and well
yield dahl from adjacenl townships with similar geol
o~y. Because many wells are not being pumped at
lheir maximum yield rales or yield data arc for shal
low wells, values were adju.~led to better reflect
available yield from properly constructed wells of
moderate depth (90 to 150 metres).

Figure 14 shows four categories of yield: low, mod
crale, moderately high, and highest. based on geol·
ogy and known data. In any of the areas surveyed it
would be possible to obtain greater yields if wells
were unusually deep or pumped at their maximum
capacities. The map is intended to describe relative
average conditions for large arellS mther than poten
tial yields of individual wells or small areas. Well
yields arc also discussed in Appendix A and shown in
Figure 7A.

Figure 14 shows that the highcsl yields are attaina
ble in the central part of the basin from Orland to
south of Sutter Buttes. This area corresponds to the
area of large sand and gravel deposits in the flood
plain of the Sacramento River and alluvial fan of
Stony Creek. High yield ratcs arc also po......ible in the
Marysville and Woodland-Davis areas. where con
siderable sand and gravel deposits occur. Yield rates

decrease to the east and west and arc lowest along
the west side of the oosin, where wells would obtain
water from the more fine-grained Tehama l'·orma·
lion or alluvial fans containing little coarse-grained
material. Yields arc low in the south portion of Sacra
mento County. where overall permeability of the
Laguna and Mebrten Formations is low.

Specific capacity of a well-as stated earlier-is the
discharge in Htres per minute divided by the draw
down-the lowering of water from the static level to
the pumping level-in metres. Specific capacity is
not only a measure of the productivity of the well,
but also of the aquifer transmissivity. High specific
capacities usually indicate high transmissivities for
the aquifers supplying the well. while low values in
dicate low transmissivity or poor construction result
ing in inefficient wells. Figure 15 shows values for
three ranges: low, moderate, and high, compiled on
a township basis.

Areas of high specific capacity do not necessarily
correspond to areas of highest well yield. For exam
ple, high pump lifts may cause yields to he low, but
the amount of water obtained per unit of drawdown
may be high. In two areas, yield and capacity corre
spond roughly. Areas of highest specific capacity
wells in the north central part of the valley, from
ncar Hed lUuff to Colusa. correspond to the area of
highest potential well yields. Also. the Woodland
area has wells of high specific capacity and high yield
because of the abundance of watcr-bearing gravel in
the Cache Creek alluvial fan. The Davis area, situ
ated on the Putah Creek alluvial fan, has lower spe
cific capacity wells than the Woodland arp..u. but
yields remain high.

Specific capacity of wells decreases lo the cast and
west because of the lower transmissivity of the older
geologic formations present at the edges of the basin.
In a general way, specific capacity and well yield
maps renect the varying values of transmissivity
shown on Figure 3A of Appendix A.

Replenishment of Ground Water

Under natural conditions. ground water is replen·
ished by percolation of streamflow into underlying
permeable materials and direct infiltration of
precipitation falling on permeable soils. A third
source in the Sacramento Valley, subsurface innow
from the Tuscan Formation, which bounds the b."lsin
between Oroville and Red lUuff, will not be exam
ined in this report, as its magnitude cannot be deter
mined. However, it is considered small compared to
recharge from other sources. For inventory purposes
and for the USGS model, subsurface inflow is as
sumed to be zero. Under present-day conditions of
ba.<tin-use, a fourth source of replenishment is deep
percolation of water applied for irrigation. Each rc-

Enp;lish equivalents: I ",...1re (m) _ 3.28 feet (ft).
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Sacramento River near Red Bluff

Mill Creek east of Los Molinos. The stream is incised into sedimentary rocks of the
Fanglomerate unit.
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charge source is discussed briefly below and at great
er length in Chapter IV, which presents an inventory
of water supply and disposal.

Deep percolation of streamflow is a substantial
source of ground water replenishment. Most occurs
along major streams with sustained now and coarse
gravel deposits. The major streams tributary to the
Sacramento River have existed in approximately the
same location throughout the Quaternary period.
During this period, thick deposits of sand and gravel
have accumulated and promote recharge.

Major recharge areas determined by the USGS lie
adjacent to major streams entering the basin around
its margin. Analysis was made by assigning values for
transmissivity and head (water level elevation) and
solving for flux (net percolation). Thus, recharge for
various areas around the margin of the valley takes
into consideration both stTeam percolation and deep
percolation of precipitation. Percentage of total val
ley recharge was determined for various areas under
natural conditions as shown in Figure 6A, Appendix
A.

The greatest amount of natural recharge, 20.7 per
cent of the valley total, occurs in the Stony Creek
area. This is followed by 10.1 percent for the Thomes
Creek area. Between Red Bluff and Thomes Creek,
3.4 percent of the recharge occurs. Thus over one
third of the total natural recharge occurs along the
northwest margin of the valley. Other areas of re
charge are along the northeast side of the valley
between Red l3Iuff and Chico (7.4 percent) and in
the Chico area (6.5 percent). These and other identi
fied recharge areas north of Sutter Buttes account for
over tWD-thirds of the total valley recharge under
natural conditions. The remaining one-third occurs
in the Yuba, Bear, and American Hiver areas, in small
areas along the west side, and in the Sacramento
River area.

Deep percolation of water derived from the un
consumed portion of water applied for irrigation is
also an important source of replenishment. The total
amount of water applied in 1970, for example,
amounted to 7 180 hmJ as determined by land and
water use surveys (see Table 6, Appendix A for distri
bution by township). Of this amount, only a small
portion percolated to the ground water reservoir.
The remainder was consumed by evapotranspiration
or ran off as streamflow. As discussed in Chapter IV,
the importance of this source is secondary to the
combination of streamflow and precipitation.

Only lands with sufficiently permeable soil permit
percolation. Soils containing hardpan occupy over
half the valley on the east side of the Sacramento
River (see Figure 5), and these severely restrict
downward movement of water. Clayey soils also im
pede percolation and occupy over one-half the west
side, along with small areas of hardpan. Soils with few
barriers to vertical now exist along the Sacramento

River, Stony Creek fan, Chico fan, Feather River,
American River, Cache and Putah Creeks, and other
smaller streams.

Ground Wate, Discharge
As ground water moves from areas of intake, it

must either fill the storage space available or be dis
charged from the system. If the basin is at full capaci
ty, there can be no increase in storage and ground
water discharges at the low points in the system,
directly to the Sacramento River or other streams,
and by evapotranspiration from vegetation.

Because ground water levels at the Delta are at sea
level or below, no discharge takes place via subsur
face outflow. There, the hydraulic gradient is either
flat, allowing for no flow, or reversed from the nor
mal delta gradient

The uses reports that under natural conditions,
the largest part of the total discharge of about 1 000
cubic hectometres (830,000 acre-feet) per year oc
curs in the north valley. Discharge in this area is due
partly to the barrier effect of Sutter Buttes. As
ground water moves southward, it is forced to go
around Sutter Buttes. Since the basin cannot accom
modate this much water moving around the Buttes,
it is forced to rise and discharge to the surface or to
be disposed of by transpiration. The remainder of the
discharge occurs on the south valley floor and the
central valley floor.

PumpDBtI
Ground water is extracted by pumping for

irrigation, municipal, industrial, and domestic
consumption. Pumpage may substantially exceed
consumption, but some returns to the ground water
reservoir through percolation and is eventually
available again for pumping.

Pumpage estimates were determined by land and
water use surveys, the first for the entire basin in
1961. Later surveys were done on a county basis
between 1967 and 1970. From these, estimates were
made of the area served only by ground water. For
surveys made prior to 1970, the data were extended
to 1970 by use of reports on crop production from
county agricultural commissioners. Pumpage was de
termined for each year from 1961 to 1970 on 1/4
townshi~ize areas. Distribution of pumpage for
1961 and 1970 is shown graphically by township on
Figure 16 and tabulated in Table 4. Areas where
ground water was used for irrigation in 1970 are
shown on Plate 1.

Total ground water pumpage for 1961 was estimat
ed at 2 228 cubic hcctometres (hmJ

). Although
agriculturc expanded during the next 10 years,
pumpllge increased only slightly to 2 242 hmJ

. More
wells werc drilled, but increases in ground water use
for some areas were offset by shifts to surface water

English f:quival""ls: I melre (m) _ 3.211 fffi (ft). 1 hect;lTe (h;,) = 2.47
a<'res (II"). I ""bi" """'tomelre (hm3) ... 810.7 ;I.,......r....t (_ftj.
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TABU: 4

GROUND WATER PUMPAGE BY TOWNSHIP
SACRAMENTO VALLEY

1961 and 1970

196/ 1970

Cubic Cubic
Township HectQmetres (Acre-feet) lIcctornetres (A.cre-feet)

4N/8E 6.0 ',900 5.1 4,100
4N/7E 56.7 46,000 62.8 50,900
4N/6E 32.0 25,900 40.1 32,500
4N/5E 0 0 0 0
4N/4E 0 0 0 0
4N/3E 0.7 600 l.l 900
4N/2E ,., 1,600 '.0 3,200
4NIlE 0 0 0 0

5N18E 0 0 0 0
5N/7E 8.' 7,200 17.3 14,000
5N/6E 35.8 29,000 36.6 29,700
5N/5E 22.6 18,300 31.4 25,500
5N/4E • .1 3,300 3.8 3,100
5N/3E 0 0 0 0
SN/2E 0 0 0 0
5N/IE 0 0 0.1 100
5N/lW 0 0 0 0

6N/BE 0 0 0 0
6N/7E 13.1 10,600 14.3 11,600
6NI6E 30.1 24,400 32.4 26,300
6NI5E 35.3 28,600 39.0 31,600
6N/4E 6.7 5,400 6.5 5,300
6NI3E 0 0 0 0
6N/2E 5.1 4,100 '.6 3,700
6NIIE • .4 3,600 '.7 3,1100
6N/IW 0 0 0 0

7N/BE 0.5 400 0 0
7N17E 18.3 14,800 18.5 15,000
7N/6E 20.0 16,200 20.' 16,40)
7N/5E 41.0 33,200 28.8 21,700
7N/4E 1.8 1,500 1.8 lilOO
7N/3E l.l 900 '.0 1,600
7N/2E 34.4 27,900 35.6 28,900
7NfIE '.1 3,300 3.0 ',400
7N/lW '.0 3,200 5.7 '.600

aN/BE 0 0 0 0
8Nf7E 8.' 5,000 6.' 5.000
8N/6E 24.7 20,000 24.' 19,600
aNISE 38.' 31,500 43.5 35,300
8N/4E 12,3 10,000 13.3 1O,BOO
aNI3E 22.6 18,300 20.1 16,300
8N/2E 33.' 28,900 51.3 41,600
aNilE 30.6 24,800 33.' 27ilOO
8N/IW 32.8 26,600 37.' 30,200
8N/2W 0.' 200 0.1 100

9N/7E 0' 200 0.' 200
9NI6E 18.4 14,900 27.4 22,200
9N/5E 33.2 26,600 47.9 38,600
9N/4E 29.7 24,100 34.4 27,900
9N/3E 8.6 7,000 5.7 ',600
9N/2E 38.5 31,200 29.8 24.200
9N/IE 5.6 ',500 ,., 8,000
9N/IW •., 3,400 7.' 6,400
9N/2W 0.' 300 1.8 1,500



TABLE 4-Continued

GROUND WATER PUMPAGE BY TOWNSHIP
SACRAMENTO VALLEY

1961 and 1970

1961 1!170

Cubic Cubic
Township Hectometres (Acre-feet) HectometTes (Acre-feet)

IONIBE 0 0 0 0
lON/7E 0.1 100 0.1 100
ION/BE 13.9 11,300 16.8 13,600
lON/lSE 21.8 17,700 22.0 17,600
lON/4E 6.2 5,000 5.4 4,400
lON/3E 4.7 3,800 2.8 2,300
ION/2E 39.5 32,000 39.' 32,000
lONIlE 23.3 18,900 22.3 18,100
lON/IW 20.8 16,900 16.6 13:;00
lON/2W 1.5 1,2"0 1.8 1:;00

llN/6E 0.' 400 0.9 700
IlN/lSE 20.' 16,600 6.4 5:>00
llN/4E 28.0 22,700 24.6 19,900
llN/3E ILl 9,000 11.1 9,000
llN/2E 23.0 20,300 21.2 17:>00
llNIlE 27~ 22:;00 28.6 23:>00
llNfIW 0.5 400 0.5 400
lIN{2W 1.8 1:;00 3.0 2,400

12N/BE 0 0 0 0
12N/.5E 23.6 19,100 13.7 11,100
12N/4E 42.7 34,800 23.9 19,400
12N/3E 2.2 1,300 2.1 1,700
12N/2E 0.6 500 0.6 500
12NIlE 0 0 0 0
12NfiW 12.6 lO:>OO 16.4 13,300
12N/2W 0.1 100 1.0 800

13N/BE 0 0 0.2 200
13N/5E 33.6 27:>00 12.3 10,000
13N/4E 42.9 34,300 29.0 23,500
13N/3E 12.3 10,000 12.6 10,200
13N/2E 0 0 0 0
13NIlE 0.6 500 0.2 200
13N/lW 23.2 18,800 11.3 9,300
13N/2W 22.4 l8:>OO 22.2 18,000
13N/3W 0.4 300 0.5 400

14Nf.5E 28.0 22,700 26.0 21,100
14N/4E 43.2 35,000 48.2 39,100
14N/3E 42.3 34,300 44.8 36,300
14N/2E 0 0 0 0
14N/IE 4.8 3,900 1.7 1,400
14N/IW 11.1 9,000 7.3 5,900
14N/2W 23.1 18,700 15.2 12,300
14N/3W 3.8 3,100 7.0 5,700

15N/5E 3.0 2,400 3.4 2,800
15N/4E 30.3 24,600 28.6 23,200
15N/3E 51.3 41,600 50.7 41,100
15N/2E 18.5 15,000 17.2 13,900
I.5N/IE 5.3 4,300 5.3 4,300
l.5N/IW 8.5 6,900 4.6 3,700
13N/2W 8.5 6,900 8.7 7,100
15N/3W 10.7 8,700 7.6 6:>00
13N/4W 0.5 400 1.0 800
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TABLE 4-Continued

GROUND WATER PUMPAGE BY TOWNSHIP
SACRAMENTO VALLEY

1961 and 1970

196'1 1970
----

Lilbic Cubic
T()lYwihip lIoctoJJJctrcs (,kr...·/i.'t:f) IJe'c'toJ1wtrc,,' (Acn;··If.'t't)- --

In1\" /5E 0 0 0 II
16~/4E 13.1 10,601.1 .1.4 4,400
16Nf3E 32.4 26,300 34.7 28,100
16~/2E 1.6 1,300 28 2,3011
16:\'I1E 2.3 1,900 2.2 I,!W
16NIlW '.8 4,700 4.9 4,900
16N/2W 12.0 9,700 7.3 .'),9011
16N/3W II.! 100 0.1 1~1

16l\"/4W l.l 900 0,6 500

17N/4E '.4 4,400 5.9 4,fllXl
11:\'/3E 8.3 6,100 8.9 7,2UO
11~/2E 9,0 7,300 11.0 8,900
171\"/IE 14.4 11,700 13.9 11,3011
111\"/iW 3.8 3,100 36 2,900
17t\:/2W 4.3 3,500 9.4 7,600
17t\:/3W 8.6 7,900 9.4 7,6lXl

181\" /4E 4.7 3,!W 9.4 7,600
IR1\"/3E 16.6 13,500 17.6 14,300
18~/2E 4,9 4,OOQ 5.3 4,300
18:\/lE 1.7 1,400 9.7 7,900
IRN/lW U.8 9,6lXl 15.8 12,800
18N/2W 2.2 1,900 2.0 1,(;00

18N/3W 0.6 500 l.l 900
IRN/4W 0.5 400 0.9 7lXl

19:\ /4£ 7.3 5,900 7,8 6,300
1!l~/3F. 10.1 8,700 10.5 8,~

1!l;'\//2E 8.4 6,fllXl 10.4 8,400
19:\/1F: 0.1 110 0 0
19l\"/iW Il.O 8,900 15.4 12,500
19N/2W 1.8 1,500 26 2,1011
19N/3W 5.7 4,60() 8.5 6,900
19l\"/4W 2.3 1,900 4.0 3,200

20~/3E 4,6 3,700 43 3,500
20:\/2E 42.7 34,600 36.3 29,400
20:-1/11<: 8.4 6,800 12.6 10,200
2Ol\"/IW 4.8 3,900 4.7 3,900
20l\" /2W 7..1 6,lllO 5.9 4,900
20l\" /3W 26.6 21,600 36.8 29,ROO
20l'\/4W 0.7 900 1.7 1,400

21~/3F. 11.4 3lXl 0.4 3lXl
21"'/21': 5.4 4,400 10.1 R,2(KI
21N/lE 47.4 JR.40() 40.8 33,100
21N/lW 13.8 11,200 15.2 12,300
21t\:/2W 52.8 42,800 51.9 42,100
21l\"/3W 3O.n 24,81Kl 32.8 26,600
21l\"/4W 2,1 1,700 2.5 2,OIKI



TA""E 4-Continued

GROUND WATER PUMPAGE IV TOWNSHIP
SACRAMENTO VALLEY

1961 and 1970

/9/iJ /1l1O

CUbic Cubic
Township Hectomet= (Acre-feet) Hectometres (Acre-feet)

22N/2E. U 2,roO ~, 3.000
22N/lE ,... 21,Em ~, I?7;lOO
22N/lW 1?7.' 22,400 262 21,200
22N/2W ..., 33.oo<J 39• 32.000
22N/3W '.1 ',lJlO 8.0 ....,
22N/4W 5.1 4,100 '.1 4,100

23NIlE 3.' 3.000 3.' 3.000
23NIlW 20.' 1"00 20.0 16,200
23N/2W "'2 20.... 1?7.' 22,200
23N/3W 92 '.... 10.0 ~IOO

23NJ4W 1.1 900 1~ 1....
23N/:iW 0.' 500 O. ...
24N/lW 0.' 300 1.1 900
24N/2W " 6,100 9.' , ,llOO
24Nf3W 20.' L6,700 IU 9,100
24Nf4W U 1.700 3.1 2,500
24Nf5W 0 0 0.' 500

25NflW 01 100 02 200
25N/2W ~3 6,700 8.0 .....
25N/3W 26.5 20,700 213 17;lOO
25N/4W O. 400 O. 400

26N/2W 2.' 2,200 '.3 3....
26N/3W ..., 20,000 22,' 18,400
26NI4W I.' 1,300 ~. 2,100
26N/5W 1.0 800 1.2 1.000

27N/2W 0.1 100 0.' 200
27N/3W 12.7 10,300 15.7 12,700
27N/4W 3.' ',900 '.0 3,200

TOTAL ,"" 1,806,000 ,.., 1,818,000
(Rounded)
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in others. A study of 1970 pumpage figures north and about 6 metres in depth, for a nodal area comprising
south of Sutter Buttes shows that two-thirds, about 1 four townships. about 37 300 hectares (or that portion
500 hm3, occurs south of the Buttes and one-third, or which lies within the basin).
about 740 hm3, occurs to the north. (Pumpage figures In areas of deeper water levels, the upper surface
include Township 4 North, not included in inventory of the upper zone was adjusted downward accord·
figures in Chapter IV.) ingly. Quantities of ground water in storage for each

Ground Water In Storage
3O-metre depth zone are shown on Table 5 by nodal
area. These quantities are also shown graphically on

Ground water in storage for 1965 water levels bas Figure 17 by nodal areas. On this figure the six depth
been estimated for six depth zones: 6 to 30 metres zones shown in Table 5 were combined into three
and for approximately each 30 metres thereafter to 6O-metre depth zones, 6 to 60, 60 to 120 and 100 to
ISO metres as measured from the ground surface. lao metres (20 to 200; 200 to 400; and 400 to 600 fect).
Storage quantities are reported from the upper sur· Ground water in storage is the volume of water
face of the zone of saturation, usually averaging that would be released from storage from each depth

TABLE 5

GROUND WATER IN STORAGE
SACRAMENTO VAllEY

IPJpth Zones
Nodal
Are> 6~-30m JIUOm fiO-9Om !JO-l20m l~l50m lSO-18Om

Number (~l()()It) (JfX)...ifX) It) (fKX)...:J()() It) (3iXJ-4tXJ It) (4OIJ..5OO It) (5fX)..Ij()() It)

hm' A< ft hm' Aoft hm' A< ft hm' Ac ft hm' A< ft hm' A< ft

1 0 0 0 0 232 188,000 "" 1....,000, 278 225,000 "'" ....,000 .91 398.000 433 351,000 <OS 329,000 ... 480,000
3 57 ....000 " «.000 43 35,000 e 34,000 57 ",000 94 7~000

• 0 0 0 0 303 2<6,000 329 "',000 491 398,000 41. 338,000, 361 293,000 788 &39,000 1414 1,146,00> 770 624,000 1127 914,000 773 &Z1,000
8 410 381,000 ". "',000 .10 332,000 .79 388,000 ... ,,",000 730 ,.,000
7 0 0 189 1>3,000 3<4 279,000 ,.. 21..... 380 2SO,OOO 260 211,000
8 0 0 733 ....000 711 581,000 701 >68,000 7111 573,000 561 "',000
9 813 659,000 '" 612,000 "" 416.000 578 457,000 '70 381,000 "6 386,000

10 « ~OOO 99 80,000 96 78,00> 95 77,000 !lI 79,000 101 82,000
11 Insufficient Data

I' ... 470,000 '" 606,000 563 473,000 832 "2,000 641 "'.000 "1 ,,",000
13 983 797,000 "'" 701.000 578 ,,",000 811 ....000 ... 392.000 512 415,000
14 392 318,000 389 299,000 373 302,000 349 283,000 348 282,000 ... 388,000

" Insufficient Data
16 .., 327,000 603 489,000 62J ,",,000 563 458,000 "I 463,000 471 382,000
17 847 667,000 849 ....000 '72 464,000 833 700,000
18 '48 .....000 ,.. 486,000 651 528,000 660 035.000 713 578,000 6S3 529,000
19 .1. 338,000 37' 300,000 301 244,000 329 ....000 ", 288,000 '28 347,f#>
20 326 264,000 321 260.000 384 290,000 .11 333.000 .96 402,000 '63 315,000
21 722 "',000 !lI9 794,000 84' 886,000 889 721,00> 813 059,000 702 ,"",000,. ". 451,000 ." 393.000 463 375,00> 833 43.2.000 ... 441,000 .28 3<>,000
OJ 606 410,000 ,,. 423.000 .61 390,00> 488 396,000 606 412,000 '13 416,000
24 347 281,000 389 3115,000 366 297,000 333 372,000 349 283,000 401 325,00>

" 751 600,000 881 536,000 886 718,000 784 636,000 794 644,000 702 ,"",000
28 Sutter Bulles
37 881 114,000 578 ,,",000 667 M1,OOO 713 S78,00> 561 471,00> .., «2,000
28 0 90 73,000 11. 93.000
29 Insufficient Data
30 32lI 260.000 ... "',000 888 S56,OOO 756 613,000 749 - ... ,,",000
31 733 "',000 868 704,000 902 731,000 914 741.000 628 >09,000 379 3U1,OOO
32 723 566,000 6" :500,000 "" 481,000 ... 482,000 649 ~OOO ... ....000
33 2SS 'JJ11,000 333 270,00> 3<2 277,000 308 "",000 301 244,000 282 229,000
34 &duded from study-Rumsey HUb
35 Insufficient Data-Dunnigan Hills
36 ... 696,000 886 893,000 783 635,000 !lI. 790.000 909 737,(100 908 736,000
37 701 >68,000 789 840,000 '" 628,000 881 552,000 686 "',000 805 "',000
38 53 43,000 634 514,000 645 "",000 602 488,000 57' 547,000 748 00il,000
39 lIuufficient Data
40 Insufficient Data
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TABLE 5---Contlnued

GROUND WATER IN STORAGE
SACRAMENTO VALLEY

Depth Zones

Nodsl
A~ /i"-30m 3O-6Om IiO-9Om 9O-/rom /20-/50m J50-J!J(}m

Number (20-/00ft) (JOO-200ft) (f!(J()...3()(J ft) (3tXJ..4(j() ft) (4tJO....5IXJ ft) (5IXJ...8)() ft)

hm' Ae 0 hm' Ae F\ hm' At: ft hm' AeO hm' Ae 0 hm' Ac ft

41 ,., 476.000 592 ....000 5lY1 411,000 ... .....000 ... 361,000 430 349,000
42 41' 331.000 m ....000 792 ....000 '" 603.000 1013 821.000 ". ....000.. 1012 821,000 .067 882.000 11'" ....000 990 603.000 789 640.000 664 53lI.000
44 17' 143,00) 5lY1 411,00) ... '22,000 ..,. 664.000 667 541,000 "" 403,000
<5 79 64.000 '" 174,00:1 "" 137,00:1 117 "'.000 '07 87.000 68 ".000.. 137 lll,ooo 32. 200.000 300 243.000 ... 227.000 296 240,000 236 191,000
(7 "" 426.000 714 579,00:1 7<5 004.000 667 565.000 617 300.000 ,., 476,000

" 744 603.000 87' 7rrl,00:I ".. !I67.000 876 110,000 686 556,000 613 "".000

" 3S3 286.000 "" 478,000 on 468.000 '" 340.000 385 312,00:1 " 73,000
50 " ".000 407 ""'.000 307 249.000 282 229.000 1" 125.000 '" 56,000

" Insufficient Data
52 1" ''''000 182 148,000 178 144.00:1 ." . 129,000 100 130,000 '" 150,000
53 640 519,000 686 686.000 '" 534.000 620 503.000 001 487,000 ... 470.000

" 930 754,000 910 738.000 706 514,000 '93 400.000 "" 461,00:1

" 278 225.000 "" (7~000 '" 300,000 439 356,000 ... "~OOO '''17 192,000
68 '" 21,000 280 227.000 "" "",000 "" 215.000 "" 241,000 245 199.000
57 Insufficient Data

Total (Rounded)
hm' 20000 25800 25900 24300 23400 20600
At: ft 16,200,000 20.900,000 21,000,000 19,900,000 19,000,000 16,700,000

Cumulative
Total (Rounded)

hm' 20000 45800 71700 96200 119600
Ae 0 16,200,000 37,100.000 :SS,IOO.OOO 78,000,000 97.000.000 140,200 113,700.000

·Storage is reported from the upper surfa.,., of the zene of saturation. In nodes of deeper water levels th:lll 6 metres (20 fi) lhi, depth was adjusted accordingly.

zone or the amount required to resaturate the zone.
Unconfined conditions are assumed, since lowering
water levels in a confined aquifer as manifested in a
well does not necessarily indicate general lowering
or dewatering of the aquifer.

Storage capacity was estimated through use of a
computer program (designed for English units of
measure) which determines average specific yield
for each 100foot interval, and multiplies this times
volume of the prism measuring 12 miles by 12 miles
by 10 feet (assuming four full townships). SpeCific
yields are the same as those used to identify aquifers
and range from 1 to 25 percent.

Storage calculated from the average depth to wa
ter in each of the four-township areas in 1965, to a
depth of 180 metres (600 feet), was estimated for the
entire basin at 140 200 cubic hectometres (converted
from 113,700,000 acr~feet). Water at these depths
represents a significant resource potential. With
proper we)) construction and conjunctive use of sur
face and ground sources, it would be possible to use
much of the water in the lower zones.

Ground Water Che..,istry

Different rock types characterize the three geo
morphic provinces that provide the runoff to reo
charge the Sacramento Valley ground water basin.
Under natural conditions, the Sacramento River acts
as a central drain for the Coast Ranges to the west,
the Cascade Range, and the Sierra Nevada to the
east, and hydrologically separates the eastern and
western portions of the valley. In general, ground
water moves westward to the river from the Cascade
and Sierra and eastward from the Coast Ranges.

Ground water chemistry of the valley is directly
affected by the rock types present in the surrounding
drainage. This relationship can be quite complex and
in some cases is not well known. Many factors besides
mineral composition of the primary rock type influ
ence ground water quality. Minor soluble constitu
ents, such as salt or gypsum, have disproportionate
influences. Connate waters from springs in marine
sedimentary· rocks have a similar effect. Mining ac
tivity in the drainage area, past or present, is another
factor. Within the ground water basin, redeposition
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EXPLANATION'
Ground water in storage for each of three depth
zones in a nodal area of four townships (or
that portion which lies within the basin) is
shown by height of the bars. The upper zone
is from a depth of approximately 6 metres to
60 metres (20 to 200 feet); the lower two
depth zones are 60 to 120 metres (200 to
400 feet). and 120 to 180 metres (400 to
600 feet).
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ofdissolved constituents, ion exchange reactions, and
surface pollution sources are important considera
tions.

E","m Hau",."'" V-''-y
With few exceptions. groWld water in the eastern

portion of the Sacramento Valley is of excellent qual
ity, with low total dissolved solids (IDS), generally
less than 250 to 3CXI milligrams per liter (mg/l). Its
character is principally magnesium and magnesium
calcium-sodium bicarbonate and reflects its origin,
having been derived by recharge from streams
draining the igneous and metamorphic rocks of the
Sierra and the volcanic terrane of the Cascades.
These rocks have high erosion resistance and con
tribute only small amounts of dissolved solids to the
surface runoff. Typical stream analyses indicate total
dissolved solids in the range of 00 mg/l, with relative
ly small seasonal fluctuations due to spring runoff.

The amount of calcium or sodium in surface water
depends on the type of feldspar in the drainage
rocks. The Sierran foothills are mainly mafic meta
volcanic rocks rich in sadic feldspars. The abundant
granitic and mafic intrusives of the Sierra and the
volcanic rocks of the Cascades are typically rich in
calcic feldspars. Mixing of surface waters from the
two terranes may explain the a1most-equal abun·
dance of sOOium and calcium in the ground water.

The amount of potassium released into solution is
dependent on the presence of potassium feldspars.
While these are common in the gra.nitic intrusives of
the Sierra, potassium concentration is substantially
lower than both calcium and sodium. This phenome
non is due to the capability of potassium to recom
bine with clays to form diagenetic minerals that are
relatively stable and resistant to weathering.

An anomaly in the eastern portion of the valley is
the predominance ofmagnesium as the principal cat·
ion. The source may be iron- and magnesium-rich
materials of the mafic metavolcanics that outcrop
along the foothills of the Sierra Nevada.

Bicarbonate is the prevalent anion. A few sulfate
anomalies do occur, but they are local in extent.
Areas of high sodium chloride occur near the mouth
of Salt Creek in northeast Sacramento Valley, south
of the Sutter Buttes near Robbins, and in a few scat
tered areas along the eastern edge of the valley, par·
ticularLy near Lincoln and Wheatland.

Sall Creek salinity east of Red Bluff is derived from
Tuscan Springs. Previously a popular mineral spa,
the springs are also relatively high in boron and sul
fate. The high concentration of sodium and chlorine
in the vicinity of Robbins has been hoked to connate
walers originating in the marine sediments flanking
the Sutter Buttes. The source of the salinity in the
few wells along the eastern edge of the valley may be
brackish water from the lone Formation. These wells
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may have tapped the formation, but a general lack of
well depth information prevents confirmation.

A local ground water quality problem exists in the
southeastern portion of the valley where excessive
amounts of iron and manganese occur. Current
drinking water standards of the California Adminis
trative Code, Title 17 include a recommended limit
of 0.3 mgll for iron and O.M mg/l for manganese. or
wells tested in Sacramento County for these two ele
ments, 71 percent showed an excess in one or both
(California Department of Water Resources, 1974).

W..'-m HautrHHrfo Y"".y
In the western half of the valley, ground water is

of significantly poorer quality in many areas. Water
in the northwest valley is excellent, with total dis
solved solids of less than 250 mg/I, but ground water
south of Willows contains TOS frequently in excess of
500 mg/!.

The western drainage area bedrock sequence con
sists of Cretaceous marine sedimentary units. These
have been named the Franciscan Formation and the
Great Valley Sequence. A major fault zone with large
blocks ofassociated serpentinites separates the Fran
ciscan from the Great Valley Sequence.

Runoff from the Franciscan is expected to be of
calcium or calcium-magnesium bicarbonate types
with a significant amount of sodium and a relatively
low TDS. Serpentinites in the fault zone are expect
ed to produce a high magnesium-iron solution. The
fault zone also has several mineralized sulfur and
carbonate springs associated with it; sulfate and chlo
ride may be high near these.

The Great Valley Sequence is composed of marine
shales and sandstones which are not metamor
phosed. These rocks are often folded and sheared
and tend to erode rapidly. Salt springs, fed by saline
water and a few oil-seeps occur in this belt. Boron,
presumably from igneous intrusive activity, is locally
present. High calcium content of water draining
from these rocks is derived from the abundant
CaC03 cement in the sandstones. Dissolved solids
increase considerably as stream waters traverse this
rock belt.

The Tehama and Red Bluff Formations probably
do not significantly add to the IDS or the surface
drainage. However, base exchange reactions may 0c
cur in the clay layers, whereby calcium originally in
the water may be exchanged for sodium.

The westside streams show significant seasonal
fluctuations in mineral content. For example, flows
from Elder Creek in the spring are of excellent qual
ity and average 180 mgll TOS. Analyses of fall flows
indicate the water to be a poor-quality sodium-mag
nesium chloride type with average TDS of 618 mg/l.
During periods of high seasonal runolf, mineral wa
ters emanating from the springs apparently are less



of an influencing factor on the overall composition
than at lower stages of flow.

The valley from Red Bluff to Willows is underlain
by calcium magnesium bicarbonate ground water.
The predominant calcium ion is derived from disso
lution of calcium carbonate cement in Coast Range
rocks.

Some serious ground water quality problems occur
around the towns of Maxwell, Williams, and Arbuck
le (Bertoldi, 1976 and Fogleman, 1975). Unusually
high concentrations of sodium, chloride, and sulfate
occur in this region. TDS average around 500 mgll,
but some samples are well over 1 000 mg/1. The
source of salinity is numerous mineral springs in the
Rumsey Hills area..

High magnesium waters occur east of the DWUli
gan Hills. The source is unknown, but it may result
from rising magnesium-rich water along a fault
which is thought to occur along the eastern base of
the Dunnigan Hills.

The ground water region south of the Dunnigan
Hills in the Putah Plain receives recharge from
Cache and Putah Creek drainages. The most signifi
cant features of these basins are highly mineralized
springs discharging high concentrations of boron, so
dium, and magnesium. This is reflected in ground
water, which is commonly a magnesium-sodium or
sodium-magnesium biocarbonate type with TDS fre
quently in excess of 500 mgll.

!hISI! Df F,..h WDtI!T

Fresh ground .water occurs in the post-Eocene
continental deposits to depths of as much as 1 000
metres in the southwest portion of the valley, but
depth is generally much less. Depth to the base is
highly variable and generally reflects the valley

structure. The greatest depths are in the central
trough area in the north valley and along the west
side in the south valley, where the synclinal trough
is deepest.

Configuration of the base of fresh water is shown
on Figure 18. This map was prepared with reference
to a similar map by the U. S. Geological Survey
(Berkstresser, 1973), in which saline water was de
fined as having a specific conductance of 3 millisie
mens/cm (3000 micromhos). This corresponds to a
TDS of about 2,000 mg/1.

As shown in Figure 18, the base of fresh water in
the north valley occurs at ahout 365 metres (-1,200
foot contour) below sea level in a large area, and in
the extreme north near Red Bluff, the greatest depth
is about 730 metres below sea level (-2,~footcon
tour) .

Saline water occurs at a shallow depth west of the
Sutter Buttes near Colusa and also in south Sutter
County. The source is believed to be marine sedi
ments surrounding Sutter Buttes. Saline water ap
parently has been flushed from the uplifted Creta
ceous sediments. In south Sutter County, saline wa·
ter is believed to be rising along a permeable zone
associated with a fault (Curtin, 1971).

In south Sacramento Valley the base of fresh water
is generally deeper and more uneven. From its great
est depth, 1 000 metres south of Davis, the base
gradually rises eastward along the same slope as the
base of the post-Eocene continental deposits and
more sharply on the west. As shown in the geologic
sections, Figure 6, the base of fresh water extends
below the post-Eocene deposits on the east and west.
Presumably the saline water in the Eocene and pre
Eocene deposits has been Rushed out toward the
valley trough.
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Legend
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Contour in feel.

Contour on bose of fresh waler with speCIfic conductance generally
less than 3,000 micromhos per cent/metre. Contour interval 400'.

Contour Elevations ore below Sea Level.

surrounding .igneolJs core.
Sufter Buttes
Morine sediments•Note

Contours are from- u.s. Geological Survey Map WRI 40-73,
"Base of Fresh Ground Water in the Sacramento Valley
and Sacramento-San Joaquin Delto, California II

by: G.F. Berkstresser, Jr.; dated: December, 1973.
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Contour Values KILOMETllU

• , • • • .. .. " u
feel metres feet metres '*'#'=" - ¥A- id

~OOO • , • • • ..400 122 610 WILli

800 244 2400 732
1200 366 2800 854
1600 488 3200 976

tnelric conversions are opproxim~te..
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CHAPTER IV. HYDROLOGIC INVENTORY

This chapter presents an inventory or an account
ing, of discharge, recharge. and change in quantity of
ground water in the Sacramento VaDey ground wa
ter basin. The inventory covers a period of 10 years
from 1961-70 and includes an evaluation of supply
sources and amounts of discharge within the basin. It
also provides information on the relative importance
of supply and discharge sources. Because the inven
tory is based on reconnaissance-level information,
values are approximate.

The inventory was made by developing informa
tion on all components of the hydrologic equation,
which states that ground water recharge is equal to
ground water discharge plus or minus change in stor
age. As stated earlier. recharge is the sum of deep
percolation of precipitation, streamflow, applied ag
ricultural water, and subsurface inflow to the basin.
Discharge is the sum of ground water pumpage from
wells, consumptive use by natural vegetation and ir
rigated crops, direct discharge to streams, and sub
surface outflow from the basin. When all items of
recharge are equal to the swn of all items of dis
charge, there is no change of storage in the ground
water body.

Conversely, an imbalance between recharge and
discharge must be reflected by a change in storage in
the basin. Therefore change in storage is an approxi
mate representation of net recharge, which can be
either negative or positive. The basic area for which
items of supply and disposal determinations were
made is a quarter-township. Aggregate quantities
were used to develop inventories of larger areas,
generally comprising four townships.

Study Period
Ground water levels rise and fall largely in re

sponse to precipitation which falls on the valley floor
and adjacent areas. Local precipitation is important,
even where major streams with controlled flows pro
vide recharge. Precipitation in the valley serves as an
index to the water supply available.

The study period selected should represent the
long-term water supply as closely as possible. By
analysis of long-term precipitation records, a short
study period can be selected and compared with
long-term averages. Ideally, hydrologic conditions
during the selected study period should represent
average long-term conditions, both wet and dry
years, and be within the period of available records.
Dry periods prior to the beginning and end of the
study period would minimize differences in amounts
of water in transit from surface to water table
(vadose water) and ensure greater accuracy. Ideally,
ground water levels should he similar at the begin
ning and end of the period.
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The 1961-70 base period does not meet these re
quirements in all parts of the valley. However, it does
include wet and dry years and represents the long
term average reasonably well Water levels are simi
lar at the beginning and end of the period for most
of the basin, but ideal conditions of dry periods at
both ends of the study did not occur. The differences
in amount of water in transit at the beginning and
end could not be accounted for in a reconnaissance
level study. However, the amount of water in transit
in this basin, where relatively shallow water levels
occur, is not great.

The guiding criterion in this study was availability
of basic data. Most of the basic data were obtained. by
land and water use surveys. Information developed
from these surveys includes amounts of pumpage,
applied water, and consumptive use of crops. Such
surveys were first made for all counties in the valley
in 1961. A second survey was made between 1967 and
1971. The period of 1961-70, therefore, was the most
suitable for obtaining the needed data.

PrHipitQtion

Six stations were selected to represent variation in
precipitation throughout the valley; Red Bluff,
Chico, and Willows for the north valley and Marys
ville, Woodland, and Sacramento for the south. All
stations have records dating back to the late 1BOOs.
Figures 19 and 20 show the cumulative deviation
from the mean for each station. Combined average
cumulative precipitation is also shown for the three
stations.

The "Index of Wetness" for each year is shown in
Table 6. A wetter or drier year than average will
have an index of more or less than 100, respectively.

From these data, it is seen that the driest year of
the study period was 1964 and the wettest year 1969.
The second wettest year was 1967, but that year's
precipitation had substantially less effect on water
levels than that of 1969. Altogether, during the 10
year study period there were 5 years of below-nor
mal precipitation-1OO1, 1962, 1964,1966, and 1968; 2
years near normal, 1965 and 1970; and 3 years well
above normal, 1963, 1967, and 1969.

Recharge
This section discusses the recharge factors of the

hydrologic equation-percolation of irrigation wa
ter, precipitation and streams, and subsurface inflow.

Appll«I Irrigation W"hr,
Determination of volumes of total applied water

for the basin requires data on area of irrigated land
and reliable estimates of unit use of applied water by
crops. A detailed land-use survey was completed for



TABLE 6

INDEX OF WETNESS
FOR SIX STATIONS 1961-70

17ecipitah"on

""y=
Mellll Index No.

St~tion ,,= i" J9fi(}.'fJ I"" 191<1 196< 1965 1- 1967 1_ J!l6IJ uno
Rod Hluff.......................................... 572.8 22.' 97 !IJ J'" "" J03 7Y m 74 135 98
Willow$........................._................_. 440.' m 96 92 II' M lOB n 136 B8 134 I'"
(.'"hico ........••...•••..••..•••••.•.....•....•.••••.•• 6>4.' 25.' 92 66 13> 59 102 '" 138 66 149 124
M::lrysville ........................................ 527.' \lOB 74 81 134 n 1ft 65 142 n 141 1117
Woodland ..................._................... "'" 17.0 7. '" 144 B8 B8 66 I" B8 157 II"SaCTllmcnto ......•.............._......__.•... '!J7~ 19.6 65 63 133 62 101 63 141 .. 138 96

the valley in 1961. This was ~csumed in 1967 on a
counly-by-county basis and completed in 1970. Sup
plemental data were furnisbed by county agricul
tural commissioners, who report annually on crops
grown in their respective counties. From these
sources it was possible to reconstruct the irrigated
land-use for thc study period 1961-1970.

Volumes of applied water for surface sources were
computed for each year. scparately from those
dcrived hom ground water sources. Values for each
source of water we~e computcd on a one-fourth
township basis by multiplying land usc areas for six
crop-categories by the appropriate unit value. The
crop-categories are orchard, forage, row crops, vine·
yard, rice, and saffiower. The onc-quarter township
values were then combined into four-township
areas.

Valucs for deep percolation were calculated on a
scale of 0 to 30 percent of tolal applied water. This
assumes thal irrigation efficiency is 70 percent and
that the unconsumed portion, 30 percent, goes to
deep percolation o~ runoff. Deep percolation is in·
fluenced by soil type. In township areas whe~e soils
contain clayey zones o~ hardpan layers, low values of
deep perc..'Olation were used, usually less than 10 or 15
percent, while in areas of highly permeable soils, val
ues up to 30 percent of applied water were assigned.
Where water tables are higher, low values wcre used
because aquifers are nearly saturated.

Sf"'OM PtI,colllfion lind P'tlclpifelfion

Estimalion of percolation rates for all streams
draining into thc Sacramento Valley was beyond the
scope of this study. That portion of stream percola
tion that contributeS' recharge to each township area
is included with deep percolation of precipitation,
and both together are calculated as the unknown in
the hydrologic equation. These valueS' were com
pared with those obtained from a computer program
that produced data on amount of pr-ecipitation avail
able for deep per-colation or- runoff. If sufficient wa
ter was not available from precipitation to account

for the ealeulaled recharge, it wa.<;; US!>umed that the
dirre~ence was attributable to percolation from
stream... which originated outside the basin.

Subsurfllctl Inflow

Subsurface innow from water-bearing arcas out
side the basin is believed to be negligible. Most of the
basin is surrounded by rocks that are generally im
pervious compared to the sediments in the basin.
Rocks on the west side of the basin, mostly sandstone
and shale, are entirely consolidated. On the east side,
from south of Oroville to the south end of the study
area, there are granitic and metamorphic rocks of
the Sierra Nevada. Only in the area between Oro
ville and Red Bluff, along the northeast side of the
valley, is subsurface inflow possible from the Tuscan
Formation. Most of this probably occurs in the Chico
arca, where the formation is composed of the most
perrneable materials. While subsurface inflow is not
a major factor in overall recharge of the basin, it is an
important source in the area southwest of Chico.

Discharge
This hydrologic inventory includes ground water

pumpage as the only item of discharge. Loss from
evapotranspiration, direct discharge to streams, and
minor amounts from subsurface outflow was not cal·
culated.

Pumpll9t1

Ground water is extracted by pumpage from irri
gation wells, and industrial and municipal wells. The
amount pumped was determined by the land use
method as previously described for applied water.In
the land use surveys, irrigated areas served by
ground water were scgregated from those served by
surface water (Plate 1). By applying the proper unit
water-use factor to crop areas served by ground wa
ter, total pumpage was determined for eaeh quarter
township area. These data were combined for town
ship areas and then again for four-township areas.
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EVtlpofrfln6pindion

Evapotranspiration from crops and natural vegeta
tion is a major item of discharge. In the inventory this
amount was not calculated directly but evapotranspi
ration from irrigated crops was accounted for as part
of ground water pumpage calculations. Of the total
amount of ground water pumpage, 70 percent (as
sumed irrigation efficiency) was discharged to the
atmosphere. The remaining 30 percent is returned to
the basin or runs off at the surface as previously de
scribed.

Di,..d Dl6chtll'f/_ It' St'tltlm6

In areas where ground water movement is toward
streams, as indicated by ground water elevation con
tours, discharge occurs directly to the surface. This
condition is prevalent in the northern Sacramento
Valley along the Sacramento and Feather Rivers as
described in Chapter III. Under natural conditions
this condition was more prevalent as described in
Appendix A. The amount of discharge to streams
could not be calculated. During the 10-year study
period, some of the water discharged in the north
repercolated in the south valley along both rivers
due to the lowering of water levels there. Although
the total amount of water discharged is not known,
the net amount is believed to represent a small but
perhaps significant amount of the total ground water
discharge.

SUb6urftlCtl Outflt/w

Subsurface outflow can occur only at the south end
of the basin, where water-bearing sediments of the
valley merge with the Delta sediments. Here there
are no barriers to movement of ground water, but
the hydraulic gradient is virtually zero and therefore
no outflow takes place. As shown in Figure 8, ground
water levels are near or below sea level. Where they
are below, as in Sacramento and Solano Counties, the
ground water gradient is reversed and no outflow is
possible.

Change in Storoge
Change in storage was computed on a township

basis for each year of the study period. The proce
dure for computing this required determination of
average annual water level changes by township
from spring to spring. These changes were multi·
plied by average specific yield in the zone of change
to determine quantity of water represented by aver
age water level change in each township area. Specif
ic yields were determined by computer, using one
well log from each of some 7,000 quarter-sections.
Average specific yields generally ranged from 5 to 10
percent for each township area.

Inventory Re'ulli
Table 7, "Ground Water Inventory by Township

Area, 1961-70", shows the inventory results for each
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of the 45 township areas, numbered 101-145 and
shown in Figure 21. Total recharge is divided into
two sources: applied water, and precipitation and
stream percolation. Sufficient data were not avail
able to evaluate independently the amount of re
charge from streams and precipitation. Therefore,
these items are calculated as the amount required to
balance the hydrologic equation.

The discharge, recharge, and change in storage
determined for each township area were averaged
for the 100year study period. The averages, along
with possible sources of stream recharge, aTe shown
in Table 7. During the study period, most township
areas had a positive net recharge, as indicated by a
gain in storage. In five areas-113, 117, 119, 132 and
l~oundwater discharge approximately equaled
recharge. F"or these areas, pumping or other means
of discharge was balanced by an equal amount of
recharge under the prevailing water level condi
tions. While it would appear that these areas arc on
the verge of being overdrawn, overdraft conditions
would not necessarily have resulted had pumping
increased, because future lowering of water levels
due to increased use might well be accompanied by
increased recharge (providing adequate recharge
supply was available).

In 11 township areas-lOB, 111, 122, 123, 127. 130,
134, 139, 140, 143, and 144--average annual ground
water discharge exceeded recharge, resulting in sub
stantial negative change in storage ranging from -1.5
lo -13.8 hm3 annually. In Areas 108 and 111 in west
ern Glenn County, there was apparent overdraft due
to pumpage in a small area west of Interstate 5. Low
ering of water levels was sufficient to cause both
township areas to average out with a negative
change in storage of -1.8 and -1.5 hm3 annually. Re
charge to this area is partially restricted because of a
structural barrier (Willows arch) which prevents
movement of ground water into the pumping
depression from the Stony Creek fan. Also, the re
charge of small streams draining the Coast Ranges in
this area is not sufficient to maintain water levels.

Areas 122, 123, and 127 in the Dunnigan-Arbuckle
vicinity had negative change in storage ranging from
an average annual-1.7 to ~.O hm3

• These areas were
in apparent overdraft because of intensive pumping
in the early-to-mid 1960s. Recharge from small
streams flOWing from the Coast Ranges and Rumsey
Hills was not sufficient to maintain water levels, even
though the alluvial fans are quite absorptive. Because
of structural barriers (fault and anticline) in the Te
hama Fonnation beneath the fans, ground water was
apparently unable to flow into the pumping depres
sion from areas of storage in the valley east of Inter
state 5. In the late 1960s, water levels were rising, and
in some years there was an increase in storage due to
less ground water pumping.

I,ngllsh cquivalcnt" I cubic' hectOtllulre (hm~) .. 810.7 acrr-fcct (~c-ft).



TABLE 7

GROUND WATER INVENTORY BY TOWNSHIP AREA
1961-70

Average
Town- Average Annual Rechurge Avemge
ship AJJflUlll Anllual
Area Discharge Applied Precipitation Change in Prfnel/1Ill StreilTll

Number Arell (pumpagc) Wi/ter and Streams Ston/ge Sourcc ofRecharge

h"cti/rt>s hm' hl1/ hm" hm3
(acres) (Ae II) (Ae II) (Ae ft) (Acfl)

101 32000 18.5 30 17.7 +2.2 Minor streams north and west of Red
(80,500) (15,000) (2,400) (14,40ll) (+1,800) Hluff

102 35400 l.l 0.1 3.' +2.9 Minor streams west of Red Bluff
(87,400) (900) (100) (3,200) ( +2,4(0)

103 36900 49.0 5.' 48.4 +5.3 Red Bank and Elder Crf'eks
(91,300) (39,700) (4,800) (39,200) ( +4,3(0)

104 24100 12.0 4.6 '.6 + 1.2 Mill and Deer Crccb
(59,500) (9,700) (3,700) (7,000) (+1,000)

105 25900 0.7 11 2.1 +1.4 Thomes Creek
(64,100) (600) (O) (1,700) (+ 1,1(0)

106 37000 2!I.1 3.8 28.6 +3.3 Thomes Creek
(91,500) (23,600) (3,1oo) (2.'1,200) ( +2,7(0)

107 42000 58.5 14.2 50.1 +5.8 Various eastside streams
(103,BOO) (47,400) (11,500) (40,fiOO) ( +4,700)

lOR 50400 46.7 17.5 27.4 -·1.8 Stony Creek
(124,5(0) (37,900) (14~) (2.2,2Oll) (-I,.'iOO)

109 37 100 133.1 50.3 88.3 +5..'5 Stony CrtJtJk
(91,600) (107,900) (40,800) (7l,BOO) (+4,500)

110 23700 82.0 24A 58.3 +0.7 Big Chico, Little Chico and Butte
(58,600) (66,500) (19,800) (47,3OO) (+BOO) Creeks

III 32'"" 44,8 22.3 21.0 -1.5 Walker Creek
(80,3OO) (36,300) (18,100) (17,OOO) (-1,200)

112 37 loo 27.3 17.6 11.9 +2.2 Hulle CretJk in north position
(91,700) (2.2,lOO) (14,300) (9,BOO) (+1,800)

113 36800 54.8 19.0 35.8 0 Butte Creek and Cherokee Canal
(91,OOO) (44,400) (15,400) (29,000) (0)

114 19500 21.2 3.0 19.1 +0.9 I"eather River on cast side of area
(48,100) (l7,200) (2,400) (15,500) (+7()O)

Hi> 26400 10.7 6A 5.0 +0.7 Various small westside streams
(65,200) (8,7oo) (5,2t1O) (4,loo) (+liOU)

Wi JilllOO 27.8 10.4 19.4 +2.0
(94,000) (22,500) (8,400) (1.'>,700) (+1,600)

117 39600 37.3 9.' 27A 0
(97,800) (30,200) (8,000) (22,2(10) (0)

11' 31200 38.6 11.7 30.0 +3.1 Feathcr Rivcr
(77,000) (31,300) (9,500) (24,3110) {+2,500}

1)9 26000 11.6 7.3 4.3 0
(64,200) (9,400) (5,900) (3,5(10) (0)

120 43100 34.4 26.4 10.8 +2.8
(l06,600) (27,900) (21,4(0) (8,800) {+2,300}

121 58000 133.3 53.2 136.8 +6.7 Feather ann Yuba !livers
(143,300) (108,100) (43,100) (70,400) ( +5,400)

122 23900 6.0 0 0 -6.0 Salt, Sand and Cortina Creeks
(59,000) (4,900) (0) (O) (-4,9(0)

123 36100 70.4 35.4 30.fi -4.4
(89,200) (S7,100) (28,7(0) (24,800) {-3,6Oll}

124 45500 l3.8 l4.9 2.7 +3.8
(112,400) (11,200) (12,1(0) (2,200) {+3,IUO} _.._---
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TABLE 7-Contlnued

GROUND WATER INVENTORY BY TOWNSHIP AREA
1961-70

Aventgc
TOWII· AverlJgC Annual Rechsrge Averl/ge
ship Ann..,} Annuill
Area DischlJrge Applied Precipitation Change in Pn·ndpal Stream

Number A= (pumpagej Water and Streams Storage Source ofRtx'hlJrge

hectlU'cs hm' hm' hm' hm'
([Jcres) (Ae ft) (Ac ft) (Ae tt) (Ae It)

125 37200 13.5.4 47.1 9L'S +3.2 Feather and Bear Rivers
(91,800) (109,800) (38,200) (74,200) (+2,600)

126 24700 ".2 9.7 35.8 +1.3 Bear fliver
(61,100) (35,800) (7,900) (29,000) (+1,100)

127 35000 19.0 2.7 14~ -1.7
(88,000) (15,400) (2,200) (11,800) ( -1,4(0)

128 38500 51.8 31.0 24.9 +4.1
(95,100) (42,000) (25,100) (20,200) (+3,300)

129 37000 70.6 25.0 :10.0 +4.4 Feather River
(92,800) (57,200) {20,3(0) {40,5(0) (+3,600)

130 39000 31.6 2.6 27A -1.6 Various small east ~de streams
(97,800) (25,600) (2,l00) (22,21)0) ( -1,300)

131 31000 261 11.5 17.9 +I~ Cache Creek
(76,500) (22,800) (9,300) (14,500) ( +1,000)

13' 37 BOO 103.4 29.7 73.7 0 Cachc Creek
(93,400) (83,800) (24,100) (59,700) (0)

133 35300 "'.8 27.9 27.9 0 Possibly Sacramento River
(87,300) (45,200) {22,600) (22,600) (0)

124 37100 98.7 15.0 76.0 -7.7 American River in south portion
(91,800) (80,OOO) (12,200) (61,6(0) ( -6,200)

135 16200 - Insufficient data -
(40,000)

136 20300 40.3 12.2 35.1 +7.0 Putah Creek
(50,200) (32,700) (9,900) (28,500) (+5,7oo)

137 37900 115.8 41.3 90.5 +16.0 Putah Crcek
(93,700) (93,9llO) (33,500) (73,400) ( +13,OOO)

136 35700 37.7 14.9 266 +3.8 Putah Creek and Sacramento River
(88,200) (30,600) (12,loo) (21,600) (+3,100)

139 37000 113.6 18.9 8... -6.3 American and Sacramento Rivers
(91,500) (92,100) (15,300) (11,100) (-5,100)

140 33700 25.0 5.1 9.2 -11.1 Cosumnes Rivcr
(83,200) (20,600) (4,100) (7,500) (-9,000)

·141 44100 9.0 11.4 5.9 +7.9
(108,900) (7,600) (9,200) (4,BOO) (+6,4(0)

1<2 36400 10.l! 9.0 ,., +1.0 Possibly Sacramcnto River
(89,900) (8,500) (7,300) (2,OOO) (+800)

1<3 37700 138.9 42.9 90.' -5.8 Sacramento and CosumnC!l Rivers
(93,100) (112,600) (34,800) (13,100) ( -4,700)

1<4 38300 30.1 7.0 '.3 -13.8 Mokelumne River
(94,700) (24,400) (5,700) (1,500) (-11,200)

1<5 21400 - Insufficient Dlltll -
(.52,900)

Totals 2123 726 1436 +39
(Rounded) (1,721,000) (589,000) (1,164,000) (+32,000)
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Township area 130 in Placer County and areas 134,
139, 140, 143, and 144 in Sacramento County all had
average net recharge (change in storage) ranging
from -1.6 to -13.8 hm" annually. With the possible
exception of the American and Cosumnes Rivers'
alluvial deposits, recharge rates are low due to low
transmissivity of the Laguna and Mehrten Forma·
tions. In addition, hardpan soils occupy much of the
areas where intensive pumping occurs, and recharge
from applied water is restricted.

Table 8 summarizes inventory results for the en·
tire basin. These figures represent the total of the
individual township areas for each year of the study
period. Of a l~year average annual recharge of ap
proximatelr 2162 hm" (726 + 1436 hm") , 34 percent,
or 727 hm, was in the north Sacramento Valley
(north of Sutter Buttes) and the remainder 1 435
hm3, or 66 percent, in the south Sacramento Valley.
Note that this percentage is nearly opposite the re
charge distribution under natural conditions as in
dicated by the USGS model studies in Appendix A.

In that study it Wll!l determined that about two
thirds of the total valley recharge (about 1 000 hm"
or 830,000 acre-feet) was in the north valley under
natural conditions and one-third in the south valley.
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The difference arises from the greater amount of
pumpage in the south and replenishment of that
pumpage, which results in greater recharge. In the
north, the basin has remained nearly full and most
potential recharge is rejected.

The table also shows that recharge in the north
valley has exceeded discharge, resulting in an aver·
age annual change in storage of 34 hm3

• while in the
south valley recharge has nearly equaled discharge,
resulting in only a slight increase in storage. These
annual changes in pumping, and recharge for the
north valley, south valley and total valley are shown
graphically in Figure 22. The accumulated change in
storage during the study period. for the entire valley
amounted to about 390 hm3

• For the north and south
portions, the accumulated change was 340 hm3 and
50 hm3 respectively. These changes are shown in Fig
ure 23.

Table 8 shows that recharge from streams and
precipitation is about twice that derived from ap
plied irrigation water. Streams and precipitation pro
vided 66 percent of the l~year average recharge in
the entire valley. This source accounted for 70 per~

cent in the north vaney and 65 percent in the south.

Uig}i$h OQuivalents: I cubit htdometrl! (bmJ ) .. 810.7 feet (ae-n).



TABLE a
GROUND WATER INVENTORY

SACRAMENTO VALLEY
1961-1970

Rf't.'hllrKP

Water Discharge S!rPllms and Chl/nge in
Year (PII/IIpnge) Applied Water }7<X'ipitulwlI S!uroJgC

hm J Acfl hm' Aeh hm' Ac fl hm' Ac fl

Total $aaa..ento Valley

1961 2130.5 1,727,200 "'.8 "1,900 1202.8 975,100 -247.0 -200,200

1962 2204.0 1,786,llOO 711.8 577,100 1 .566.6 1,270.000 +74.4 +00,300

1963 ,"'. 1,697,1U) SJI.6 560,700 1 4.58.0 1,182.,0lXI +~.4 t44,900

196< 2198.2: 1,782,100 707.9 573,900 10Er1.2 881,400 -403.1 -326,800

1965 2 131.0 1,727,600 731.1 592,700 1446.9 1,173,00J +47.0 +3Ii,1oo

1966 2179..:5 1,766,900 748.. 606.400 1443.9 1,170,600 +1'-' + 10,100

1967 2031.3 J,646,8X1 740.0 599,900 1464.9 1,187,600 +173.6 +140,700

1968 2006.1 1,f99,300 737.4 ,.,J<XI 1 475.3 1,196,00J +116.6 + .....

1968 2035.4 1,650,100 ",,. 616,300 1917.4 1,554,400 +642., +~,600

1970 2129.6 1,126.500 754.• 611,300 12'" 1,0f9~ -81.4 _66,000

A...
(Rounded) 2123 1,721.000 726 589.000 1<36 1,1&1,000 +39 +32,000

Nortta Sacramento Valley

1961 675.1 0<1,300 218.8 117,400 <37., 354.400 -19-1 -15.:100

1962 ...., 553,100 220.3 178,600 "".1 "'.400 + 75.1 +00,900

I"" 687.6 557,400 221.4 179$'1 4S1.7 ...-"", -14,4 -11,700

196< 692-7 561,600 211.0 171,100 251.9 ,,",200 -229.8 -186,300

1965 I'"' 5!iO.600 224.7 182.200 524.0 .".... +57.2 +46,400

1966 686.• 556,100 224.0 181,600 491.7 396.600 +29.7 +24,100

1'6' 686.' ""-"'" 224.9 182300 489.4 396,800 +25.8 +20,!lCXl

19611 .".• "".400 227.8 184,700 ""., 456,1lOO +96.3 +78,100

1969 706.1 571,600 231.9 188,000 790.7 641,000 +317.5 +257,400

197. 727.2 589~'500 23,'5.8 191,200 493,2 ~,800 +1.8 + 1);00

Avg:.

(Rounded) 693 562,000 224 182,000 IlOO 408,000 +3' +28,000

Sauth Sacramento Valley

1001 1455.4 1,179,900 462.0 374,.500 765.6 620,700 -221.H _184,700

1962 1521.8 1,233,700 491.6 398,500 1029.5 834,600 -0.7 -600
1963 1406.4 1,140,I?DO 470.2 381,200 I OOR.II 815,600 +69.8 +56,600

196< 1.505.2 1,22(1,300 496.8 '02,800 835.1 677,000 -173.3 -140,500

1965 1439.5 1,167,(XX) ""i. 41QJloo 922.9 748,2lJO -10.2 -8,300

1966 1493.8 1,211,000 524.0 424,IlOO ,,'-' 772-"'" -17.3 -14,000

1967 1343.0 1,088,llJ) 515.1 417,600 975.7 791,000 +147.8 +119,800

19611 1401.1 1,135,900 500. 413,100 911.8 739-"'" +20.2 +16,400

1968 1330.3 1,0'18,500 '2'" "',300 1 126.7 913,400 +324.7 +263,200

197. 1402' 1,137,000 518.2: 41?11.100 800.' 649,300 -83.3 -67'"
Avg.

(Hounded) I4JO 1,159,000 ,.. +07.000 933 756,000 +5 +4,000
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CONVERSION TABLE
For readers who require metric units, the following conversion factors arc presented for the

English units llsed in this report.

MII/tiply li'ngJish Ullit

inches (in) ..
feet (ft) , ..
miles {mil ..
acre·feet (acre-ft) ..

.~ql1arc miles (mit)

feet squared per day (frld)

Rallom per minute (RaJ/min) .

cubic feet per second per square mile [(ftJ/s)/mi2
)

By
25.4
0,3048
1.009
0.001233

2,590

(1.0929

0.06309

0.01093

To obtuill
motr!c uTlit

millimeters
meters
kilometers
cubic
hectometers
square
kilometers
meters squared
pt'f day
liters per
second
cubic meters
per second Pl'f
square kilometer

GROUND-WATER CONDITIONS IN THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA,
1912, 1961, and 1971

by R. M. Bloyd, Jr.

ABSTRACT
Continental deposits of post-Eocene age in the Sacramento Valley compose one of the Nation's larger ground-water basins.

Average annual ground.watflr recharge is al>O\lt 830,000 "CTe-feet. The greatest amounts of natural recharge occur in the Stony
Creek "nd Thomes Creek areas at the north end of the valley. Fresh ground water in storage is estimated to be 395 million
acre-feet. This is 3.2 times the water in storage in ].ake Tahoe and 89 times that in Shasta Lake. Average well yields greater than
],000 gallons per minute are possible in 30 percenl of the study area.

Estimated ground-water pumpage was 1.8 million acre-feet in both 1961 and 1970. Little change in natural ground-water flow
patterns has occurred north of Sutter Buttes, but significant changes have occurred 10 the south.
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INTRODUCTION

lO<Cltion and 0."." Feotvf"
The study area, which consists of about 4,900 mi2

,

primarily is the floor of the Sacramento Valley (Fig
ure lA) > a broad structural trough occupying the
northern one-third of the Great Central Valley of
California. The valley is bounded by the Sierra Ne
vada on the east, the Cascade Range on the
northeast, and the Coast Ranges on the west. The
north end is just north of Red Bluff, and a south line
passes through Sacramento and Solano Counties
(Figure lA).

The valley floor, although seemingly flat, is not a
featureless plain but is characterized by various types
of topography. Olmsted and Davis (1961, pI. 1) de
ftned 16 geomorphic units in the valley, of which the
most extensive are: (1) low alluvial plains and fans on
the east side of the valley just west of the Sierra
Nevada, (2) low alluvial plains and fans on the west
side of the valley, (3) dissected alluvial uplands west
of the Sierra Nevada, (4) low hills and dissected up
lands on the west side of the valley, (5) flood basins,
and (6) river flood plains. The only prominent topo
graphic feature on the valley floor is Sutter Buttes
(Figure 2A), a circular mass of intrusive volcanic
rocks remaining as the erosional remnant of a vol
cano.

Purpo•• and Sc:ope
In general terms, the major purpose of the study

was to obtain detailed knowledge of the ground
water system in the Sacramento Valley. Such knowl
edge is necessary to developers and managers if the
large ground-water resource is to be optimally util
ized. The work was done in cooperation with the
California Department of Water Resources (DWR).

A major intent of this study was to make maximum
use of available geohydrologic data and only in pass
ing, so to speak, collect more data. Numerous previ
ous studies and data-collection programs resulted in
voluminous quantities of information, much of which
is summarized in reports of previous studies. Olmst
ed and Davis (1961) presented an exhaustive refer
ence list of historical reports on various aspects of the
geohydrology of Sacramento Valley. This list is not
repeated here. If anyone report can be considered
a predecessor to this report, it is the Olmsted and
Davis report. Likewise, Olmsted and Davis (1961, p.
6) considered Bryan's report (1923) a predecessor to
theirs.

Information was not uniformly available for all
parts of the study area. Data were scanty or nonexist
ent for the undeveloped part; in contrast, data were

available in abundance for the extensively developed
part.

Complicating the problem of nonuniform areal
distribution of data was the fact that data were gath
ered or recorded by numerous agencies under differ
ent degrees of quality control. For example,
ground-water levels in wells in the Sacramento Val
ley are measured by at least 15 agencies. By further
example, at least a dozen weU drillers provided logs
of wells. Further complicating the problem, some
types of data were available for different time peri
ods and (or) in varying amounts from year to year.
For instance, ground-water-level data, ground-wa
ter-pumpage data, and surface-water-irrigation
data were available for different 1-, 5-, or 100year
periods. Also, abundant ground-water-level mcas·
urements were available only for the period since
1964.

In this study a mathematical model programmed
on a digital computer was used to synthesize data for
natural conditions. With such an approach, the prob
lem of the variability ofdata, especially data for natu
ral conditions, was surmountable. In areas where
ground-water-Ievel data were scanty for example,
an estimate of conditions was made, the model was
used to evaluate the estimate, and changes were
made where necessary in light of known conditions.
Using the model as a tool it was also possible to evalu·
ate estimates of the areal variation of the transmis
sivity of the major aquifer in the study area. A more
in-depth discussion of the use of the model is pre
sented in the following section of this report.

The scope of the study included:

I. Construction of a ground-water-Ievel contour
map for natural conditions. The water levels in 1912
and 1913 were assumed to approximate natural con·
ditions.

2. Construction of ground-water level contour
maps for 1961 and 1971.

3. Determination of the base and thickness of the
major aquifer.

4. Estimation of hydraulic conductivity of the ma
jor aquifer.

5. Estimation of storage coefficient of the major
aquifer.
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7. Estimalion of soil permeabilities.

6. Calculation of transmissivity of the major aqui
fer.

3. Vertical flow components within the aquifer are
negligible compared with horizontal now compo
nents.

4. The following discrete form of the Darcy equa
tion can be used to describe the How conditions in
the idealized aquifer of the Sacramento Valley:

A detailed theoretical development of the math
ematics ofdigital modeling, such as the development
of Pinder and Bredehocft (1968), is not presented
hcre. For the purposes of this report, a short sum
mary presentation is considered appropriate. The
model used is a modification of that pre:sented by
Trescott (1972).

In order to solve the equation of flow in most prac
tical applications, finite-difference approximation.~

of equation] are used. In the finite-difference ap
proximation. the derivative is replaced by the differ
ence quotients at separate discrete points commonly
rcferred to as nodal points. The network of nodal
points is referred to as the Krid network.

The equation of flow is written for each node of the
finite difference network. The result is N equations
in N unknowm. where N is the number of nodes in
the network.

To model the Sacramento Valley, a 116 X 19 nodal
nctwork (Figure 3A) was used. Therefore, there is a
total of 2,204 points for which data must bc spccified.
Nodal spacing is 3 mi in the x, or east-wesl, direction
and 1, 2, or 3 mi in the y, or north-south, direction.
The lines in the x direction arc called rows and the
lines in the y direction arc called columns.

Boundary conditions for the model area must be
specified mathematically. Model boundaries encom·
pass about 4,900 mi2 of the valley floor. Two types of
boundary conditions wcrc assumed. Aconstant-head
boundary was assumed along the southern boundary
of thc model area. Along this boundary ground-wa
ter levels are assumed constant with time. Actually,
there has been a small water-level decline historical
ly, but probably not enough to invalidate the assump·
tion. A constant-flux boundary was assumed along
other boundaries of the model area. Along these
boundaries no now was assumed. To simulate no
flow, zero transmissivity was specified at thc bound
ary nodes.

Although there probably is some subsurface inflow
across many of the boundaries of the model area, the
assumption was made that the effect of such flow on
model results would be minimal. Therefore, no-flow
boundaries were arbitrarily assumed.

( I)-'-IT..1!L) -'-IT ..1!L)-SA wax xx ax + ay yy ay - at +
where

aax ' Cay, and aa
t

are first partial derivatives

8. Computation of natural ground-water recharge
and discharge.

9. Estimation of ground-water pumpage and ap
plied surface-water irrigation for 1961 to 1971.

The study was made in cooperation with the State
of California Department of Water Hesources as a
facet of the overall investigation of the geohydrology
of Sacramento Valley.

General Diuunion of the Ground-Water Model

A digital ground-water model is an idealized rep
resentation of a ground-water system and describes
in mathematical language how the ground-water
system functions under various conditions.

Simplifying assumptions or approximations are
generally required if development of a model is to be
feasible. This is because physical processes of the
natural environment are seldom simple enough to be
described exactly by any practical model.

General assumptions made in this study are:

1. There is only one aquifer in the study area. Shal
low perched or semiperched aquifers that exist along
most of the flanks of the valley were ignored.

2. The ground-water and surface water systems in
the study area are hydraulically connected.

T.. ~ transmissivity in the x direction,

Tyy - transmissivity in the y direction,

h hydraulic head,

S - storage coefficient.

t = hme, and

W = flux. which is the net rate of pumping
per unit area.
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THE GROUND-WATER BASIN

The continental deposits of post-Eocene age that
fill the ground-water basin are considered to consti
tute the aquifer of the study area. Berkstresser
(1973) determined that fresh ground water in this
area is contained almost exclusively in these deposits.
Fresh water, as used by Berkstresser. is water with a
specific conductance of less than 3,000 micromhos
per centimeter at 25"C. This implies a dissolved-sol
ids concentration of about 2,(0) mgtl (milligrams
per liter).

The post-Eocene deposits consist predominantly
of valley-fill sediments of late Tertiary and Quater
nary age. Olmsted and Davis (1961) dermed and dis
cussed in detail 11 major geologic units of this group
that yield water more or less freely to wells.

The Structure of the base of the continental depos
its is that of a large syncline whose axis closely paral-

leIs the principal axis of the valley (Page, 1974.
Figure 2). Nearly everywhere beneath the Sacra
mento Valley. the post-Eocene deposits lie uncon
formably on sedimentary rocks of either Cretaceous
or Eocene age. But beneath some areas in the valley.
principally on the eastern side. the deposits overlie
basalt of Tertiary age.

Page (1974) determined that the continental
deposits range in thickness from 0 ft near the margins
of the Sacramento Valley to about 3,500 ft a short
distance south of Davis (Figure 2A). For informative
purposes, Page's Figure 3 is duplicated in this report
(Figure 2A). The thickest sections occur along the
axis of the syncline. Sutter Buttes, however. inter
rupts the trend of the syncline. Adjacent to the
buttes. the continental deposits aTe thinner than any
where else in the central part of the valley.

AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS

Estimated transmissivity for the idealized aquifer
in the study area (Figure 3A) ranges from about
4,300 ft'"/d to about 65.000 ft'"/d depending on the
locality. Transmissivity is a measure of the gross abili
ty of the aquifer to transmit water. It is equal to the
hydraulic conductivity multiplied by the saturated
thickness of the aquife... Variation in transmissivity
results because of the variation in hydraulic conduc
tivity of the various geologic formations and because
of the areal variation in aquifer thickness.

A method was adopted to make initial estimateS" of
transmissivity for the entire study area and, there
fore. for each nodal point of the model. The steps in
the method are:

1. Determine the "type section" for each geologic
formation.

2. Determine the thickness of the various material
components of the type section. In other words, de
termine the thickness of fine sand, of gravel, of silt,
and of the various other materials.

3. Determine the percentage of the section com
posed of each of the material components. For exam
ple, fine sand 60 percent, gravel 30 percent. and silt
10 percent.

4. Assign each component a hydraulic conductivity
in the range of hydraulic conductivities given by
Johnson (1963). A point ofemphasis here is that Jobn
son suggests a range of values. There is no one cor
rect value presented.

5. Multiply the percentage value of each compo
nent by the assigned hydraulic conductivity to get a
component hydraulic conductivity.

6. Sum the weighted values to get a formation hy
draulic conductivity.

7. Overlay the digital model nodal network on a
map showing the areal distribution of adjusted hy
draulic conductivities and determine the hydraulic
conductivity at each nodal point.

8. Likewise, overlay the nodal network on a map
showing thickness of post-Eocene continental depos
its (Page, 1974) and determine the formation thick
ness at each nodal point.

9. Multiply the hydraulic conductivity times the
thickness to determine transmissivity at each nodal
point.
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Faulting Modified afler Barger and Sullivan,196&; Beecroft, 1964, Bowen, 1962;
Bruce, 195B; Burnell, 1963; California Division of Mines, 1960b; California
Division of Mines and Geology 1960-1966; California Division of .
Oil and Gas, 1960; Lond, 1970, and Thomosson and Others, 1960.

Modified from Page, R.W. 1974, Figure 3 (se. Appendix "8 "j
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5. Determine the percentage of the log consisting
of each class of material.

7. Sum the weighted values to get a formation spe
cific yield for each well site.

4. Determine the thickness of the various materials
in each well log.

J

s

20

10

"

Specific yield
(~rcent)

Crlvel ~ _ .
Sand, including sand and gravel, and gravel

and sand _ _ .
Tight sand, hard sand, fine sand, sandstone and

related deposits .
Clay and gravel, gravel and clay. cemented

gravel, and related deposits _ .
Oay, nil, sandy clay, Ilva rock, and related

fine-grlined deposits .

be unconfined. Hence, the specific yield is equated
to storage coefficient.

The asswnption of unconfined conditions appears
justified in most of the Sacramento Valley. According
to Byran (1923, p. 91), "Only a small number of flow
ing wells have been obtained in Sacramento Valley,
and of these only a few have strong flows. There is no
large area of artesian flow, as in San Joaquin Valley,"

A method was used to estimate specific yield on
the basis of available well-drillers' logs. Essentially,
the method is that of Olmsted and Davis (1961, p.
144-152). The steps followed in the present study are:

1. Select drillers' logs for the 10 deepest wells
logged in each township in the study area. If 10 logs
are not available, use as many as are available.

3. Assign arbitrary specific yield values to each of
the five classes of materials in the well logs (Table 1).

2. Group materials of the subsurface, as described
in the drillers' logs, into classes on the basis of hy
drologic character of the materials. The materials as
logged were grouped into five general classes (Table
I) .

8. Determine the average of the specific yields in
a township to get a township specific yield.

Table l.-S".,dfic ymltt cmuifiMi by
sulnurftlc. mol.rial

(Aft.r Olmsted and Davi" 1961)

6. Multiply the percentage value of each class by
the assigned specific yield to get a weighted specific
yield.

The initial estimates of transmissivity were adjust
ed on the basis ofscanty aquifer test data and on the
basis ofmodel results. The final estimates of transmis·
sivity (Figure 3A) are about one-half the original
estimates.

The lowest transmissivity in the study area is in
Yolo and Solano Counties (Figure 3A).

Low transmissivity in Solano County was suggest
ed in the results of three aquifer tests by Thomasson
and others (1960). Actually, their values for comput·
ed transmissivity varied widely.

Data from a test in Sec. 20, T. 8 N., R.. 1 E., Yolo
County, suggests a transmissivity as high as 25,000
ntId. However, the high transmissivity apphes only
to a thin ~ft saturated thickness of older alluvium
(Thomasson and others, 1960, p. 217).

Data from a test in Sec. 6 T. 7 N., R.. 1 Eo, suggests
a transmissivity as high as 21,000 ffl/d. Again, the
high transmissivity applies only to a thin section of
older alluvium (Thomasson and others, 1960, p. 215).

Finally, data from a well in Sec. 32, T. 7 N., R.. 1 Eo,
suggests a transmissivity of only 4,000 to 6,700 fti/d.
In this test, tbe transmissivity applies to a 144-ft
thickness of sediments deposited in part by Putah
Creek and in part by smaller frontal streams to the
south.

The highest transmissivity in the study area occurs
adjacent to several reaches of the Sacramento River
(Figure 3A).

On the basis of yield characteristics of irrigation
wells in the Sacramento Valley, Olmsted and Davis
(1961, table 2) found that transmissivity is fairly high
in the Orland-Willows area. In this area there are
significant thicknesses ofcoarse, clean saturated sand
and gravel in the form of tongues in the alluvial fan
of Stony Creek.

Olmsted and Davis (1961, p. 186-188) also suggest
ed that the transmissivity of the western part of the
alluvial fan of Big Chico and Butte Creeks is relative
ly high. The greatest proportion of sand and gravel
is found in the western part of the fan.

The storage coefficient in the study area ranges
from 0.04 to 0.12 (Figure 4A). The storage coefficient
is the volume of water an aquifer releases from or
takes into storage per lUlit surface area of the aquifer
per unit change in bead. In a conAned aquifer the
water derived from storage with decline in bead
comes from expansion of the water and compression
of the aquifer; similarly, water added to storage with
a rise in head is accommodated. partly by compres·
sion of the water and partly by expansion of the aqui
fer. in an unconfined. aquifer the amount of water
derived from storage by expansion of the water or by
compression of the aquifer generally is negligible
compared to that involved in gravity drainage or
filling of pores. In an unconfined aquifer the storage
coefficient corresponds to the specific yield and usu
ally is greater than 0.01. For the purposes oHhis study
the subsurface system in the study area is assumed to
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GROUND-WATER OCCURRENCE AND MOVEMENT UNDER NATURAL CONDITIONS

and Feather Riven percolates into the ground and
becomes ground water.

The natural condition of water levels remaining
unchanged with time can be expressed in equation
form as:

T
xx

= transmissivity in the % direction,

T
yy

= transmissivity in the y direction,

hss = hydraulic head for natural conditions or
steady state, and

Wss = flux for natural conditions. Flux is the
net rate of ground-water recharge or
discharge per unit area.

A solution to the discrete form of equation 2 was
programmed on a digital computer and used to syn
thesize data for natural conditions. In equation 2
there are three variables, namely transmissivity (1),
head (h), and flux (W). If a distribution for any two
variables can be defined, a distribution for the third
variable can be systematically computed. In this
study, Wwas solved for on the basis of known and/or
estimated distributions of Tand h. This approach was
taken because more data were available to define T
and h than to define W The solution for W is an
explicit computation and does not require the solu
tion of simultaneous equations as in the traditional
modeling approach. The computer program used in
the study was a condensation and modification of the
general-purpose U. S. Geological Survey ground-wa
ter model program (Trescott, 1972).

Numerous computer runs were made to estimate
flux for natural conditions. After each run the signs
(+ or -) and numerical values of Wwere plotted on
a map. Then the plotted values were compared. Any
individual value that differed considerably from
neighboring values without a valid reason for such a
difference was adjusted in a subsequent computer
run by modifying T and/or h. Care was taken,
however. in modifying T and h because small
changes in the h distribution can produce large
changes in computed flux. This modification process
continued until a set of values for 1'. h, and W was

(2))=Wssihss
, y

are first partial derivativesi , il • and il
ax --ry at

Prior to the entry of man into the Sacramento Val·
ley the ground-water basin was in a natural equilib
rium, or steady-state condition: recharge equaled
discharge and. considering periods of several years,
the water levels in the ground-water basin remained
unchanged with time.

The water-level data for the autumns of 1912 and
1913 (Bryan, 1923) compose the oldest fairly compre
hensive set of data available, and they are assumed to
approximate nahnat conditions more closely than
any later data. Although 1912 and 1913 were very dry
years, the depth to water was less than 25 ft in more
than SO percent of the Sacramento Valley (Bryan,
1923, p. 82). With the water table so close to land
surface even during dry years. it appears that annual
fluctuations in ground-water levels would have been
small. Also, the oldest set of data should best approxi
mate natural conditions because the effect ofground
-water pumping has generally increased with time.

Bryan's analysis ofground-water levels and his wa
ter-level contour map were accepted almost without
change. However, Bryan lacked sufficient data to de
fine the water-level distribution along the flanks of
the Sacramento Valley. He also did not define water
levels in the valley south ofSacramento. The estimat
ed water levels for natural conditions in these areas
(Figure 5A) are based on subjective extrapolation of
sparse data. Water levels in the Chico and Arbuckle
area and in the extreme northwestern part of the
study aTea were especially difficult to estimate.

The ground-water levels shown on Figure SA indi
cate that under natural conditions ground water in
the study area was migrating from areas of recharge
toward and into the Sacramento River and eventual
discharge from the study area.

The Lodi-Sacramento Delta area was, under natu
ral conditions, a hydrologic sink. In fact, the Sacra
mento Delta was a hydrologic sink for much of the
San Joaquin Valley as well as for the Sacramento
Valley. In the sink area there was an accumulation of
water. Under natural conditions the water evaporat
ed from the tule swamps or was discharged as surface
water into the Pacific Ocean.

The presence of Sutter Buttes, an impermeable
volcanic plug, complicates the hydrology in the cen
ter of the valley. North of the Buttes, the general
ground-water and surface-water flow patterns sug
gest that water flows from the borders of the valley
towards the center and then southward. The Buttes
are a barrier to flow, however, which results in ac
celerated ground-water discharge to the Sacra
mento River north of the Buttes. South of the Buttes,
some of the surface water from both the Sacramento
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Table 2.-CompuftH! /Hrr.nlog. of natuTtlI onnlHll
IIround-wot., ndro,gtt by .ubDTfHI'

[Roman numerals correspond to those in figure 6]

charge in the northern Napa Valley ground-water
basin is 0.36 (f't3/s)/mil (Faye, 1973, Table 3).

The largest part of natural ground-water dis
charge was into the Sacramento River between Red
Bluff and Sulter Buttes and from the northern valley
floor. Evapotranspiration of ground water from the
valley floor was possible because water was readily
available to some of the vegetation. The deptb to
ground water was less than 10 ft in much of the valley
floor during the natural--condition period 1912-13
(Bryan, 1923, Plate IV).

generated wherein the Tand h values did not yield
Wvalues that were judged to be unreasonably large
or small. Also, adjusted values of T and h were
checked for consistency with adjacent values of T
andh.

Estimated average recharge under natural condi
tions in tbe study area is about 830,000 acre-ft/yr, or
about 0.23 (£r/s) Imit

• The ground-water basin is re
charged naturally by infiltration of streamf . that
originates in the mountain areas contiguoL _0 the
basin and by deep percolation of precipitation. The
greatest amounts ofnatural recharge occurred in the
Stony Creek and Thomes Creek areas (Figure 6A
and Table 2). Significant amounts of natural re
charge also occurred in the Chico Creek and Yuba
River areas. [0 the Stony Creek, Chico Creek, and
Yuba River areas, there are few barriers to the verti
cal flow of water (Bertoldi. 1974, Figure 3). Also, in
all the above-mentioned areas the relatively shallow
deposits contain significant amounts of permeable
sand and gravel. For example, coarse sand and gravel
deposits make up more than 35 percent of the allu
vial deposits of the Stony Creek fan (Olmsted and
Davis, 1961, p. 190).

The estimated recharge is of reasonable magni
tude. Previous computations (Bloyd, 1974, Table 5,
and Bloyd, 1975, Table 5) yielded similar values of
recharge per square mile for basins in other parts of
the United States. In the glaciated areas of the Ohio
Region, estimated ground-water recharge ranges
from 0.11 to 0,32 (rrls) Iml.ln the Upper Mississippi
Region, estimated recharge ranges from 0.05 to 0.35
(ft"/s) 'mi2

). Estimated recharge is also of similar
magnitude in two basins in northern California. Es
timated natural recharge in the San Juan Valley
ground-water basin, San Benito County, is 0.29 (fill
s) /mi2 (Faye, 1974, Figure 9). Estimated natural re-

I. Red Bluff _ _ _ _ _
II. lbotnes Creek H ••• _

lIL Stony Creek _ .
IV. West Side (Willows Area) .
V. West Side (Williams-Arbuckle Area)

VI. Cache Creek _ .
VII. Northeast Side._ _ _ _ .

VUI. Big C1lico Creek _ _ .
IX. East Side _ _ _ .
X. Feather River _ .

XI. East Side (Honcut Area) H •••••••••••••••

Xli. Sutter Buttes H .

XIII. Yuba River _ .
XIV. Bear River .
XV. Placer County , .

XVI. American River .
XVII. Cosumnes·Mokelumne Rivers .

XVIIl. Central valley floor .
XIX. Southern valley floor .

Total . ..

Perrent1lge
oftoal

recharge

3.'
10.1
l'Jl7
39
3B
32
7.4
6.5
O.
2B
1.8
'.1
8.'
U
1.8
2.7
2.9

•••
9.1

100.0

HYDROLOGIC BUDGET FOR NATURAL CONDITIONS (1912)

A hydrologic budget was employed to estimate the
amount of water migrating through the Sacramento
Valley under natural conditions, such as are assumed
to have prevailed in 1912. Average annual amounts
of precipitation, surface inflow, surface outflow,
evapotranspiration, and ground-water recharge
were determined. Subsurface inflow and outflow
were assumed negligible and equated to zero. Asum
mary of the budget is presented in Table 3.

At steady state, or during natural conditions in the
Sacramento Valley:

L Change in ground-water storage was approxi
mately zero.
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2. Subsurface inflow and outflow were approxi
mately equal, and therefore:

3. Surface inflow plus precipitation equaled sur
face outflow plus evapotranspiration.

The last item is a statement of the hydrologic equa
tion for the study area.

Estimated long-term average surface inflow to the
study area is about 22 million acre-ft/yr (Table 4).
Except for the Bear River at Wheatland and Stony
Creek near Orland, the surface inflow data were ex
tracted from a report by the California Region
Framework Study Committee (App. V, Table 31,



flow from the ungaged area downstream from Sacra
mento is 181,000 acre-ft/yr. This is the product of
ungaged drainage area and estimated runoff rate per
unit area. The drainage area is 1,010 mis. The estimat4

ed runoff rate is 0.25 (rr'ls) lmit..
Estimated long-term average evapotranspiration

is 9.2 million acre-ft/yr. This is the arithmetic differ4

ence of total inflow and surface-water outflow (Ta
ble 3).
Tabl. 3.-SUMMtlry 01 "yt/I't:I'ogi~but/get 10' n"Iu",'

~ondition$ (1912)

1971). The extracted data are for the period 1931-60
at the nine selected gaging stations. Mean annual
surface runoff for this 3O-year period did not differ
greatly from that of the long term (California Region
Framework Study Committee, App. V.I971, p. 215).
Surface inflow in the Sacramento and Feather Rivers
is 56 percent of the study area total. In other words,
a majority of the inflow is from the north and
northeast. The American River is the only relatively
large river entering the southern half of the study
area.

Surface inflow from small streams and from un
gaged areas (items 12 and 13. Table 4) is the product
of estimated runoff per unit area and drainage area.
Estimates of runoff per unit were made on the basis
of available streamflow records.

Average annual precipitation in the study area is
about 17 inches or about 4.33 million acre-ft. This is
based on the mean annual precipitation for 1931~
(California Region Framework Study Committee,
App. V, maps 33 and 35, 1971).

Estimated long-term average surface outflow
from the study area is 17.3 million acre-fl/yT. This is
the sum of estimated average annual flow in the Sac
ramento River at Sacramento and from the ungaged
area downstTeam from Sacramento. The estimate of
flow in the Sacramento River at Sacramento is based
on a 22-year streamflow record. Even though the
flow was not adjusted to the period 1931~. it can
still be used to make order-of-magnilude estimates.
Average flow in the Sacramento River at Sacramento
is 23,590 ~/s or 17.09 million acre-ft/yr. Estimated

Item

A. Surface inflow (total) _ _ .
1. Saaamento River _ .
2. Feather River _ .
3. Yuba River _ _ _ ..
4. Bear River .
5. American River .
6. Cosurnnes River ..
7. Mokelumne River ..
8. Thomes Creek .
9. Stony Creek ..

10. Cache Creek ..
II. Putah Creek .
12. Remaining area-East side .
13. Remaining area-West side .

B. Precipitation .•...._ _ .
C. Surface outflow .
D. EvapottanspiTation .

Quantity
(milUon

scre-feet
per yeJlr)

22.,'
aD
U
2.3
0.3..
0.'
0.7
0.'
0.'
0.'
0.'
1.3
0.7
'.3,7>
.~

Table 4.-ltmg-flmrr ""MtIfItI 6Urftlc. inflow

Stream

1. Sacramento River near Red Bluff
2. Feather River at Oroville .
3. Yuba River near Marysville .
4. Bear River near Wheatland I .

5. American River at Fair Oaks .
6. Co5umnes River It McConneU .
7. Mokelumne River below Camanche Dam _ ..
8. Thomes Creek at Paskenta _ .
9. Stony Creek near Orland & .

10. Cache Creek near Capay...................................... .. .
11. Putah Creek near Winters............................... .. ..
12. Remaining arel East side.................... .. ..
13. Remaining area West side .

Total................ .. .

Avll!trageflow

Drainage (cubic feet
area (million pers~nd)

("'~ acre-feet (cubic feet per sqUJIre
miles) per year) per second) mile)

8,900 7.... 11,000 1.2'
3.624 ."'" '''''' 1.64
1;l39 '-'59 3.120 ,.33

292 0.313 430 1.47

'.... 2..5!17 3-"'" ,.90
724 0.39J "" 0.75
Ii!l.7 0.712 980 ,,,.
'94 0.194 270 ';19
m 0.448 6'!1l 0.84

1,"" 0.473 .... 0.62

'" 0.354 .90 0."
1,120 1.316 1.15-2.n'5

934 0.695 O.~l.~--
22.043

1 Record period 1m-1900.
• Record period 19:I6-lm
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FRESH GROUND WATER IN STORAGE

Except for a limited discussion of fresh ground wa
ter in storage. no attempt is made in this report to
evaluate water quality in the study area. This does
not mean, however, that water quality was not con
sidered in the study. Water-quality investigations
were started in the northern part of the valley. The
study procedures and initial results were reported by
Bertoldi (1976). Also as a part of this study, Berks
tresser (1973) mapped the base of fresh water in the
Sacramento Valley and the Sacramento-San Joaquin
Delta.

Although not aU ground water in storage is recov
erable by development, estimates of the amounts of
fresh water contained in storage are presented for
illustrative purposes. No attempt was made to calcu
late the amount of saline ground water in storage.

For purposes of assessing the ground water in stor
age, only the water present in the continental depos
its of post-Eocene age is considered. The assumption
is made that the water in these deposits contains less
than 2,000 mg/I in dissolved solids. The assumption is
also made that the ground water in storage is equal
to the product of the surface area of the aquifer, the
saturated thickness of the aquifer, and the specific
yield. Specific yield is used rather than porosity. Be
cause specific yield is less than porosity, the results of
the computation are considered conservative with
respect to the total volume of water present.

Computed fresh ground water in storage in the
continental deposits of post-Eocene age in the study
area is about 395 million acre-ft. This is 3.2 times the
water in storage in Lake Tahoe, 89 times that in
Shasta Lake, and 390 times that in Folsom Lake.

PRODUCTIVITY OF AQUIFERS
Olmsted and Davis (1961, Figure 3A) estimated penetrated by the wells.

the rates at which aquifers in the Sacramento Valley Average well yields greater than 1,000 gal/min are
can yield water to wells. These estimates, used in this possible in 30 percent of the study area. The highest
study, were prepared primarily on the basis of the average yields are from wells along a 4O-mile strip
performance of 2,783 large-capacity irrigation, in- adjacent to the Sacramento River in the Colusa area
dustrial, and municipal wells in 21 subareas of the (Figure 7A).
Sacramento Valley. The results are summarized here Average well yields of 500 to 1,000 gal/min are
by subarea (Table 5). The subareas are ranked in possible in 45 percent of the study area.
terms of average discharge or yield. Olmsted and In 25 percent of the study area, average well yields
Davis ranked the areas in terms of average yield are 250-500 gal/min. The lowest average well yields
factor for saturated thickness, which is a measure of are in the northern and eastern parts of the Sacra-
hydraulic conductivity of the saturated material mento County (Figure 7A).

Tobie 5.-Yi.lds ollf:llf/tt-Coptldly ."".lIs in SDcramenlo Volley

A~

no.
(see

fig. 7A) Areo

6 Colusa .
13 \Voodland ..
12 Cache Creek .
3 Qrland·\VilloW5 .
<4 Chico _ .

17 Davis _ .
7 Gridley .

II South Sutter .
10 Yuba·Bear ..
8 Honcut ..

19 Dixon. . .
2 Los MolinO$ _ .

16 Putah North _ _ _ .
1-4 Verona-Knights landing _ .
9 Peach Bowl _ .
5 Williams _ .

20 Sacramento _ _ _ ..
I Red Blurr-COrning .

18 Vacaville . .
21 COsumnes·American........................ . .
15 North Sacramento-Fair Oaks .

Avenge
Number Average well
of wells discharge depth
tested (gol/min) (II)

59 1,600 315
196 1"'" 256
52 12m 120

"'" 1,030 210
'96 1,000 '57
61 990 29S

11' 9IlO 256
121 960 '24
108 "" 292
23 640 200
96 770 "6
46 770 268
61 "'0 "".. 740 303

2£1 73/} 182
"Xl 620 '"125 ,'" 21'
292 '70 ."
118 440 256
103 380 317
54 250 334

liB



Known well yields.

lSJ Yield Qrealer than 1,000 gallons ..' minute.
(3 SOO litre.; ..' minute)

0 Yield 500 " ',000 gallons "" minute

"900 " 3800 litres "" minute}

1"'/1 Yield 250 " 500 gallons ,. minute
(950 " 1900 litrftl; "" minute)

@ ,,~ listtid '" table 5
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GROUND-WATER CONDITIONS 1961-1971

Water Level,
The 1961 ground-water-level contour map (Fig

ure SA) suggests little change in the general flow
pattern for natural conditions north of Sutter Buttes,
but there are some significant changes south of the
Buttes.

A pumping depression in Solano County between
Davis and Rio Vista is the result of many years of
ground-water withdrawal. The existence of a
depression was noted as early as 1931 (Huberty and
Johnston, 1941, Figure 8). In this part of the study
area the number of wells increased from 128 in 1913
(Bryan, 1923, p. 227) to 301 in 1932 (Huberty and
Johnston, 1941, p. 136).

New large-capacity wells were constructed
between 1945 and 1950 for use on increased irrigated
acreage, so that by 1950 a significant depression emt
ed (Thomasson and others, 1960, p. L 11). In fact,
estimated pumpage of ground water for irrigation in
the Putah area (Thomasson and others, 1960, Figure
1) increased. from 24,000 acre-ft in 1941 to 92,000
acre-ft in 1951. The greatest increase was in the wa
ter-level depression area. In 1961, estimated pump
age in Tps. 6, 7, and 8 N., Rs. 1 W. and 1 and 2 E., was
about 120,000 acre-ft. This last estimate is based on
computations using the land-use method (Table 6).

Three pumping depressions in Sacramento
County also are the result of many years of ground
water pumping. From about 1940 to 1970 the general
decline in ground-water levels in Sacramento
County has been fairly uniform (California Depart
ment of\Vater Resources, U174, p. 92). In the county,
significant amounts of ground water are pumped for
municipal and industrial use as well as for agricul
tural use.

Northwest ofRoseville and southeast of Marysville,
maximum ground-water-level declines from natural
conditions to 1961 were about 40 n (Figure 9A). The
depression northwest of Roseville has induced addi
tional ground-water recharge from the Sacramento,
Feather, and Bear Rivers. The depression southeast
of Marysville has induced additional recharge from
the Yuba, Feather, and Bear Rivers.

The 1971 ground-water-Ievel contour map for the
study area (Figure lOA) shows no significant change
in the general flow pattern of 1961. The 1971 contour
map is based on an analysis of numerous ground
water-level measurements in wells.

A comparison of the 1961 and 1971 water-level
contour maps reveals some significant groWld-water
-level rises in parts of the study area between 19tH
and 1971. There was as much as 30 ft of rise in water
levels in the pumping depression in Solano County
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and in the depression northwest of Roseville (Figure
IIA). Also, there was a small rise in ground-water
levels adjacent to the Feather River in the reach
between the Yuba and Bear Rivers. The rise in water
levels in Solano County resulted because of a de
crease in ground-water pumping and an increase in
the application of surface water for irrigation. Part of
the applied. surface water percolates downward and
recharges the ground-water system.

Ground-water-Ievel declines continued from 19tH
to 1971 in Sacramento County and in the pumping
depression southeast of Marysville.

Ground-Water Pumpage and Surface-Water
Irrigafion

Little information on ground-water pumpage and
surface-water irrigation is available for the study
area because few of the principal ground-water us
ers meter their pumpage, and few of the surface
water irrigation districts meter plot-by-plot applica
tions. Most districts maintain records of deliveries
and spills only at district boundaries. Therefore, only
the total volume of applied water within the district
can be determined.

For the purposes of this study, ground-water
pumpage and surface-water irrigation were estimat
ed. by the California Department of Water Re
sources, wing the land-use method. The
Department started a survey in 1940 which led. to a
continuing program of monitoring land use in Cali
fornia. In the program, land-use changes are moni
tored. on a cycle of 5 to 10 years. A summary of the
method used in this study to compute ground-water
pumpage and surface-water irrigation was present
ed in a report 00 Sacramento County (California
Department of Water Resources, 1974, p. 96-114).
Only the outline of the method is presented here.

Detennining purnpage and applied surface water
by the land-use method requires irrigated acreage
information and reliable estimates of cro~nit ap
plied. water. The Department of Water Resources
made a detailed land-use survey of the entire Sacra
mento Valley in 1961. Lands irrigated. with ground
water were segregated from those irrigated from
other sources. Repeat surveys were made on a
couoty-by-county basis starting in 1967. With these
two detailed pieces of land-use information and the
agricultural commissioner's annual reports for the
missing years, an annual picture of irrigated-land use
was reconstructed for each Sacramento Valley
county for each year of the 1961-1970 study period.
Applied-water values or pumpage from ground wa-



ter were computed for each year on a one-fourth
township basis by multiplying land-use acreage
(rice, grain, pasture, and so forth) by an appropriate
unit applied water value.

Estimated total ground-water pumpage and sur
face water applied for irrigation in 1961 was 1.8 mil
lion acre-ft and 3.8 million acre-ft, respectively
(Table 6).

Ground-water recharge in 1961 had to be greater
than during natural conditions to allow for 1.8 million

acre-ft of pumping without a resultant basinwide
ground-water-Ievel decline. The principal addition
al source of recharge was that part of the surface
water applied for irrigation that percolated down
ward to the ground-water system.

Estimated total ground-water purnpage and sur
face water applied for irrigation in 1970 was 1.8 mil
lion acre-ft and 4.5 million acre-ft, respectively
(Table 6).

SUMMARY

Post-Eocene deposits in the Sacramento Valley,
California, form one of the Nation's largest ground
water basins. The basin was studied to define various
hydrologic, hydraulic, and other physical characteris
tics and to evaluate changes in the basin from 1912
(natural conditions) to 1961, and from 1961 to 1971.
A digital computer model was developed to synthe
size data for natural conditions.

The post-Eocene deposits are more than 3,500 ft
thick in the central part of the syncUnal Sacramento
Valley and thin toward the valley margins. The basin
is estimated to contain 395 million acre-ft of fresh
water (less than 2,000 mg!l dissolved solids). Trans
missivity ranges from 4,300 to 65,000 ft21d; it is lowest
in Yolo and Solano Counties and highest adjacent to
several reaches of the Sacramento River. Storage co
efficients range from 0.04 to 0.12.

In 1912 the depth to ground water was less than 25
ft in more than 80 percent of the valley. Ground
water moved from recharge areas at the valley mar
gins and in the northern parts of the study area to
ward the center of the valley and then south,
discharging into the Sacramento River and then out
of the study area. Under natural conditions, recharge
(about 830,000 acre-ft/yr) was from infiltration of
streamflow and deep percolation of precipitation.
Discharge and evapotranspiration were about equal
to recharge, with no change in ground-water stor
age.

The long-term hydrologic budget for the basin
shows that surface inflow (22.2 million acre-ft) plus
precipitation (4.3 million acre-ft) equaled surface
outflow (17.3 million acre-ft) plus evapotranspira
tion (9.2 million acre-ft). Most surface inflow (56

percent) is from the Sacramento and Feather Rivers
in the north and northeast parts of the basin. Well
yields are greatest along a 4O-mile strip adjacent to
the Sacramento River near Colusa and lowest in the
northern and eastern parts of Sacramento County.
Well yields of 500 to 1,000 gal/min are possible in 45
percent of the study area; yields greater than 1,000
gal/min are possible in 30 percent of the study area.

In 1961 the ground-water flow pattern was similar
to natural conditions in the study area north ofSutter
Buttes, but it was significantly different south of the
Buttes. There were pumping depressions in Solano
County between Davis and Rio Vista, in three areas
of Sacramento County, in an area northwest of Rose
ville, and in an area southeast of Marysville. The
depressions are attributed to development of large
capacity wells for irrigation and, in Sacramento
County, for municipal and industrial USes. In 1961,
about 1.8 million acre-ft of water was pumped in the
study area, with an additional 3.8 million-acre-ft of
surface water applied for irrigation. Recharge was
supplemented by the applied surface water and was
greater than under natural conditions.

By 1970, pumpage had not increased significantly,
but surface water applied for irrigation increased to
4.5 million acre-ft. Recharge continued to be greater
than under natural conditions and, together with the
increase in applied surface water, resulted in some
recovery of water levels. Water levels in Solano
County and in the depression northwest of Roseville
were as much as 30 ft higher in 1970 than in 1961.
Water-level declines continued in Sacramento
County and in the area southeast of Marysville.
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y.... 6.-Es""""-d groumJ..WflNr puIfI~ tmd"""W-.r im,.tion in 1961 lind 1970

Quu!tity. in thousands of~feet

Ground·_ter punlptlgtJ SurftIctt._ttJr irrigllb'on
Township J96J J970 J96J 191"

T.~N.,R. 4 W. ~. 3.2 0.3 0.3
3 W. IO~ 1~7 2.8 19• W. U 6.'

T. 26 N., R. .5 W. ~ 1.0

• W. l~ U
3 W. "'" 18.4 .6 M

• W. U 311 19~ 17~

T. 2.5 N., R. 4 W. •• ••3 W. "'.7 17~ ... I'"• W. U 6.5 7~ 7~

1 W. • ~ •
T. 24 N., R. 4 W. 1.7 .., • 1.0

3 W. 16.7 • .1 I.' 10.6
2 W. .1 7.' 16.:1 1.5.6
1 W. 0.3 0.' 5.4 6.3

T.23N.,R.4 W. 0.' 1.5 O~ 0.'
3 w. a .. I>

• W. "'.• 22..2 ., 10.4
1 W. 16.5 16.2 .,
1 E. 3.0 3.0 O~ O~

T.22 N.,R. 4 W. '.1 .. 3.' il
3 W. >B 6.5 67.0 61.4

• W. 33D 3W 21.1 13~

1 W. 2U 21.2 311 6.7
1 E. 21.6 27.3 U 2.'• E. ••• 3.0 0.4 0.'

T. 21 N., R. 40 W. 1.7 2.0
3 W. ..~ 26.6 10.] O~

2 W. ..... 42.1 .~ 7.1
1 W. II> 12.8 .... ".0
1 E. 38.4 33.1 '0 16.6
2 E. ••• .. .... "'.0

T.20N.,R. 4 W. 0.6 I.,
3 W. 2].6 ..~ 5.4 '.6
2 W. ., a .... 100.7
1 W. 3.' 3~ ..~ ...1
1 E. 6.8 10.2 41.7 ....
2 E. 34.6 .... ... 51.4
3 E. 3.7 3.5 2.7 •••

T. 19 N., It • W. 1.9 32
3 W. '.6 ., 81.1 88.1
2 W. .. U 100.6 111.2
1 W. .. ... .... 301
I E. 6O~ m.7

• E. 6~ 8.4 7.0 95~

3 E. 8.7 .. .~ 3.7

• E. ,. 63 0.' O~

T.18N.,R 4 W. ... 07 3.7 U
3 W. .. 0.' 69.3 63.6
2 W. 1B 1.6 8" ..~
1 W. '.6 12~ .... 17~

1 E. 1.' 7.' 44.1 61.0
2 E. '.0 '.3 85.' 96.0
3 E. 13~ 14.3 19.1 ~,

• E. 38 7.5 '.0



Table 6.-E.timaled ground-will., pumpttge and surface-wille, i"igalion in 1961 and 197D-Continued

Quantity, in thousaJJds ofacre-feet

Ground-water pumpage Surface-water irn"gab'on
Township 1961 1970 1961 1970

T. 17 N., R 4 w. 1.8 3.8
3 w. 7.0 7.8 87.0 98.6
2 w. M 7.' 88.2 68.'
J w. 3.1 2.' 69.1 71.5
1 E. 11.7 U.3 10.1 20.1
2 E. 7.3 8.' 59.9 68.'
3 E. '.7 7.2 42.3 40.1, E. ,.4 '.8 1.4 ,.4

T. 16 N., R. , w. 0.' 0.5 15B U.5
3 w. U6.9 120.2
2 w. '.7 5.' 44.' 47.3
I w. '.7 '.0 29.3 41.0
1 E. I., 1.8 0.4 I.'2 E. 1.3 2.3 27.9 34.8
3 E. 26.3 28.1 19.7 35.', E. 10.6 ,.4 "'.8 90.5
5 E. 3.1 7.1

T. 15 N., R. 4 w. 0.4 0.8 ,., 3.3
3 w. 8.7 '.2 55.' 68.0
2 w. 8.' 7.1 51.8 54.7
I w. ,., 3.7 36.' 44.7
1 E. '.3 '.3 36.4 40.2
2 E. 15.0 13.9 45.1 53.'
3 E. 41.6 41.1 1.5 3.0, E. 24.' 23.2 12.5 21.
5 E. 2.' 2.8 0.1

T. 14 N., R 3 w. 3.1 5.7
2 w. 18.7 12.3 15.6 16.4
I w. '.0 5.' 21.3 47.7
1 E. 3.' I., 45.7 56.8
2 E. 75.2 BO.'
3 E. 34.3 36.3 3.' '.2, E. 35.0 39.1 3' 2.7
5 E. 22.7 21.1 5.1 '.1

T. 13 N., R 3 w. 0' 0.4
2 w. 18.2 18.0 8.0
1 W. 18.8 '.3 29.5 30.'
1 E. o. 0.' 88.7 67.3
2 E. 64.2 84.5
3 E. 10.0 10.2 46.3 61.5, E. 34B 23.5 '.1 23.5
5 E. 27.2 10.0 7.' 17.7, E. 0.2 0.2

T. 12 N., R. 2 w. 0.8 0.3
1 w. 10.2 13.3 3.7 3.3
1 E. 72.8 84.2
2 E. 0.5 0.5 88.' 96.1
3 E. 1.8 1.7 47.9 66.5, E. 34.' 19.4 2.8 30.5
5 E. 19.1 11.1 '.0 25.3

T. UN., R. 2 w. 1.5 ,.,
1 w. 0.' 0.' 2.' 2.8
1 E. 22.5 23.2 ,.,

"2 E. 20.' 17.2 29.5 45.1
3 E. '.0 '.0 37.1 47.2, E. 22.7 19.9 30.3 37.8
5 E. 16.6 5.2 I.,
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TaW. 6.-E.H"""-d I1f'OfHHJ-woIM /IPf/HIP .tHi~w.,.,I~ In 1961 tiM 191'D-Conti,"-,"

Quantity, in thous:mds oFacre-feet

Cround-WIlterpwn~ SurfllCe-water irription
Township J96J J970 J96J l!1TO

T.ION.,a 2 W. U I., 0.' 8.2
I W. '6.9 13.5 227 23.2
I E. 18.9 18.1 10.6 11.7
2 E. 32.0 32.0 ... 0.'
3 E. 3.8 2.3 31.4 29.3
4 E. '.0 0.. 57.5 83.0
, E. 17.7 17.8 1.0

• E.
11.3 13.6 1.1 0.'

7 E- 0.1 .. ...
T.9N_.R.JW. 3.' M 373 42.8

1 E- U ao 34~ 40~

2 E- 31~ 2U 24.7 2U
3 E- 7.0 ••• ,a ".7

• E-
24.1 27.' 38.4 OO~

, E- .... 38.8

• E-
14.9 222 ..

T.8N.. R. 1 w. 2'" 30.2 10.1 10~

I E- 24.' 27~ IU 16.0
2 E. 26.' 41.6 •• 22
3 E- 18.3 16.3 15.1 '.0

• E. 10.0 10.8 19.4 '.1
, E. 31.5 ".3 2.' 0.1
, E. 20.0 19.6 1.7
7 E. '.0 '.0 3.8 I.'

T. 7 N., R. 1 W. 3.' •., &3 '.1
1 E. " .. 43.3 39.'
2 E. 27.' 28., OO~ ,,~

3 E. 0.' I., 3U 39~

• E-
.. I~ "'-' 38.8

, E- 33~ 21.7 U 22

• E-
IU 16.4 SA 7~

7 E- 14.8 15.0 .,
8 E- .0 27 "T.6N.,R 1 W. .. 1;.6
I E- 3.' 39 79 37.'
2 E- U 3.7 .... ....
3 E. 40.2 39.'
o E. ,.• '.3 32.7 "9
.5 E. 28.' 31.6 12.4 18.4
, E. 24.' 26.3 160 11.8
7 E. 10.6 11.6 7.1 1O~

8 E. 3.' 2.7

T. 5 N., R. 2 E. 29.' 33.3
3E- 36.' ".0
.E- 3~ 3.1 361 41.1
'E- 1&3 'M 31.7 361
'E- 29.0 29.7 179 22.
7E- a 1<0 19.8 OO~

8E- " 3.1

T.4N.• R. 2 E. U " 09
3E- 0.' 0' "" 329
'E- 34.' 38.7
'E- '" '"'E- 239 "" 228 162
7 E. 46.0 so., 12.4 8.0
8E- ••• '.1 13.4 1·4.1--

Total 1803.9 1814.1 3827.1 4489.7
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